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1 

is a some 

on 

new 

"" ...... , ........... to 

a 

aDt'rmLChl~s to 

2 Knelo'rzc. I 

I 

me 

access to 

...... "'"U."'.'" 3 to COIlSti1tute an exe:getlCal 

a "'LA ..... ' .... 

onnO<lox nOSltllon on cha10ter I one 
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I 

cxplan~tion of why Philouemus rmght ha\e thought tllat thc i 

rhdonc ure bound 10 fail In thclI' qncsl 1"rpcrsudsimL 

For ~bbrevl~(~u references ((1 anClent aUlhors :lnu texts I hm 

(luI ill lhe (hird eui(ion of 111" Oxford C/(jssirai DirtiOlwr. 

Spa\dorth) Oxford (1')<)6) pp. n ix-l iv: for scholarly works I 

have fo ll ow~d tile COllvcn1!ons of L ' Ann;" PhilolOf'ique, It 

Aunc,Jllo'S text, the SUmanH: IS abbreviated (0 Longo: Suuh, 

VO llllll ~ L \'olum~ 2, ,md [h~ Supplementl"'; of S Suuh~us 

U 1I.\/lg(tg92 ]S96) 

~QIT on s i dil for n lr~cl" from Longo /\ llncc h,o' s eUllion 

I have reprouuced I.(mgo A,mcc'h",', syst~m 0 r representing I 

[ 1 ~ lacuna or size which call be determined 

1 ~ lacuna of size which cannot t.: u~(~rnlllle, 

, , , ~ traces of Idlers 

,, ~ incompkte ietter 

[[,,11'- ktt~r deleted b}' the scrib~ 

{oj ~ ICHer deleted hy Longo Auricchio 

<0> = Jetter mseTl~U by Longo AllricdllO 

'0> = letter wriuen aoove line or in the margin 

lui ~ Longo Auricchio's surpl~ment 

~ u ~ letter ",Imh Longo Auricchio pUIS in 

by the dlscglll 

LoJ ~ lcl1er reco\'ereli ji"om nine, 1080_ 40f 
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outcome re~;earcllle<1 at some ."'""" .. , •. 

IS 

to accuse 

are 

as as are is ael>atl!Dlle. 

two is mart 

or not. it 

a nuc,aernus atte:mp,ts to aenl1onstra:te 

m<1'ee<1 an art or r" .. ,roP"n,frI 

were re!na1Une 

..... < ....... ' .. or 

seems to some own as a 

80 A for the force of this verb is its occurrence in the second 
2 PHerc. 1428 Henrichs Ott OUK 

that the do not exist"; it cOIDmlonlly 
and fnmkness. See Obbink 

81 The two not 41-42 re-~eX8Jminlati()n 
the papyrus of Book 4 has 1007 col. ........... ' ..... , ... 

does not read tb ratE :Ita! but tb ratE ~ altclgetber 
identification since Caius Vibius Pansa Caetronianus was both to Ep:icureanislm 

and was interested in rhetoric testimonies assembled 
aeCllcatee, if that is what be in Book 4, where Pbilodemus moves to 

it is not that which is COILSIClere:a pirac'bcllUy 
serviceable is so and it is not unknown for a of a work to be dedicated to one 

held the view that Philodemus' works were intended for a Roman audience and Roman 
The audience remains but Blank's that the 

attc~MI)timlg to the confusions of students 
82 instance may well be connected with the notion of the 

Laert. 10.26. But it is as the LUCIetius passage n!!tl!!lTl'·tI 

es, rerum 
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3 

1: 

1. 

most 

an educ;abonal "' ... n ........ "" or a means to 

course 

2 

3 

4 

An attitude en(:ap!lulalted in injlmc1tlon Aa.9£ Huilcrac fro 551 . cf. also Kt1 frr. 554 
Cic. Aft. 14.20. 
I am of course, in very terms, and do not wish to debate an issue raised 
Russell 219 as to whether rhetoric was considered of the of in the 

In any case, Philodemus the that rhetoric could be 
viewed as of one's cf. esp. Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XVI.2-11 ,_,._ .. _, 
where it is included among 'tmv K01.v(i)v Kat llCaA.i.Ov 

Cf. Isocrates Kat Ka:A.eto9al 11 
SO. See also WaUace-Hadrill's succinct remarks on paiide,ia 

226. 
'hilosclphers uu' ....... j' focused on the erroneous beliefs transmitted in Homer and 

Hesiod. Some of the earliest and most statements to this effect are to be fOlmd in the 
fraJgmc~nts of 10-16 The in DO~lt-SocIiatic PhllOSC)pny: 

..... ; •. ,...;,"'. of it, is also associated with Dic)2e'neS 
1043b 24 ot 'AvnageVE1.0t Ka\ ol 

phl.1osloplllers were to COInpe~te 
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4 

was a 

was nTl:!Oc:cuD1f~d 

to 

an to 

to mt1egrate 

to come to tenns 

as we can 

.. it was CleemLeCl a nel:eSSaIV "',"'-',,"'" 

bec:orr:Le an 

• it was 

was not ne4ces,saI'il 

nnisconCI~tJ,on, their reservations on the content 

while most other forms of 
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so we not waste 

reserve or 

5 

tt-.. ",t ... A most 

hpICUl1"e~lI1 U10lue:rerlce or even uu'»uuq to 

oeCiame a COIDmonJ)lac:e. 

Oull" SOUll"ces 

to cOl!ltil:ln, or npThl~nc: _a-b,!'> ..... 

see Obbink's comments on De 
454455. 

seems to 

1 col. 27 lines 768-70 407 and 

in'\l'esligs,tiolns into the natural world 
de!;t!illled to free the human mind from terror 

.. "'." ...... " was no eXlcep1tio:n: in De or. 
conllPle:tely WUluitllble for an 8SJ:liriIag 

lnst. nam 
rliptnncam !l!cr:In.~tt}_ and 12.2.24. 

It must be 
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6 

UIC)geJnes ae"otc~s to qucltatlons 

own 

sentence - c:.n,m"'·utl,,,,1" pomJ)OllS 

IS is 1J"".",un 

t>ytnoC:les to one 

IS to eXCm11)ht 

11 

Ge, co 

too seems to Dec:orrle a na(:K11eyc~ sentence. It is 

name 

was unaware 

stu.dellt IS llklenc;~ to a DI"()SDectlve 

i:l>U,,,,-,tUCJI,IU;; as to 

one can ....... 6" ..... 

9 Its use ... "' .... " ..... , (Pltltar(:h and QuiJntiliiiID in fro 163 
indicates that it was 

10 395 calls this "a is the 
with Circe's advice to Odvsseus to steer clear of the Sirens in book 12 of the 

64 and Cabisius In I detect a subversion 
from in education. 

II of the vanities associated with the which fonned the of 
which lead to irrational and e.g. Hdt. 81 and 

in other Hom. 4.2 = frr. 228-29 Math. 1.296-99. 
See Gale 14-15. 

12 Ath. 13.588a and Pluto Contra 
13 of the .., .. il:> ..... ". 

not pallae4)grapJriclllJy cnrlvirlCilll!1 

14 A1J;I;I\./IoTlV at '!:tva ...• his words make it clear that he did not 
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7 

a nOIl-e)astl~ntl OOlllcat:lon. it 

~P'M.l"·rI to reassure 

It 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

is an11Clipatmg 

rlrlrp.,~p,P 15 

know who the individual was. 

If the "IJ"U""'I]O; 

smzllesticln is ten:tptling, 

on 

IS mllnse:ll 

I 

were 

ME!1IOeeEUm is to be taken at its face value 
then Pni.,. .. rll~ VII'elc,om4ed 

cornpi1ete) and the old have received a full 
circle Lam. 10.3 and See 

desire that his doctrines be accessible to "the average man", and 

P .... " ..... ," would have found 
1< ............. ,,, intended rather to 

41 O1SllgR~e. 

snatches of the same sort of abuse in a different cotlte)!,t, 
6 &~d~~l I 

__ ~ • ...r_l Philod. Rh. 2 PHere. 1672 col. XXXV.21-24 \ .......... s .... 

Un.cmnpllimentary sources assert that EDi.curus own father was a school teacher and that I<:n1C11'1'II1~ 

........... u fillll1lwe:d that for a Lam. 10.2-3 . 

See Frischer who argues .. """'''''....... it is more sent 
their children to ordinaJrv SC;;n04i.JJS; edtlcation may even have a for 

escape from a in which one has been incarcerated" 64. Yet 
32 n. 41 draws attention to evidence from will that the sons of 

Metrodorus and PollvaeDllS !>:tn.1V1fl0 within the school Laert. 10. 
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8 

an education which suits Greeks and not can the 
uncier:gOIle a in traditional studies teach also how to discover the affairs of 

those who have made an of or at least of the same if nOltn111lg 
studied from childhood to age and 

this kind in detail. While those who were enslaved 
not learn even to read and write ... 

res,peet -'~-~'''J seems to p.Tnp.l"llrp. pOILenllc:al contexts 

no means 

it is a DO'SUlTe was •• ,u' ........ , ... to hIlllclJre:8D 

I it course to 

ancient eVlOerlce to COlrlt:r.arv IS 

not questlol100 

EpicUlfe~ms were ...... ....-<> .... lIaOlillonal eCluc:anon. not 
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9 

pa:la~~la were not seen 

remnants 

npll'Tn1T us to !IICU·prT!II .... or 

..... ' ..... , .... , ... to 

ICIUi:1]rAt;U was 

........... v .. on 

even 

a 

some bpIC\llTe~ms COltlSlaelrea .... U.UA"' .... 'I'I' geI1IUlI1le or ortJtloclox 

19 I should state that I do not follow Giancotti's thesis that to was 

20 

21 

22 

mymo.logllcat content but I do believe that his about the hostile source 
of so much of our information is a valid one and that this fact should encourage us to exercise caution 
before we make of the kind found in Bartalucci 51-52. Gale's 

15-16. 
Rnlicmru!I:' works did not contain a citation from other authors 

tv a.U: au-toi) 
allusions to, and even a citation 

Laert. 10.137 fro 66 (bSllRIlre as to their SlgJmfi.caIlce, see 
Ronconi 70-72. 
Atticus is as acl!::no'WlC:dgling 'm~'wP.1rvirlo 
Epicurean notions when no fellow EpiCUlre8J1lS 
references at n. Cantora is 
r ...... ;nrt1 ... tI e.g. Cic. Fin. 1.31. 
As Blumenthal 141 has observed in the case of the ACiademy and the P ........ "tnC! " 

on one or more SPC:ClIIC does not entail disiagreeIlneIlIt." 
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reverence 

23 Hubbell 

24 Crawford 
power in the 

2S 

26 The 

" ....... ", ... SICD()Ol. as it is fe1llfeSelnte:d .......... , .. u .. IS 

same 

an Imt)aCi within 

vvas extreme 

it is true 

out that it is not clear whether the antecedent 
DiI:l2e'nes and and O:AA.ol or 

aC5Ilgnatl()O is 
SOl)hiIStiC rhetoric is an art, in 
'nn'Tn,c / ou I 
Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 col. VII.24-

AillnCichi,o-1'epc~diJ10 Guerra 

esp. 206-207 outlines the and in the balance of 
first B.C. for Greek intenectuals. Swain 2-3 that 

Greeks of the second and fust centuries B.C. and the 
marks this 

the Second 
Laertius' that 
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J 11 

uno. Nl" DC! to 

now un ... ",., .. ", 

to 

27 

28 

29 

30 

While Erler 

not seem to 

it was 

.EDIClllI'e~mS were 

were be(;Ol1nmlf! 

a as to remove DHJOI'I;;ID or ."T1C1TU" 

to assert that pbillos'oplilers "' .... n"'" B.C. identified less 
spe:clt'lC school than with the founder of the 

EplicUlrealtlS for whom Founder and school were tnsepillaille. 
ew:pUilltIiUilC>1i that the Stoics also Zeno's works as canonical but that the somewhat uru;yst:ematic 

wrihneJlIleft a deal of room for manoeuvre and Plato's wriltinllS 
ditti:ming intlerpretllticlns. Ep:ICUlruS. on the other constructed a 

Yet I doubt whether HniicUI'UlI' 
imlnectiat:ely coherent. P ... ·h ..... " 

" ....... ",rt to, and pr()bably 

hal!!iol!:ntll,hicai • liter&tUJre 
biCllgrllphicai and anecdoml 

exc-gctical tool the 
doctrines of the treatises themselves. 
The locus classicus is of course Lucretius' ma,gnilficent aD()stroplle of in DRN 3. but the 

ex):,ressed less in Cic. Fin. 1.14 and 32. is 
Laert. On the institutions of 

236 n. and ....... IJlU'.U 

111·115. 
Certain .extant poliioltlS l"""otl1lv De natura, for have been to resemble a 'work 
in nTt'''rrf~lIlI' it is an esoteric book in the sense that it was 5' ......... , ... )1 

of close associates ... "; for on and 
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"""'''''VA£> aa.tllerenCe to .......... "" ....... A'... even 

on on 

lIn,l'Ip'n:!lrnr.l'I or 

~c,nOIOlS or 

EpllCW'earlS are nnw ....... '" as pn:scm.lng a 

on texts was 

own to successor He:rmlar(:hu.s. 

of that see also pp. 57-58. Yet in a more recent assessment· of the entire 
104-109 argues that the features De natura show that it was a lecture course. 

31 A classic of how one of more controversial doctrines gave later a 
headache is his assertion that love for one's children is not natural. Demetrius Lacon that we 
should not that such love is unnatural and perverse but rather that it is 

tan v 11 'tOt 't£KVU / / 1E1tI~tj')'n1tll~ 

(ltv8o(o1t()\ 'tOt 'trov / KU't' "'''''''''''.<'' ... " "O'.l'.vnu ... ~ ... ,,'" 

. PHerc. 1012 col. for edition of relevant 
249-255. On the other Bames a fmc 

DU1l..U.":;~U. IIltralllsllgeJDCe in the case of the doctrine of the size of the sun, where advances in 
aPJ)arc:ntly, alter the later stance on this issue 3S-41 ; 

32 In cases where Epicurus ex)lic:it advice on a later adherents were ap)!)8l'Iently 
at to take a POSllti(Jln En1Ml1'111!l was to have amllro'll'ed. Cic. Fin. 2.5S. 

33 A facet of <'lIr"lVtlrv EoicUlI'CalDS shared with other such as the and the 

34 Laert. 10.21. 
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35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

at an 

own ex~unl)le. 

LalJOlJCea COJnpose:<1 a ................. -J 

use 

are was 

not 

IS 

were' 

the series of extracts from 1":1'I1ICIl1I'1ll!' archon in PHerc. 1005 frr. III 
in PHerc. e.g. coll, XIV.lt V"'.4U.,"."") references in Philodemus 

De t col. 28 lines coll.29-30 lines 840-845 and a letter of Hermarchus in 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XLIV. 19-23 , .......... l!>, ... , 

would have been almost inevitable the sheer number of texts n .. clw!1n ........ 

and his associates. 
n .... ·., .... u .. rI in PHerc, 1044 fr, 14.3-10 

The extensive 'En:iAElC'tOt 1 and and the 
1 The list could be extended, 

In her discussion of the ph4enclmc~noln of epltoIltleS within the hDicuresn school 
main to facilitate memorisation of details contained in the more extensive anlllVlti .. a 

and to isolate the main of doctrine 38-42. Such texts were intended 
both to instruct those who had not read the detailed treatises and to advanced followers with a 

cOlnpllete grasp of the doctrine in its finished fonn. 
cOliltilll1Dg my remarks here to the dissemination texts within hpiclJl'esm clommulDities, 

add in that I do not believe that the evidence is sufficient to " ..... nnri Frischer's 
50 that works were inaccessible to the and that 

related to recruitment 

that such texts were lllllpos.slble 
ancient testimonia for EplicUlruS' wntmltS 
Laertium testimonia de hDllCW:O 
Plutarchi. et Plutarchi qUllOClrD 

miSlelildill1g: Usener writes sectatores et 
CO):)lO!Ia non sunt quam M. Tulli Ciceronis et 

phlllos:oplb.ia:m dissertationes". Usener 
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pertolmled a ""' ... ',r""..," .. ' .... 1 e> ..... '11 .... ' .. content a 

~v •• v~ ... ~lSSUJ~gc~stc~d 

we are see:im! 

......... .." ...... ' ..... "." .... w~ di~;seminaited over a Drc)aCler IZe,oSZra[)hlCal area, new new 

centres were co:nfi'onlted 

was 

most 

iellenllstlc courts 

"" ..... Ul'''' to us, most means 

that after the ...... ; .. 11'r .... ,n" themselves and Di,oae:nes LliC£IJIUiS. Cicero and Plutarch offer 
richest 

reconstruction of so much Usener's intlfextinltiu'm 
many other sources, with sizeable contributions from and Sextus J:1n'm;'Mt"l'U 

that many more technical treatises were difficult to obtain and t" .. ,I't"'nl'IJ 

book but that was the case for most Hellenistic pnUOlmplnelrs, 
--_._,-,,_ ..... works would have to be secured circulation. Nor should we be u".nri,,, .. tI 

I·.n' ... "' ..... "" texts have not turned up in the sites of if the can be trusted to 
of individual authors then it will reflect the tastes 

schools 
retlres.en1ted. and of the testimonies 

DO!lsible e:ItCCDb()n of PBerol. inv. 
of EDiicw-ean as 

...... iM.~ ..... ;"m in ortrelru~$, 

I am not convinced that the absence of 
the des;ootic .... "'i ...... ., 

mentions several EtllictJlreliD works 
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texts contact at a 

to 

some 

texts our 

most 

we extent 

to as was 

some 

were 

One 

It ,",LA'V""'''' 

ou1nut was C01[lCe:mC~ 

Obbink thinks Pfotlable 
indicate texts were available in a 

43 Cicero was able to secure a copy of Phaedrus' work from Atticus res:Id.U112 in 
'"'''.1<::''''_ pres'umablly had close contacts with the 

44 Of course, there is the that the collection retrieved from the Villa dei is 
..... '''1 .. '''', the result of a set of historical accidents. But it is more constructive to 

45 There are too many interference with the collection from middle of the frrst "'''''~1I1I11nJ 

B.C. to the destruction of the villa in A.D. the destruction of a number of rolls 
,. ..... ,,,"', excavators to be the that more rolls are still 
somewhere in situ I say in the lines 
below must remain spc:culative. 

46 For of relevant 5-8. 65 does 
date some of EPlicw:us' 
~8:Dmmgofthefint"~'h'~1 

47 99-101. 
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meumenotr~~e5Ienl[ea 

an l'I1'I,1'Il'I,rhI11"l 

own on a sel,ectllon 

someone 

were more 

own me:m()rv or notes own .. ",<."'h ... ,,, 

on texts i:'OlmCllers wu not lmllte:d to ,",VJ,''''""uvu, alTaJlgc:mcmt, 

tests 

extant texts 

more were I 

48 of De rhetorica which Philodemus cites in his own work on that 
but which has not turned up in the !ltul'viv-1l'1o 

49 194 that the collection was made Philodemus' teachers. Cavallo 
9-12 offers a clear review of the anyone to reconstruct the 

of the collection to but seems confident that it was who 
transferred the collection to Herculaneum. Yet I find it that Philodemus omitted works which 
would have been most useful to for have so far been dis,co,/en~ 
among the the of the argues 92-95 that evidence exists that 
Philodemus used Zeno's works on and poems. I have been wonned that a new papyrus has been 
dec:iptlere:d and found to contain a work but it has not been put.lislled. 

50 On the other one would that Philodemus would have had little . in !lteCIUnrll1 

of the he from Athens if he so wished. 
51 to the Epicurean reliance on the works of the J'olmdlers 388 sees textual 

criticism as an of the method practising pbiloS()ph:v, and the 
school's as "1ma vera e 
Lacon's work on textual and exe:getlcal prc.blc:ms 
44.8-9. EXlilIDllies nt- 'nl'n.nn,Q""tI emendation and ..... I~ .. ";u e,teg1esls 
1672 and XVIII.8-XIX.30 <_' .... _, 

52 In addition to remarks from a number of works nrf'lll"r'lllf".tI in the Herculaneum collection the 
most text are PH ere. 1012 which contains a Demetrius Lacon of ad 
textual of ad the 

summary 
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17 

aDl:lrOactI to 

ED'lCllI'elUlS were COlnD1eHe:a to amlro:ach to Da,rae;ra nT,_C!pt1 or 

to 

nn'lll,r:>ln was one 

53 

S4 

SS 

S6 

were to 

not 

to 

new QU'ec1tlOllS 

were COllllD,letlelV 

most 

In his introduction to the series of works liberal studies Sextus Emtpmicus 
ac}rnowlc~dging that the also attack these activities but is to eDl]phasise 
not do so from the same motives as the 1. 
It is that Cicero manages to culture 
in his summary of the chief tenets of that philosc)phy, 
()n 11-12. 

Philodemus criticises the attc:~rrwlts 

forensic rhetoric within the ....... 'Vi .. "" 

EDiicw-ean Bromios to ac(:oJIum:Kia:te .,,"'u,",_, 
Rh. 2 PH ere. 1674 con. 
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18 

extant texts 

UUVU''''llJ,U~J we are to reC:Olllstrnct some 

COllsti'tutc~ a test-case 

"'T~ .... 1"I .. ..,.. it was an art 

nrl:lctlce was s.rrouncled 

were oeI'hat)s 

gerluirle arts 

or 

an 

exact 11l';;U',,",U 

more unlcolltlpI1omisiIlg w;oec:ts 

status 

XXXV, to Adorno goes so, in my oninion) des,cnt)ing the 
philOSlJphical chasm that the Founders from of the fast ....... ,h' .. " 102. 

Me'taptl. 1.1 and Eth. Nie, 1139b 14 - 1141b 8. For an extensive discussion 
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59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

as arts. 

"'" ... " .. ""... on art course 

Of those who attack gec)mc~try 
pnnclple:s, sj)en.dmlg their efforts on "'IUl.W .... ' 

foundation. In this 

froma 
the second are those who propose to overturn gellmletri.cal prilrlcil)les 
are others who even concede the pnnclple's, 
pr()pc,sitllons] are demonstrated without soroetllin,g 
contained in the It was this kind 
an 
unsound. 

concern was to 

SClen(~e was 

1'ITf'<I;!PnJI><I;! some 

cornm.emary on 

away with crops 
Scenti(;s. The members of 

EpiicUI'earJlS. But there 
the 

nIl111:1I1',(I aJmOlugn he was 
COIICe]:>tiCID was 

It is intl~rel;tinlSZ to 

hoc 
249-250. 

:filn'liti,cat. See also references and blbllojp-8.1>hy assembled CalboIi-Montefusco 

In Euclidis elementa pp. 199.3-200.6 
Colaizzo. 

rnCWCln} = ft. 46 Mc:lStc:m-.KJJl.<1, = Zeno ft. 27 ..,.. •• < ..... -

I use Kidd's translation 100-101 of this passage. 
Kidd lOOn. 23 has l'IthIl!Oltf".rl the text to <"Ca{)"Ca> 'til 

of 'mathematics' in Jl;CLlCU' .. , see Vlastos 
63-68. 

in themselves or ca"ab]le of produ(;mg plelllSw'e, 
11-12. 

Mau 

see 
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note not ...... ,,,"' .. · ... t a 

was aDDn)~:nlSaeemlea .. u.~~~, 

not to co:nSlaer some arts "' ........... "' ... '" DOSSllble or 

it is 

UU.ll ... un to reconstruct art to 

a "' .... "AU'U ... ". on 

comment: 

The I·.",""""""""'" defme art thus: art is a method which Dr()du.ces D .. <, .. al"/~,n\ that which is ad'lfanitali!:eolLls 
to life. The term energousa is to ergazomene. 

I ............. , ...... at a I come to art 

are es~lentIal "I .... "'A .. ,."'., 

........... "" IS to forenSIC 

64 

HenwudlUS. a rhetorician 
nos. 31-38 are .... '"'u"' .... 

Guerra' 5 to Philonides also occmpied 
with and a work 
entitled the 

EpicurellJDS who refuse Euclid's 
Vlastos CrOnert Kolotes und Menedemos but he 

thinks that it is still an attack on the whole of axiomatic Ile()mc~trv 
he~ldiIl~ 'twv EVO''tQV'tQ}v. The thrust of Zeno's is even 

if you any axiomatic what follows and 
theorems) cannot be demonstrated. 

6S Cf. Blank 180. 
66 It is not even clear whether the earliest EpiicUlrellJ!ls rc:co2Irised the distinction between cOI:ue,:tm:'ll1 and 

exact arts, or whi!'!thf~r_ Auricchio 47 1. .. 1 .... " .. ~ it wu under the of 
other 

67 108.27 = ft. 22Th Us .. 
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some sort 

we are not infiomled cOllte"t as to 

is COlI1Ce:me~ at 

was an art at 

was 

or 

so is not an art u ....... ,.. 

.. ... u ........ ,... rlletclric a 

:se:K:tulS uses term 1('n:1('n~r$''V 

too 

to 

seems to a 

68 Fr. 51 Us. 
69 l!i ........ ., ... tenor of our available evidetlclI'!_ the isolated recorded 

that the should go to court when he is 

70 

71 See Barnes' discussion of the ar2:um,ent 
(a of Stoic 
moral duties. 

72 a rather chaotic list 
a summary the Tarsian 
1tOAt't£'IXJI::a9at and Ferrario's survey 
available for a reconstruction of views Qn rhetoric from the time of the Founder until 
Philodemus shows how little we know for certain. 
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cause U"''''''''lU.IVl are not Ul1TrI.ft 

text aDIl,arenth COIlltanls a 

to an 

74 

aDI)ro:ach to arts: art ..... , ......... ",.'" 

emph~lSls on 

were "'Uj;;, ... l" ....... at 

73 who cites Tac. Dial. 13 for the idea. 
74 Fr. 127 It should be remembered that Hermarchus started as 

a rhetor before he was wooed from that the and some 
CDI;SIOlary ftal~ent contained in the 

jno::rri,,,,ti(\n to be Hermarchus. The attracted a fair amount in 
the for summary and discussion see Smith 559-60 and Auricchio 

75 See Blank 178. 
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were it 

an art 

Qls:cm;slIlg arts at 

to we 

not 

it manner 

on 

to "''''<T'''''''' 

AU',","J'AU" is an art. It must 

was 

to it 

to deJDolrlSU'8.te was an art or 

to deJDOltlSu:ate it was not. 

76 Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 
77 

78 Inst. 2.17.1 an rhetorice ars sit? Barnes 2 comments that this 
this 

oru~lau,ght on rhetoric to :inc:re8.1.:in2 COJnpi:tition 
second B.C. 
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sees on ane:mp'ts to sutmOI1 

to an art: 

) 

not out 

statements 

no reason to 

lU!Ul)'I;;!1 is not it a 

at 

79 Auricchio she warns that the of rhetoric's 
technical status may not have as much as it does Philodemus. Philodemus 
cOllsumtlly reiterates that the Founders COllSlclerc:a s<)pbJistic rhetoric an art: Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 coil. 

whereas rhetoric is not an art Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. 

XXVI.28·31. 
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outcome at some ..... 0.1<:. ... ' •• 

to accuse 

l"OlllIlClers are 

as as are is ael,at:able. 

I two 

or not. 

a 

IS an art 

......... "' ... as a 

seems to some own as a 

80 A for the force of this verb is nr()Vic:ied 
2 PHerc. 1428 Henrichs l\"r, ... 1nM.l~ ... " 01:\ oin( 

that the do not exist"; it cOlrmIlonly 
and fnmkness. See ObbiDk 

81 The two not 41-42 re-examination of 
the papyrus of Book 4 has led to the 1007 col. XLlla.4 fr. = I, 222 

does not read to ratE Kat but to ratE more 
identification since Caius Vibius Pansa Caetronianus was both SVlnDllthletic 

and was interested in rhetoric testimonies assembled 
declica.tee, if that is what he in Book 4, where Philodemus moves to 

it is not that which is COllSiclerc:d practiclllly 
serviceable is so declicated, and it is not unknown for a of a work to be dedicated to one 

held the view that Philodemus' works were intended for a Roman audience and Roman 
The intended remains but Blank's that the 

attc~ml)tiI1lg to the confusions of students 
82 instance may well be connected with the notion of the 

Laert. 10.26. But it is as the Lucretius passage ret!em~11 
es, rerum 
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sort extent to 

.. n'~Tn ... ,.. IS an 

to more recent .l..J1J .. "",.u 

COJler'em hpicurealll "" .... "' •. uv'U on 

a more Immc::cuate 

.... U1" .... !:lI1'\C! on 

is 

meant 

one 

is ....... "' ...... ul'> to 

a new COltnD1UIUt} 

83 '"'""" .... 1... the CalrnplmiilD ,t;Dlcureans will have read works like 
were aimed at the international co:r:l1Dlltmilcy 

84 This sUji1:gelstioID Philodemus the first 
and cOl1tSeQlueIltly ... n" ... t1"" at the earlier date favoured 
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it too 

a SUtlen~Dr unde:rstlmding more 0I1IllCI<10IX 

some IS to IS 

fi"eQUlent AIJIL'IOii:U to 

some cases even 

at a 

colI. 2444-45 and Asmis 2371 n. 7. In a more recent review of the evidence 
Sider 8-9 Philodemus' arrival in and his work on On Rhetoric in about 
74-73 B.C. I have not been able to read J. Wisse's essay, presence of Zeno. The date of 
Philodemus' On Rhetoric . . . etc.', in R. Risselada et al. On Latin. and 
Studies in Honour pp. Amsterdam 

85 

86 At Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. Lll.8-10 that he is better versed in EPlicw~ 
WTiiti1'l!il'<t than his that due to his ISOilatu)n 
Philodemus was nervous of doctrinal ideas for lOS. His 

understandable and the ardour with which he confronts his Hpilcurean 
opPOJlenlts t1·'<tnl",vCf remarkable confidence. 

87 In Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 fro 5 lines 5-10 Romans are mentioned to2.ethier 
nations which to administer treaties without the aid of rhetorical 
cornmentary on this and a of other references to Rome in Phlilocllemlus, 
155. 

88 Ennius shows a of UUJUJUil.UIIY with EDiicw'ean doctrine. Plautus and Terence on the 
reveal no obvious allusions to the school or its tealt:hu12S. 
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Dllltl01;01lihv at ......... 'AU' .... 

not ............ ", .. 

same "" .... ,,,"' ........... ... sources on 

we 

over as unlsU11tab.le 

ODlemen(:e to 

a 

senatus 

were 

89 

.... AI . .II.UiUUU as prc~seJnted 

app.ear so 

The incident was rehearsed in e.g. Cic. De or. Plut. Cat. Mai. 
6.14.9. Yet Cicero sunnises that U1()ge:nes the Stoic and Cameades the Academic could 
been chosen for their nu1lam umquam 

Epiicurean absence may be e:q:IJallled 
poi5sit,le. but I do not think we need be even that 

90 In addition to the indiscriminate ban of 161 
91 Ath. 12.547a and Ael. VH 9.12 both mention that the Epi,cun:an5 

92 

93 

Gruen 177-178 that as It phillosophy 
made teachers from that school convenient in a token review of what the Roman elite found 

this thesis relies on the date of the decree 1 S4 and not 
173 
Cf. 89 " ... ' ..... " .. "7' .......... restait presque a une societe dans l'action 
viollent:e. vouee Ii la fois Ii l'ambition ct au service de " 

run riot in 
Cicero's late attacks on EpicUlre8.l1lislD 
known that many prOtnllllent 
the presence of Roman 

because Cicero's claims of EpiCUlreaJllislD 
exa.ggeuu:d for rhetorical purposes 

and indicates a not inSlgDmc:ant 
and Erler's review of the 
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no to a 

so as to 'hll()deltnus as hOlcureamsrn ""'U'UU''''''', a sort 

••• .IA, .. "" ........ or was cOltnoetllnsz. to 

a 

asa 

• 

to attract 96 

or "' ... UUT ......... 

to 

I we are mtomned 

is .., ........... ,u • .1'5 orator eo 

94 Most Romans seem to have a of ph:ilmlophical schools. Cicero is a fine ex:ampie 
this to around": he attended lectures the Phaedrus 
Philo the Academician and the Stoic Diodotus 

95 This is Blank's if I undertood him correci:lv 
view and SUlil:gf:Stc:d that Zeno was anxious to lecturJm2. For Zeno's 

cf. Cit. Nat. D 1.59. 
96 EDiicUlre8.11lS would have 

were committed to instruction in forms of traditional DO,ae,a 
do so. Suetonius Gram. 8 records case of the 
a fUi:lm.mattcilLS' was also an he eninVf~ 

to Cumae. Suetonius that because of his EuicureaDiSJIIl 
imoailred which in tum led to the ruin of his school 

orGt(es.siol1e 1!lram~majtica habebatur mi'tUSj~ue 
respec:ted work on Ennius. See Bonner 

is an isolated case, he shows that in the fU"St CellrullV B.C. some 
onmared to pursue careers which others have with 

Suetonius' indicates that it was not easy for EpiicUlrl::aJU 
o;;u.u., ...... ' ... P'UIIJit:IU to overcome the of other members cf. Kaster 
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as to one 

stu41ents are 

one two is U"""''''41'415, we are not a t)OSlt110n to 

reconstruct 

97 

sec:oDIO or 

lac:unae. is 

sources 

u ... " ..... &" ... is an art or is not an art. tec:nnlCl1ty is taclCle:CI 

or comments on an 

... v ..... u .. "' •• JU'" as to rhe:tonlC (eCDnICll-:Y are 

COlnc~~oe:o or 

not nec;eS~;anl) are 

an nlllooe:mllS turns to a 

treatment or 

torleszo,msz ar~:unlen.ts were aeltlCllent 

to !:aft." .. "' .... 

Siro never wrote llIn\J1"hlyul and since he died in 42 B.C. the dramatic date for this utterance would be 
almost the docta dicta is meant to recall J::.PlCU11JS 
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31 

it was. 

aurea dicta. 
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it to 

an course, 

encounter a 

we 

II ....... ' II some arts 

a not 

2 

some arts no at a ....... UVlIUU nature 

a most not 

nature rest a mc~thCJdlCaJ 

cf. the eXlllreSllion used of Di(lnV5~od(lrus in PI. 277 

which if correct nature is 
Quc:sti()n as to make its execution almost robotic. 

the talent a !l!nnnn1'11111'l1a role? 
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some at are "' .... ....,.u'"' not to ...... , ......... .,. 

not even a to ........... "'" are not 

3 

art 

a ratlLonaie it adr.n1l1Jlsters 

it a01mrnst,eI 

some 

to reverse art to 

... orwe 

some 

some naltur:al 

not 

3 So 7 fnllln'W',no of the nn"",,,., altbolugb the letter traces she records for line I, ... J. 
XAN [ . ] 1: [. are of no 

4 ~(I'~I'In!"I~n! recurs at Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. III.I 
col. xxxm.16-17 

which occurs at Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. m.29 is a 

6 PresUD18.blly these are sciences where the 
ecx'l)'tmv 

('J\)'V'I:£:A.o'i:infllv of fro 2 lines 
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speech occurs before a 

even some 

~~ •. ,..~, 11) 

annlear to Dr<>D()lse" it is not an it is 

Drc~cede]lt nor unseen 

occurs means 

means some too is 

are it is a pathetlc wrlZUl1l1cmt. 

someone SUtlDo:ses IS 

." ........ "',,.., true to man 

art II are 

9. It is difficult to guess what the and verb were in this sentence, but the was 
I-IAY ..... ""} SCJmlethm~ like rather than a person. 

instead 
9 A difficult sentence: after line 11, the scribe seems to have omitted a line 118 in 

and to have restored it in the of the next column 10 app. crit. and Blank app. 
my translation of lines l1~lla-13 I have Blank's text, '1:0\)'1:0 / 

auv1:£A£ia9al Kal lit' / / 1('OlLV«IVI1(lIru 

10 

II 
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some some someone SUllDOSes 

to 

exami1118ti()D are 

occurs aIIllOD.flSl 

even 

IS 

IS 

are 

most pnt.10s:opiner can 

1"P'li't!ll1111"1 error 

at some 

or some or 

offer a contrast with and he has identified more letters in the rust line of 
column III. 

i2 Blank's text at the end of line 11 £'Iij)'j)O:£\I;; 

i.e. "",I"""'r1v" 
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not 

even art '"'AJ." .......... or 

not 

it is not even a 

arg;UIrlents on UUJu .. '",aA 

ever 

means 

at 18 

IJ""~"'"''''' over now 

14 

even 

not 1""""" ....... 

for lines 12a-b 
instead of 

set 

I 

are 

an 

on account 

so too is rhf~tnnl" 

I of the letters EI.6HMOYI:IKH in line 33 

16 

11 

18 

Blank's 
I Blank's text for line 9 
Cf. the OPC:DU1lg 

1355b 8-10. 
I Blank's text for lines 1-2 instead of 

era not 

not 

at 

to 

IS 

cause 

case one 

arg:umien1:s. a 

no 

are 

not see 

to 

instead of 
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sort assume SOt)hl~;tlC .. 1'1,,,'1:,,, ... ,,, too is 

an art 

an 

are not 

cor:ldeJnm~d as parnClltles. 

1 

nor 

to 

4 1 ...... 'U'UI~V. 

to 

5 ...... vUJ::.v.31) 

... it "'u.,,""., .... case arts 

concern 

III 

to 

9 

19 sonletl1ling of a cOInm,Onl)la<:e in discussions of rbc:toric's 
where two of treatment of 

ambassadors are cited. 
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20 

21 

22 

I 

arts 

to art 

so us are not arts ... 

not 

an a 

arts 

arts not 

beneficial or intended result. 

... a capltam a 

us 

.. 22 

"in lines 
have stated that an art 

a 

one 

As 
producles a 

C01!l.1el;;twre from 
pWllctu:atIon; she interpre:ts Brglmlcnt which 1U1looc:mtlS then ... 1I'lI' ........ ~iI .. 

to comment on, She is the sentence seems to introduce a different issue from what has 
come and a horizontal line beneath line 12 could indicate a new In the rest of my 
translatIlon, I shall indicate to be criticised inverted commas, and will indicate 
occasions where I do not agree with The tenor of the cited is reminiscent of remarks 
Philodemus made in PHerc. 1427 col. 11.3-13. The 'tou I ... 

which I have translated as " ... will achieve rhetoric's 
difficult one. LSJ does not to the use with the S(eluthre 
it is intransitive and have tried to out the force of the pn~lsjtlion 
philol.Ojllbelr8 etc. achieve what rhetoric achieves in the process of their own do 
this without rhetoric per se, which indicates that rhetoric is not an art with its own discrete 

and means to that 
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to 

23 

24 

we mean .. VlIU .... UllUJ;r. it 

means 

some 

a not 

a 

not can ....... ,'\1'1"..... a 

24 

even one are not P'Y1""'1"tc! 

1"M''''Tn,1''11'' not even IS case." 

case some are COIl1e(:tl are 

some 

are 

it is ImpOISsllt>1e IS n"I"""I"I"<>',"lI'" as 

non-C:XDlert to mean 

to mean comes 

.. vi" .. "' .......... 1 ..... 11'''' ....... is not an art is not 

e.i. 
as of the conclusion to the obJection 

arglum~ent. I believe it is easier to intc:rpet senrumticlllly as a comment on the nr ... vinlI11: 8lrgUl!l1elllt 

of the next cited in any case is self-sufficient and much clearer without the 
~.u_~~·" and records a beneath line 9 which could indicate that the new cited 
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an 

id~~ntjifi~~d an n~frli,'i,., .. nJ so 1 

" are rellitlIlL2 to are 112S 

to not an nor 

no 

to is it to some 

a or 

art. 

man IS an 

51)] 

C:OJrunln is to 

most we 

the definite article and ends with Dl1ralmaDhll.~ at line 14. Of 
course, this leaves the new without a connective. 

25 I Blank' s text for lines 12-14 1:a RAJ ... ' .. · ... :n A.. ... """" .. r '" 
... _,,,s:r,cn / 1:a in~=rplrets these lines as a cited argument. which is 

the identiilca1tion at line 14. 
26 and the crucial 11: at the 

61:t 

27 re-examination of this line in the papyrus makes 
line or 

have ... X .... the gap between" and 'U is too 
Cirillo's l~"'JJU.-.t'"~J 

21 I Blank's text for lines 25-28 24-27 in ... "~,, .. "" 
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not is an ... v,I'\ .... 't· 

IS some differ,enc:e arts it is 

not pOlsselSS are un:pec:led 

is not an 

... not 33 

some ",""''''..,A''", not as as 

not to 

are 

eXlllec::t to 

IS 

or 

as Uel!l1o!;the:nes 

29 

31 

32 

33 

35 

36 
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case 

not 

37 

38 

39 

....... , ... ,. .. ·" ... 1 some a were asrlaIIlea art." 37 

tna:nKS to not is it 

to 

a rep'utat:ion 

U""'IJUJ''''' not Dn:>IelSS to "",,,,,,n,o a 

not to 

not 

on 

a 1'1<I'V"",,,, 

one "' ........... ... 

too CiaJlms 

nature it is 

on 

are not rhF'f(\1"<\l 

art on 

most 

means us a 

I take this sentence to be another 1nff'nf'l'ntln from the tmlIlgmi8I)' opt:H)n~ent. 

For this Inst. 2.17.22~24 who also mentions a and 
Div.l.24. 

text at lines 
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one 

is not 

means 

someone 

41 

42 

43 

is not even a ...... ·",."· ... "" 

means were 

arts were were were 

worse " 

to it once arts were 

now becal1se it 

SOlllnlsts are 

as are not '''''',....,i-t .. .., 

43 

COltllelctu:re from I .1. 
"And it does not prove that are have before the 

....... LL.UJ."' ... ImIiDu.als, but ... etc. 
Math. 2.34 that there is no, or rhetoric among the 1'IlIII"halr'UIT'!: 
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we 

not an we 

not 

orclte~;slc'n as 

not 

are unaware 

occur nal:unm)i 

or 

is more 

it turns out it is 

are common 

reSl)on!~e to rn.~.n ..... ,.. IS 

now 

error 

not 

men 

an art or SC14;lnce. 

some 

we 

cases 

same arg:unlents 

men is at 

art 

naooento 

are 

an art COIllCelmnl2 

means art not 

not 

an extcmac;l(t 
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not an art mc:tn()a1(~al1 not j;lnnn"\!:It"'h 

IS attenltlO:n: some IJ,",'VIJII\; never aDDTClac:h 

it is clalmc::d 

to 

is 1111;;111.111;;;1 concelme:a 

IS adv'antage to 

or are as as to 

text is to next .01,,,,,,,,,., 

eXP,ect. as as a to 

unaware not 

two a 

UVUUJ.AJ;:. is ever ...... ,. .... ,; to 

44 

45 .hm ...... '" mldicatU:lg scribal corrections (acJlditioD 80 
above the line and removal of but the masculine article is odd. Is it that the 
to write " which would then be "unless the 

II1II was linked to these 

• 
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reasons 

47 

48 

arg;umlent we 

come out worse aepel[lWlng on 

some neon lIe blecome 

ftl!lll"PC! at a more 8Dl0rolDri 

.UIlIU ...... '" reason", 

in this sense, antlCIJl,atulg 

we not 

............ , .... ~ to 

" 

amount 

Usener's emlcndaticlD OUlC 
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as it 

IS COll1Ce:aela. it is an art. 

is not an art. same 

learned an art 

are terme:a 

even it is IJ"",,,,.UA ... to it must un: ........ 

some IJ'''''''IJ'''''' 

as 

no am;:mlLon to 

49 I take this as an UDlaglltlea ODl1eCl1on and note that 
16. 

seems to record Dal"a2iraDnOS beneath line 

Or: "and reoroo.uce what have observed as much as are able in assemblies and courts". 
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sons to "'V.JUJ,,,,,,,, to were 

were II 

not so, a out 

own tea,cnc~r 

Ne'vertne:less, once a can 

sons were an ... v' ... "" .... 

one corlsldlers sD~~ecn a 

some sons to same manner to 

are to 

are error, are snC)n-Sl:2:nltea 

asIllaIIlea to 

it comes to to 

as are tr3JilSnllS~uollS unkDlo'IN'Il Y,UU,"''', so too as 

not "n'th .. , .. '!: mc~tncoa." 

even 

a art. 1"",c:"'~1rl"'h or ..... "' .. ,"',,, . ..., or some manner, some v"""' ....... 
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, , , 
not TO ... U"'...... Dra,cu~r::es or un" .... £'v ........ 

eOllltelsts. nor 

un."""",,,, to 

error tn(~m:sel 

51 

S2 

it 

dOlpnJiltiC sense"? 

rra:P7I:lenlQTV to 

some 

as SCl,enc:es. 

are to 

as 

sOt,nu;tlc is an 

courts as eXl)er:ts 

art. 

.. "'.............. rn~etonc IS an art 

a to or ... 

I so. 

are 

arts are ... ., .• ", .......... :1 

too are 

it an art 
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was nn::mClSf:a to rhe:toric 

courts. are 

not even one men. 

someone we we to (llstmsruu;h 

............ , ... at 

eX8mnie we sornetun~es 

, or 

same now. ./"'UJlQ,llL}l;!U same 

we one men is not an 

see a it is a 

same same." 

as an to 

it IS not it 

not 

cornoe:ls us to acc:ent 

case on account 

are a ......... "'., ... art not 

A.E~rou.I!':v(}V I choose to understand SODtl.ettri.n1l 
dialectic as to other 

3£o\l'tu\ 3£ &AAO'U ... 
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51 

man even 

IS a .. "'I-,u .......... is not 

art a traIlSP~OsltlOn 

man or 

as are some to ... " ... >Tn ... " IS an or 

it is not an rest eXlnnmed US we 

is an art ................ , ... j<i, cases 

SOtmHmc IS an not an art 

spC~aK:mg to 

I mean an art l.n",'GU"u.!'I. cases 

neclDlle. or not. i:lU~/UH ... n .. is not an art COllceme:a 

not not means 
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55 

56 

51 

S8 

IJHJ.,i:/ .... '" is an art COJlce:mc:d 

it is an 

as were tmlctlcall 

set out 58 

-ra 
The Founders of the School? 
Added 
De 1 04 snl!'l1e~:ts this 

as 

cases 

not set out .... 1' ................. ... 

as we 

as we to our 

too. 

one Dr~LCtlCe. not 

same as is 

'" ...... , ....... <........ is an art 

is not an art pie:aa.:mg cases 

IS an 

P. 

may have been drawn from the pse:ud()~pj)IY~len\ls treatise. 
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59 

60 

61 

art not 

not 

even OIDllmlOD,nv must not to 

at 

ones are court 61 

I WCmCIp.T .. ,~ ... +I" .... to art. 

IS 

The ... """"'111 .. ..., or Philodemus' OPl)On.ents·! 
A view mentioned but dis:missed Inst. 11.3.10. 
Isocrates notes that a COlmp.ati!IOn 
the orator; but he argues that the is misconceived because 1rn'''\lIIII""n.~"" 

..... "'n; .. '·n does not while rhetoric is a creative ...... ,,, •. "" 

15 

same it 

so 

it 

not 

at must 
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to 

sse~;ses mtlornlatllon to 

a 

one sense or to 

art or non-art to aernOllStr'ate rhe:torllc to 

I.IV ...... ,'" is not an art is 

it to an 

)] 

set out is it IJV':lI"'UJA"" jJV,.AU ....... £ rhe:torllc is an art. it 

not po!;se!;s mtCUlIOllllcal Irii:1llSIInSSlOD 

!Au ...... ""'" it 

nature come 

it most 

a re~lsonalt>le ........ "" ....... 

seventeen rrIJ'Jl1IIlenralV to 

most a reIlLSO:nal)le ... .u .......... "" success 

is In'lllJr~ I mean it 

IS SOInetlmc~s 
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is to "" ....... "', .. : most a reru;omlble 

success is ,",VJlUp,J'£,",L',",l 

orators persuades most 

bec:am;e we most 

.......... ~"'. it is an art Se(:oIlld sense. 

not nn" ...... ' .. " 

cOl1ltril)utc~ to 

........ ''"'",.... out an mClenlOI1S is to a 

more, to i3Vi.llU'n.... is an art it 

to U"'!I.lU\~'" 

COlmDOsc;~ a COlmDlex 

same on it 

62 104 to emend ''tOt' to 
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most 

or I'nn ... "f1I1"'" ones. 

common !CU!JI',t.lA,!I:'IOi 

it u .. "'".~, .. "" as 

someone is 

soon 

means 

cOlltes:ts I, or 

63 

do-I. 

one 

is set 

IS ",h", .. ,,,,,,,, ..... 

extlend to wfletller it 

are 

63 

not catlegon or 

I 

is a m~unltenam~e 

IS ImOO:SSlltlle 

vol. 1) mentions to leal 
activities which do not possess 'to 

A.extWV as 
DUOO)i!A£C: as he says, taut' OUle 

Philodemus' remarks here recall those made in col. XIX.1-16. 
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a ..... H' ....... .u" ... 

some 

not ."" .... u .. ' .... 

a 

some to not 

<1ernoIlstr'ate at it 

a .,1''''21'"" .. 

at 

some 

we no 

to as 

it IS 

even someone not 

can are 

as 

it 

to 

were me:ntllOn,ea, 
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are oermi1tted 

us at 

are 

once 

one 

arts 

IS an 

it is 

common it 

,anart 

6S 

IS to 

11 not deInollstI'ate 

it is an 

"'ft .......... , ... t to DOJInC:aJ rllet()ric an it is to 

are 

to uses 

This is the instance of the in books 1 and 2 of On Rhetoric and the term may 
have been .......... "'."." Bromios himself. I follow of the standard 
me;anulg of the verb as "assess" or 'aplpralise", whether in observation or thOU211t. 

.j 
\ 
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even 

1 

are COlmUiletel 

I 

it is to aernollstl'ate 

are 

not more 

not one are untraiJle<1 

an art on aCC:OUlrn 

seem to 

It 

come to our own 

set out as 

as 

are not 

more 

are 

at one 

Cal)acny IS COIIce:mea. 

to 

nttllPT"lillUI!P it dernOllSlr'ate our 
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we 

us 

us 

or not 

sort. 

sense 

to an art 

are 

is not an art COlt1ce:nu~d plc::aamj! cases 

art 

some reSP01:1Se to 

now we must 

art is CO]t1Ce:lVC~ 

common 

not .. ", .. ",ail it 

us 

S1Jlemtlc one, or 

set out 

exact 

not .... VJlUU,UU!L'" .. ,." ........ ."," 

was 

a more 

There is some nn(~P.Tt'lIIinirv whether the papyrus has the ,6 of ooot. See my discussion. 
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effective on 

more v\"\,,ai:U\J'Hi:lo 

some cases or 

common 

] 

even 

it is not m art at 68 

we term 

next 

nr~Jn~Jsf~d as 

67 

68 

next two 

is not a ch,ara,cten 

a 

are 

are to 

not 

common 

IS 

IS effective or on 

case some SDe~citjlc iIlst~mces. 

to tranSlate 

not suc:ces,sfu art 

PWIlCt:l:llltl~S with a comma after in line 2 of col. XL 
after in line 4; hO'WII'!11TII'!T, 

follow his translation of nav in lines 4-5 and I agree with adverbial since I 
believe that this short sentence refers to the man who sometimes achieves without a technical 
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not common h ... 1!'\v~ ....... mc~tnCJQlCa1 common 

we tenn .. "' .... " .. "...".h .. ,"' .. or "Dl"acltlCC'" on no 

account same 

as to dItJterc;mcc~s too ... 

COl'umln are to rranSlare 

must uv,,,u,, .... u 

must on 

not DO!~SeISS 

as 

same even someone 

man or 

or 

we is not an art men 

not "' .. ,,, ... t-"' ....... a nnSat)DlllCU it is 

an a a 20'Lmn:and 

",hc~","J ... rI some successes some ...... """".~"" 

out to I common DaJrlaJlce not ones 
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arts 

it 

comes, it causes one to as we are 

IS to nrp'''P1r1r 

we sort 

now not arts are 

one we cmunleral[eQ 

we 

we "' ..... /U .. " ....... is an art 

...... "Tn, .... " is not an art. .. ... v' ..... "'. we 

we we are to 

as we aC(;lalca. 

now us DfOicec:a to it is not we is an 

course 

IS a set out 

are 69 

This translation requir4~s that 'tu'6'tu be the ofa verb. 
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one 

........... ,JI'. ... "'" to 

same VIJIUJl'VJ.l. on 

on eX1Dre:SSI,on 

verses 

now one 

now <l.InJLHr:;, it 

manner to 

it is to ..... "' .... .-1 as 

own C011Cll11Sl(lnS 

one must 

to concerns 

10 

1461a 26 where the Homeric passage is 
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to tum sense 

1 .... , ... "',....! it as .... V.UI ..... '~ ..... 

IS COJDt)OSiea 

next seventeen C::UIUI7lfl are Tra:fmlen'laJ"V to 

" . now 

court cases ... 74 

... not to cases nor art 

... to 

71 

12 

73 

74 

one 

translates . See my discussion in "'I'H .... ~' .... 

Cf. Scaevola's remark in Cicero De or. 1.44 that as an orator you can 
stu/tis etiam vere dicere videaris. 
I the text 
Sudhaus and De 
to avoid fro 207 Us. 

155 for lines 
105. A similar form of .. "." ....... , ...... 

Cf. the information in 1 of Pbilodemus' 
never involved in a lawsuit with anyone. On the horrors of the active rhetor's 
2.30. 

to 

to 

to ...... 'u""."'., ........ 

pn~de'nti,bus diserte 

UlOlCl'CI~VT.:I: she follows 

that Enl~I]fII111 

75 The verb £71:(1\ V£'tEo) is UUU"Ll1lU, the seem to this 0 
EnAIlNETEIN N LSJ cite this occurrence of the verb £71:(11. v£'t£m and assume its 

"'''''''''' ,",'I'm When I examined this papyrus, I could read the 
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..... 1' ... "''' ... 1 to 

we shc,nkeelj,ers as 

next seven are trfl'{:InIP-nta1"IJ to 

... it is a case art 

uflIedllcated man is 

out to .. " ........ " it 

moreover, one some are 

eXlrlre:ssion is meant 

some, 

to COIlcec1e case, 

on one OC4;:aslon 

we unaeJr8uma 

case it someone to we 

are aDll,ear to 

not 

initial E of the word in line 26 and ink traces at the be!~iml.ing of line 27 COlnpliltible with the letters 
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too seems to 

,,"ViIJU .• "'''''' .U'A""'.VAJ''''' is an art. L 

next seven to transl'ate 

men nelonlle on are 

to ...... n"'."C'Y<l'" 

arts Dm;se~iS. to DOl;selSS nlenloa 

an()mc~r to a orator. 

no one 

ever ecalIl1e a or a COJnDleteltlt orator 

next are frlJrvnzenta1'V to 

" art mS:ll1lICnon.,,79 

16 

77 

71 

19 

NETE but no of I. The fmal N was but the space between E and N seemed too for a 
iota. One wonders whether the papyrus had like £1taw£'t£ov. 

Adlonl:ine ret,lac:emlent of 't£ with 1£ in the of line 2 in her 1985 version of this 
text. 

which follows makes any <'Plof,,;, ... tu imllOslsibl.e. 
text for lines 13-15 . . . 1t<Xv If."" .. "' ...... , 

33. from what comes 
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81 

82 

a U. ... ' ..... U.lli#U to or a starts 

someone 

art so 

out on means or "so 

weare to nrflSelrlt treatu;e are sort 

as "'n ...... " ... ,." .. 

even more so man 

some on 

it is an art.82 to 

1 once some 

33 for lines 20·29 because it contains her own lmnmvernHlt~ 
105 and 'to 'tou alCoAow80u 

Sudhaus' U.1LUU/~1U ~,r.m~·~~rnnfor~'r.m~·iw,~, 

reneatc:d examination of the papyrus confmns the resldlIlg 

in 
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V~"Uj,VH is our own 

no h1"~n"l("h it is ....... uu ...... ". 

same on ... '-'.u .... , .... too not to 

not on it not 

same not 

...u; ........ '" to a collec11on 

a t"Pll"t~111'1 

in of 

£ott Cf't()/'Y(XCf'l:UC:(lOC of 
sUgJO!:estled stlpplemc:nwlg line 8 6 WOJ''IIll!,nTl'll:'rnc: De 
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11I1"1'nT,/11Tl:a to ;:)CJ[lo()l an art 

"'Vlt"1"'1''1'"1''I''''' is not .......... "" ... " .. to 

it are 

next are to iran:sz,me 

... not even m<lee:Cl a nT~·(,p1nt arts 

too 85 

too ... 

are to 

1 

is Tra·rml!enlarV to 

even someone, 

on is a cause not 

one an so 

85 
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IS ."'''' .......... '''".!. are """UU1'T> I, 

not 

1n,'''''~·., were no more ....... "UA to 

IS ...... , .. .., .... it is 

are rrO'J[J'llen'lal"V to LTu.rl .... "AI 

at ........ .14 .. , ..... 

we nor are we ... UA ... "'" to 

we on 

is an art is are <:h.n,um to 

"'No"" ... ,rrt ......... our own 

we reason 

is an art a br8ltlCh 

as UUlL&UJ'", creature \cu ........ ,'Q., are 

87 I.e. Zeno. 
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we COln21ratlllate ""IWUUIWUIC1.U on 

no, we 

not to was 

to one one 

we some I.}CI"l.}llC 

I 

not 

can ... ", .. .,11' .. " 

ex1:emlPo:ns~~d or C01no,osc::a 

more 

to meet 

next seven are 

it to a ....... ,u,..,.. not a cause ... ? 

are trlunnein.tl,!rv to ,11'" ..... 11'.,'''' 

... not even 

88 

Such soeleChles therefore not be affi~cte:d to tecJbnilcity 
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out 

19 

90 

two 

next 

COlU1Il1n are 

as 

rhe:tofllC are 

are 

it is '"'..," .. n'u£ .... to 

rra:fm1!entarv to 

not we 

to 

we 

89 

", . , to 

as are COJlce:mc:a 

were 

as 
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account 

not even one 

TY£.!Vl':nel'lllltnJ to 

is to master U,",'",O:UL.,,,, mc:tnoa IS ac(~eS:Sl to a 

next is 

... or even a 

occurs &U~u.~'uisnotina~cC~SSllb man, 

even more ac(~eS:Sl " 

not accent a ...... "n.,.'" 

a humc)rclus .. """ ..... · .... u. 
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" 

next are l'rn'un'PHtnr'll to 

on 

next two are 

reason 

it to extent it is acc:epl:ed.. rh~::tonc is an an art 

is 

someone 

is as comes 

to a more 

" i' ~I.' 

occurs ~ more it is 

course one a man ... 

next are to 
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· .. not to 

it is ............... ,: .. 

case 

consensus. 

not SlDlpIC;:-Il1UnCled., 

u ...... nO" man 

one to man, it 

someone a h!:ll1'C!h.,,1" u.., .... "u ... 

is "'''U""CU'F"'' or at 'Pn~Sel[1t 

IS too 

case 
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1 at 

an art 

.,. even 

... to 

is even 

art acc~ord.Irll.l to LJ~Jl,","'" 

8r2um.ent was 

IS 

next is 

.. .,,, ......... .," IS nrF'lO:Plru too . man 

us it u111~hnll1t 

we now acc:etn 

urn .. Tn,..,.. it 

a2J~eetnetllt on 

""PP1'lI'I'I:1" to 

IS now 

one 

is 

IS an 

a 

our 
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at 

next is 

seem to to set 

next two are TT'{J'P1f.lenlalV to 

occurs means 

means 

means 

uu., ....... "u.5 occurs means 

even we not remove it COlnnletc::lv 

assume 
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occurs means 

seems to 

to two n.-.. c,.",.~", 

heretolre it 

no one so unleQllcatea as assume 

is meant 

meant 

........ ,",.," • .,.1'1 at 

so too rest. 

··rn.etolnc is 

means art as as 

it is 

" 

I mean "rn.etonc:aJ. .... 'I3.I-'C'UA.lU)f 

antlecetients it 

nnrlllll:IP ""uh',1"'" seems to 

or 

as we 

"""""'U,", comes 

it is 

are 

to two antece:de11ts. it 

91 Somewhat different from the wOlrCllIuz at PHerc. 1672 colI. X.34-Xl.l. 
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to ..... t, ......... A to "rl1letolncal c.amLDIJllt or 

art, 

not IS 

I no one a is true COltlCl':mJlne a ""' ....... Y man 

to 

.... ,.>Au . .!"> at 92 

even 

to 

next is to transi'ate 

.,.,.", ... f> •• A to to is 

summons to 

no more .... f,.t.~" our man 

I.e. the 
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matters 

it 

93 

94 

95 

ones 

on 

rest 

"'''''1'',...'e,......... to 

one mean AU ..... VAA ...... ' I.;c:tIJ,<l.Ullll 

IS aa'V'anlta~;eolJS to 

On the technical force of iUlItDO,K'tIX in 
Metrodorus. 

I.e. " ..... ,hi •• ti,.. JUdllCUU, and IJUIIUo..;,iU 

next are 

not .,4'"" ...... " .... 

su1tlice. not 

one anoUler 

a 

must 

to to 

or mean 

a 

a IS 

'mllodemlllS. see Auriccbio 44. 
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97 

98 

--- --~--~----

as one 

us, US nn:1l(,f~pt1 to It was to 

an art COflcelrmf12 

it not art 

account cause ... 

two LVI,Uffl~fI are to 

1) 

is to 

is 1T£:unne,nu;lrv to 

two are TrQ'fffllell!tal"'V to r".c"""ln,'o 

is not one 97 some success 

too Dosse:ssc:s art 

success we not it is a "'''''IJVI''.UU'''~'' art or 

DWrlctllati:on, and she is The content of this citation is reminiscent of the 

l'iC:I,;CliSW:Y vs. useful arts? 
cr. Arist. Eth. Nic. 1.1 1094a 9-14. 
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next is 

can someone, 

evens ... ? 

next two are tr(J!p"ntel1ltal'"V to y .. "' .... ",, 

can one 

... a "'U.~...,'",ll too ... 

next is 

IS to I'n,mT'l,'I"""t'''''11Iti 

next two are 

construct spc:ecliles to 

!.A.",·um'" are 
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COlurnrn is to 

... to 

one 

not COIICltlae 

is not were 

are "' ..... "'.0."' ... ........ ° .... 111 to 

man 

U,n ......... ,llnO at 

it not a:pp1ear to some 

us to an()mc~r we 

not 

... to as is not COlrlcemc~a 

we are "" ........... 0 ... 
next 

one it can no more 
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means or 

it was even a cause 

as soon as .... VJUJ. ... 'I.U.JlV. ... ' .... , no ar~tuIneltlt I 

us was I,.;U]UI,.;I=:nllC::U 

a courts not 

reS,POltlSe to SU1'PCISltlODIS, it art 

was ..... 0,.5 .... ,'" oeSllaes 

next two are to 

..... "'''' .. rI to it 

DOSSC~SS it it urtf·hn. 

two I.,.V&Uffj,,, are to transliate 

are tra'l7nlentarv to 

next 01;0.", .. ., are Tr{J!f!1IIenra7V to 
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means as arc:hltectw 

seven COirunln are trlJtPn:lenta1'V to 

co;!unZll are t7{]!Pl1tenta1'V to 

... a man 111\ .. U,",,",U nellmc~r DhillaIlmrOtliV nor AlU,UlL,IVU nor cause to ", •• ,tn"", 

a to own cOIltelnpCJraJnes carne 

UV"Ul'I#Al arts 

to 

not ... 

... some men ... 

more ... 

next is tra:v,n:!enro,'Vrorrnft~/.n~ 

courtS-

it more .. U.,.. .. , .... to .. 'll ...... 'n"" .. a ohllJO!loPher a graIImlariiEU1 

IS IS sornetImles !;ll1Y'IIF"T"lnr to 

101 
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next two are Tra'2'n:lenmrV to 

... acornmon 

to 7 .. ,. .... "" 

on to COIlteInpl.ate 

it is not VV'''''''A'V .... to some oeloolle'S not 

were not 

IS eVloellce 

to we 

next seven are 

text COIUm!n is 
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... war ... 

IS 

haJld.solllle or 

to name an 

not contmlllaIJ) eXDose the:ms4~1~~s to 

more l"PC!P!llI1rrn 

one not 

are to 

art means 

cm'U171rn are rra'P1J:lenra1V to 

COj:un:!n are tr(J!l!nren:la1"V to rrnptf,ll,f1l1? 
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chaoter I attemDt to 

to or U~,l~U,U rllle1:orlLC an art. 

DISCUSSION OF ART IN UVVA 1 

1 

5 

rhetoric into the COlltelpti()D 

in order that in this way the so-called U ... II·".UU<:; of the blind comes about. 

context !U,aI\.~;;" 

1 

are 

COlltalln a 

declare to be an 

I 

to corlform to art. 

seems to 

cornm,ent:a:ry on 

Drlocc::eC1S to enumerate "''''",..,..." two 

In Platonis .' ... ·,crin, ... 12.1 Westerink == fro 392 HUlser. 
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IS 

a 

a 

IS an 

one 

or CUl\.1tU\;;il 

Cf. also ,",u",..., ... 

Cic. De or. DallJ-DJavers who illustrate artistic in Alt. 2.19.1 
,nru .... ,',,, 't'lXIIlll'lv[~O_ cf. Michel 335. 

XXX.l9-XXXI.ll, XXXVm.2-1S. 
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15 

term definition. Ac(:ordling to Phtlod€~m\lls, a person atte,mpts to 

a a diStcipljne 

pos~;ess:es a proper1ty 

Cf. the connotations of many limbs or lie11i)eI\lrS inHes. 
the in Pind. the guardiIlg Hesperildes in Eur. HF 399. 
107.5-7 = SVF 2.226. 
The text continues with the scholiast's 'touuO''tt v 6 'to ilhov cX1tlooilSo'U<;. & 

193 remark that the masc. 6 is odd and the text read 6 
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same a 

it serve to 

means 'a~mc::m I, 

5 

1 1 3 

say that art that which contributes finn like grammar, others that which alone 
contributes others that which has a rationale which it administers what it administers" • as 
Plato says, while others say that it is that which has heen introduced for some of and 
when exclude rhetoric from the arts because it is not like whether 
of art appears to be 

aeSC10DI[ICmS are ...... uu'u .. sources, CUII.U,,",'Y/:::.U IS "' ... JI'.., ...... out name 

not 

narrow, 

arts are 

Philodemus seems to have for a more range of deltinitiolllS because it suits his 
immediate purpose. In a different context, Sextus can reduce the of arts to 
two, the exact and the and insists that must ran into one or 
the other if it is to be considered an art. Later in the second Philodemus will fan on this 

two-tiered 1674 colI. 
Later he will add and SCll~lP(ure 
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art 

an IS 

even more so 

to ...... £\/11' ....... 

art 

l)UlIUl;;UU,UI:i:. to 

Of OfC)OUICt. or some 

10 

II 

art is 

it is 

art as 

is to 

IS 

'"'AItJ'.a~ .... uvu or reason 

an art is 

IS a 

as 

as not ............. u •• even as 

art. 

a 

art is COl1lCel 

che consta di mera abilita". 
.",.. ....... I·h'".''' weaker like "skill" or I"'''~'''''''''''··. and the 
understood to mean "contribute", 
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matters arts are same. IS 

common was more an art 

more exact 

5 

For some of the sciences have from nature all or most of what has to form their 
occurs in addition while others their ends thrloUlil:b UJ.",U,"""" 

others in addition the existence of some natural talent which does not 

1 _ ... ..,."'.,. 

... i&'u ..... ln is not a 

rulloac:ml~isattc~lptiIlgto 

arg;un:ten'ts one aDIOel:l.fS to .., ... , .. Ujl .... some 

i) 

12 
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lUIlctllon on own 

catc~golry is 

....... ' .... ",... . It is • ..".. .... ,,,"" ... ,~ to note 

not on 

PVlr'1PY.,P1'U'·P or even amlong 

as 

as 

, 13 

DrC:SU1PD()Se a SDC~llill extraneous to 

asa is at 

as """, .. ",.t .. ", 13 

it 1, most 

announcement a more '10&"'.-........ 

InJOOen:lUS seems to ."' ............. some a 

status. 

aDIOrC)ac:n on 

Di Matteo 
debated in Cic. De or. 1.113-136 

aDt)eaJrs to ..... """",." 
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IS 

14 

... _'AV .... rc::mmdls US 

14 

F or it is not pel'hal)S 
has a share in 
n"" mu", the useful too is 

not 

COJllal)OT·au:: or 

names AU~;.uJ.I"'UJl~ SlJec:lnc~aJ.jl~ 

is mtro(luc:ea an 

phc~olnelaa that what OCCUIS means of art 
means of some other 

dlsltmgUlSltled from the necessary. 

at more or 

to 

to ... "' ..... "'''''''' ... a Daltletlt to 

some arts 

and in way 

it is a common 

to ., .... .,. .... ",t.:. arts 

was 

as 

as is not SU][llC:leI110 nn'UT",rnl to is an art own 

Math. he draws a distinction between metoric which seeks to secure ]'->'.'.0'",,,-

ge()mcltry which aims to K£Uko. 
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on COInp;l('atlve arudo,ues 

status as an art. ar1i!~lents can 

dH:ler'ent ones. 

to teIJldelncy to orators 

it will be PO!'S1ble to fabricate a very ..... ,,,.t'i',, .. character when one makes a case 
is based on "V~;"u." nractitic)ners 

eX~lose:atoco\mt(~~ar~merns ones. 

attempt to &&_ •• &&&, 

nomtmll!: out to 

15 Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 colI. n.36-11I.2 ,~._.,. 

'nUOdCmlll1S seems 

no 

sciences which 

orators are 

DeJ:-8U;a5U)n) is not 

means 
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at 

some 

16 

17 

II 

19 

20 

1 u .... '.ClIJI.U" , 

... ,""' .. " .... it will be easy to say too that while many, even of those who are not in a 
sense, this is not the but rather and so he will accuse 

those who up like and other nonsense 

same argument was a 

COIIJrSC. ", ...... ,"' ..... " .... ." to rernelnbler 

or 

an art PeI'SWllQIIllg an aUOlenlce 

is C011ltelnt to ar~:unlentS on own tenns to 

not to 

• to takmg no account 

a 

• ar~:urrlenlts are ret)eatea 

• 
at 

• unaUleSllOflea as~;UIlIlD1:iOllS are 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 
includes the 
Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 
Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 
Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 
Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 

11.4· 7 where the case 
anecdote. 

IV. 10-22. 
IV.23-31. 
IV.32-38. 

as were 

on 

is alluded cf. Sext. Math. 2.2-5 which 
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concern: 

means 

21 

22 

,..n' ... "',., ...... .rt as not 

an 

vo-

1 

But I think that and if not all at least most the arg;u.mlenl:s, even if their nre:mises 
will not lead to the conclusion which their composers and if their 1''''6 ........ lead 
them to conclusions rhetoric's not 

next 

Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 col VI.2S-30. 
and £v 

col. antlcIPlltes the discussion in Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 
in Rh. 1 PHerc.~ 1427 

xxxvm.2-1S \ ......... ~.!!>"'. 
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1 

APPRAISAL OF ARGUMENTS WHICH SEEK TO DEMONSTRATE THAT 

RHETORIC IS NOT AN ART IN ...... v'vn. 2 

• ..,"', .. n .... text 

.... ~"J •• " is not an art. 

since we have 
we shall next examine 

..,,,,I;;;UI;;U must 

a 

a to 

IS 

sUIIlClentlY in response to these who argue that rhetoric is not an art, 
those who propose that it is an art 

we can 

construct a :11'. ..... "' .. ,... iIno:ression 

to answer one 

10(lelnu,s.23 reSioonsc~s are 

to as as serve to .. _ ..••• J 

text Drc~sents some un.n .. ' ..... to it is no means 

text 

23 5. 

~~"-=-----.=..-- --- - ------
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33 

14 

35 

an 

not 

mean 

Do:sse:ss an art 

are on 

to 

are to 

means must to 

come out 

at are now 

must 

art 34 

on "' ....... , ..... " as 
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IS reaSOIlabl) 

J assume 

not to QUieSlllon 

it 

nt"n"''\1 to a nr:~r.t1fll'\nl~1' .... c ...... ,,,,,,,, 

...... ·~I"T1T .. '\ .... :. .. pos!;es:ses an 

POISSC:::SS an art.38 

It can arg;um,ent is mtrOalucc~a as a sort attempt to 

to 

more comt)etlent 

one 

an,otrler source.4O J:'urth,eml0I'e 

at 

31 

38 

39 

40 

41 

sp~~aKmg at 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 X.24-XI.34 ' ...... '"5''' 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 colI. XI.34-XlI.13 , __ '_"'_, 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XlII. 1-5 , __ '_"'_, 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. X1II.5-14 ,-''''e-' 

veOVitt: are 

were worse 

at spe:llklIlg to 

same arl1:mJle:tlLtatlve 

"mY qn.A.oolC)q)TIO'IXV'tG)Y unn~~ntl 
O"I)'Y"IE:VOll£\II01. "mY OOliIl1.0·tmy 
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we see, among some who are not ",,.,rx::,,,,. who come out more numerous and 

l,;ilI-'CU.II; j than those who make a detailed and of which rather 
that rhetoric is 

are to )h1ec1tlOns.42 

oplmion, an 11"n ...... ' .... alI"1T nrnSC01Dccmtlon 

us 

42 Note the way in which PmllodemillS 
... lCd,,, col. 

XV.1l-12 
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It is 

are 

so as 

a 

or were 

is at ... "'" .. ,.,,. ......... 'up, 

sons to 

once are 

not 

43 neque enim sum de arte dic.tunlS, quam nunquam 
quae in commentarium meum sunt e:.U',)'ffllt/U'. 

ca&lSisQue tractata (1 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XV.S-ll , ...... , .. l!I' ... , 

and have common sense, train 
ob!;en~ed in assemblies and courts as much as 

proclallDUllg the lack 

have become what 

as a statement 

even seems to 

is to a 

to 

on nature status 

not 

orators COllltlIlUe to own 

orators 

are eX1POl;eo to 

sed in rerum &lSU 
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4S CO]ltlrlue to sons to 

must ml:SCOlnCieptlon as to 

5 

And some send their sons to the rhetoricians in the same manner in which send them to other 
for POlitIcal 

.u •. v ... ·"' ...... " asserts not to 

are 

it 

statements 

Dec::onle a ten.aellCY .... .u ''''''''' .. ...,. or ......... ' ......... " era 

edlJCaltlOn were 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XV.l1-18 , __ .• "'_, 
This notion is a little earlier with the col. 
XIV.18-19. 
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47 

48 

49 

111 

was COlnSl(lelre(l an .U .. U"' ....... ,l"WLH ... a 

47 

IS oernat)S SlJgJi~es1ted 

mC~mIO(lILcal. at some sense.48 

out not 

an art none 

a 

49 a 1 

text resumes to a a 

or 

'"'v •• "" ....... "" an art. IS rellninisclent 

It is that in Cicero's De oratore, pretaci:s his summary of Dre,ceots of the 
rhetoricians' schools with the words nam est homine tngenl<fo iibel"lliiter,!7ue 

aZRnUln, non me ista omnium communia et contrita pra'ece'Pta didieisse 
such was taken foc in any educated person. 
Rh. 2 PRere. 1674 col. XVI.lS-24 ,_.~ ... _, 
Rh. 2 PRere. colI. XVI.24-XVII.16 \""""<U.!!>'~, 
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1 

on 

so 

course .... '"",a.;,,! .... n to 

can to ........ , ....... , ...... "'... or 

art. Ii ... ' ..... ,,,.'" to 

5 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 XVIII.5-12, __ ._ .. _, cf. coIl. XI.34-XII.6. 
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51 

S2 

1 

in that we fail to <11StmlPlllil1 what kind of 
acclua:mtc~<1 at times with 

:liY-\,;iU.I";U unreflective way and we often misuse the noun "art" in or(llD1i1l)' ....... jSw .. jS ... 

eXllmlple we sometimes say "to tie sticks tOti!:etl14~r " ...... ,,'" 
, and one would have trouble l'IP .. IV11'1'" 

will go for when we say that one of two men is not an artist while the other is. 

"Just when you see a fme statue, you would say without reflection that it is a work of art, in the same 
way, when you have observed the works of the you will say the same." 

The rhetoricians have as an to their COJnp4:lsition:s. 
But even if one were to without reflection that these are works of art, it is not if 

propose it someone who has a 
lot of sense in these seemed to would it be to 
another man who does not have method to be and so the result is 
that we aasert that until time as some is which us to the same 
view in the case of this and the activities which have been with it, on account of the 

seems to have and more, unless we assert that what who 
are do is a certain art of the themselves. But not is the man who has not 
learned the art unable to achieve the works of the art, but even he who lacks a certain 
""."' .... "' .. , and observation is unable to what results means of these and if he 

I shall say, that which the crowds most, and and deals with the other 
he will soon conduct himself with distinction in like a 

and facts and will continue to the 

too •.•. "" ....... "' .. ,"' ... "'.52 

art is ImplH~au.on, a 

is a common one was 

versa. 

aware 

a tenlQeJICY to use a not .............. ~T sense 

where a Stoic cWlfg1es dist:in~u1Sb the 
apJlllic21tiolllS of the term v .... ',,..., ..... 
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1.1 ...... ,,, .. ., ... it is 

not. 

1 

an Q"".uuvu"u 

statue 

as ................ .. 

53 

54 

as an art on 

115 

it is to art or 

ODOOltlerlt,54 

a statue as a art 

55 it is IJCn";ULll 

as an iml0re:sshre 

.0. •• ",,,,<:;0.1 art once 

a 

to ....... ' ..... ., 

statues are not 

is to an 

181. There are no JDalfginal <l!V1'lnhn,J<I! 

P ... ·h .. ,"~ a of tone is discernible in the use of the second penon \ ............. . 
attempt to extend the col. up Pb1IO(1c~mulS· 

most statements to 
lie in the assertion that one will term the actions 
time to examine them. 
See Blank 181. 
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1 

term not ... 1J1 ... n ..... c:ata,clU'est:tcalll 56 

are not 11l1lnejdlaltel~ recogrusable as art are not to an art 

IS a one. 

same to IS 

u ................ u....... relUSC~S to accent 

one were to re:(:og;nUie: 

art 

is no co,g:ent argument sense 

it comes to stalteclratt 58 
pO~ises:ses a 

is tm:paJred 

to an orator 

at ..... ' .. Tn"... 

to an art 

ta\'outnU>1e or u'"'''' ..... , ..... 

treatment not aplliear to 

57 

S8 

are oUioted 

"'''' ... ·T''' ........ AU'""T" ..... to ar~;UlneJnts .. ""' ..... £1 .. ". ...... "'1' .... 41"'.... "' .... ' ... "'. I 

the as Philodemus later includes "" .... "' ....... among the exact scie:ncc:s, Rh. 2 PHerc. 
1674 col. XXXVIll.30-35 , __ .~,..,_. 
As he notes a few lines 
The words are carc~fully 

XX. 10-12. 
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are 

"V~JU"">U" rhe:toI'JIC is not COllcc:mc:o 

"I u, ...... u."",,, as an art. 
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nU~oae:mllS treats 

to IS 

to 

statements are own or 

on a 
~~l 

..... ", ....... "' ... ant)erurs to state some own IS 

5 
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It would be the aplllrolllri 
forthwith the main 

2 1 , ...... 'UUj"" .... 

time to free ourselves from all debates and comCl1o our own 
in the order of the discussion will be set out as follows: 

what an art is said to be in for otherwise it is not to demonstrate our 

1 

) 

that rhetoric is said to be an art in the of the Founders of the in 
accordance with whom we 1) the fact that is an art which is 
concerned with the of and is not an art is concemed with 
!J .... I&"''''J<> cases and that the art lies in research and 
practIce, but does not COIltrit)ute an\rUl.U10 

is an "",1",",,'",,'11'1 

I 

u .. ,"' .. , ......... '" as(~nl)eS to 

to dernollsu'ate 

to is not 

J.<""l"l1' ..... '" ... ''' were gerlenU1:y SUI;PIICIO 

tenns were 

awareness are arg;urr.tents can 

to lOentllty one tenn is are 

not 

discussed in 3. 
Philodemus has alluded to this in his survey of the aPJ)lic.ati()D 
range of actions which are not arts in the strict sense of the word. He also 

has a broad a fact which he claims the he is BlLl ............ !!; 

'to SlEO'UlMxV 'to I vlr.uu."" .... 
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to "' ........ "",,.. at argument it is nec:ess:arv to 

to 

an Im,estlgation IS a IJ'CI<:lIlXI'K'" 

To you must have the which are arran~~ed beIlea1th utterances, in 
.... f ...... i ..... to them we may have a way to test opinio,DS, inv'estigatiolllS or and in 

.. ,,, .... ,,, ... ,., ... does not go on untested for us dernoIlStratnlg ad "y,,, •• ,u;m nor that we have 
utterances that are For one should look to the 1'\"''''''''''''' C4()ncept in the case of each utterance and 
it should no additional that to have to which we 

investilgation or prOOlelm 

a ap1npl~!:I 

tte,rOllOlium - it sorts .. Vi" .... '''' to 

1 

4 

PhIL!OlSO]::lhy IS 

Laert. 10.37-38. 
Usener. 

is 

is cOllte)iCt n, ... "",·" JllUJIOSCIPhv is 
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as ..... tt ..... .:. ... "" •• .,,, 6 

we 

we assume 

are 

are SOlioelllOW 

we can 

.......... ,,,.,., as a 

sense. 

del:Jlate over means 

"" ..... "" ...... A to use tenn 

to dls1tmgm uu ...... J .. Uj"". so too not 

268 "the ideas attached to words". Hicks 567 "what it is that words denote", 
36 "cic che sottosta ane 
20 "what is subordinate to the utterances". 

270-286. 
A survey of translations from a collection of recent the papers were 
delivered in greco e romano and reveals 
that there is still no substantial translation: "the items which are collected 
under the sounds" Bames p. Hammerstaedt p. "it slgmtiC&lto 
v ... "l.lu,iU ... dei termini" Erlerp. "the of words" Chandlerp. 599. 
fro 12.11.11-14 who translates "the words and and that the 
does not mean "the nouns and verbs" in this see 795. 

10 The is exacerbated the of the evidence available on the view 
and Sextus that the denied the existence of 
mClorpore:al Sllanme:CIS. what the Stoics were to tenn MlC'tcSt too Math. 8.13 and Pluto Adv. Col. 
11 But the passage from Laert. 10.33 can be taken to assume the existence of 
at least mental is of course our source for the and he has nh· ... ;n ... .,lu 

intepJ:etlttio,n from that text which is evident from his own ftaV't1. 
'to EO"tt. may not be correct. For a 

urO,Dle'm see Bames EGR I 197-220. 
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use a more u ... , ... u, .... II 
IS a 

a 

UUlULJl",'" a 

constant 

terms. 13 ut1:enmc:e comes l"Pl:l,t1'l.J'.1'\1'I'!PI"PI'! 

is 

as some sort 

~nil\'f'Ov we must assume it is ImmC:~CI1llte,l:y "' ..... ,"""'" 14 

II 

12 

13 

14 

me,anIlngs att:actlecl to utterance 

As to X ... JAYlllnL there are various POslsible eJtpllma11ons, one that 
the teon was not "invetlteci" 60. 
BamesEGRI Epilcwus' De nat. 28 which use the verb U:It(na'n:m 

to express the notion that belief 
and fro 13 col, VI inf.2- col. VII 
possess "irreducible kernels or 'atoms' 
Cf. De 85 who insists that the 
and that refer to divisions within that structure. 
A from ""U"U"~~ 
""y"." .. ,'" this int,!';m,retllt1clTi 

IV p. 10 
neXV'twv 

Ir ... ",.", 1479/1417 fr.6 col.I.ll 
lan81Wlge to 

71. 
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never can 

natura. bec:aUI;e it 

PnJLIOlmlllhv 15 it was 

it was a 

was uuu.""u;u I 

use 

5 

If in those we used to express an in the we then emDlo'lied. 

that all human error is of the form that arises in relation to prc~conc.c~tiom 
appearances because of the manifold conventions and ... 17 

as ever. is Otllsclure 

must ,-1"' ..... "",.., 18 to an ., .. ., .. 1 ..... 

16 

17 

18 

/ 61-62. The of the 
........ '., ... ,.", lI"'\JVl'I'I'IIIN is see discussions 31-32. 

13-14 who after an examination of the evidence that the ad 
Herodotum was at about 301/300 B.C. the archon yeat below the title of PHerc. 
1479/1417 locates Book 28 of De nat. in 296/5 B.C. 
The passage continues and can be read in 
The as for all of De natura 28 cited is 

himself admits: it is difficult to ascertain whether £i ... ,..""''V",,,",v is the of a 
60. 401-403 the fundamental 

assumptll[)ns unc1erilVUIlZ; '"',m"" ... ·., intc:mretaltion of the term In.,ATl' ... in this pas,sage, SllggC~tiIlg 
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career when he identified confusion between the variety in the applications of words and the 

things they signify as the basis for aU error. 19 Whatever Epicurus meant, it would appear that 

he recognises that language, as practised in normal discourse, is not always a precise 

phenomenon but rather one which allows for many applications ('to\x; 11:01.. 'U'tp611:0t>C.; 

E(9(loIlOUe; 'trov ~EroV).20 Even if this is not the only cause of error, it surely remains, in 

Epicurus' view, an important cause, and it might assist the philosopher ifhe is aware of how 

words are applied in different contexts so that he can be vigilant with respect to his own 

articulation and exposition of philosophy. When Philodemus explains how the word "art" is 

applied Ka'taXPl1o'tlKroC; to a variety of pursuits (such as tying up sticks etc.), he seems to be 

demonstrating this very point. Although 01. 11:01.. U'tP01l:01 t9l01l0t 'trov At;Erov are no longer 

the only (ouatv E'tEPOV ... 11. lines 7-8) culprits, it is unlikely that this text went on to assert 

that they are not responsible for error at all. They are simply no longer considered to be the 

only sources of error. This is a perfectly reasonable statement if we refer once again to 

Epicurus' advice in the Epistula ad Herodotum which was quoted earlier. 

A little further on in book 28 of De natura, Epicurus says: 

19 

20 

. . . . . ... J at K[ at aM:u 'tile; 
'tl vro]v t9l0J;l.[rov OU]YOlKElc:O-
OEroe; t]1tup£p~v 't6'tE h]uxec;. 5 

instead that n:pol..1t'll£t; be understood as a species of ataEh1a1.C; (which is why they are conjoined with 
q>atv6J.L£va here). 
Sedley (1973),22-23, 60-61. 
The choice of the adjective n:Ol..u'tPOmM; may be significant in an additional sense: it is of course the 
epithet associated with Odysseus in Homer, and its meaning covers "much-wandering", "shifty" or 
"shifting", "versatile", and even "ficlde". Its application to the element ciip by Diogenes of ApoUoma 
(DK B5 II p. 61) describes and accounts for the variety of manifest phenomena which are versions of 
ciitp. Plato (Hp. mi. 364e 5-8 and 365b 4-5) interpets the Odysseus' epithet as implying deceitfulness, 
lies and trickery (see also Antisthenes apud Porphyry schol. ad Od. a 1 and Brancacci (1990), 47-48 
and n. 10). The fundamental point is that whatever is KOI..U'tpo1t~ is really the same throughout its 
apparent or manifest various shapes and qualities. Its true nature is concealed. Thus when Epicurus 
uses the adjective of the conventions of language, he must mean that the conventions use a word in so 
many different ways that the actual meaning of the word that subsists throughout the transformations is 
often obscured; but, presumably, it can be identified with a little effort. Commenting on Epicurus' 
account of the origin of language in Ep. Hdt. 75, Arrighetti (1973), 521 believes that Epicurus was 
conscious that language was constantly transforming and developing. 
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J.l it] SilAoJ.l TCOtc01.11C; 'to TCaV-
'ta (j)90yyov £TC1(j)£p<?V'ta 
Sol;a~£1. v 'l:oS£ '1:1. Ka{1.] 'l:itv 
'I:&V OV0J.la1:[ ro]v Ka{i TC]paYJ.la
Fr. 13 col. HI sup. 
'l:C!>[v a]a1.[aAP.1'1'ia{v op]OOJ.l 
TCEP[lV]oroll1C;· K&[YOO] ~' £131.,£
TCOV O['I:]~ ou TCo1.ilO"ac; Sla<PQ
pa 'l:a[S]£ il 'taS£ dval A£Y£lV 
'taS£ [(j)mc; aip£t0"9al 'I:[&l] ~it 5 
l3e/.,['tl0]v dval il 'taae' aAA' 0-
y6J.laO"l v oiC; SilTCO't£ xpro-
J.l£[v]ov oi6v 't£ (j)[1\Jaac; [£]ival 
AEY£l]v 'teX TCp~,,(J.la'ta, TCa-
O"lV £v£]a1.1CVUOU TtJ.ltv 't£ 'totc; 10 
'1:£ O"o(j)lac;J J.l£'t£O"Xl1KOO1J.l 
J.lovov 0'1:1. Oi]1C£lO't£POV £0"1:[ (WI 
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... and you also used in those days to assign [names] without adapting certain conventional usages, in 
order that you should not make plain22 the principle that by assigning any name one expresses a 
particular opinion, and see and reflect upon the indiscriminate treatment of words and objects. And I 
too used to notice that you did not establish a difference between two sets of words and then say that 
you chose one set because it was better than choosing the other; instead, by saying that it was possible 
to use any name at all in speaking of things, you demonstrated to everyone, both to us and to those who 
have a share of wisdom, merely that it is more suitable ... 

Sedley interprets this passage as meaning that Metrodorus used to borrow words from 

ordinary usage without thought to whether they represented opinions contrary to his own.23 

This need not mean that Epicurus disapproves of the philosopher's use of ordinary language, 

but simply that the philosopher must take care when using it. When one assigns a name to a 

thing it is tantamount to committing oneself to an opinion as to what that thing is;24 and 

because false opinions are a source of error, the philosopher must be aware of and take note 

of the ambiguity which often surrounds the relation between word and thing ('titv 't&v 

21 

22 

23 

24 

De nat. 28, PHerc.1417 fro L col. V.3-9 - PHerc. 1479 fro 13 col. II info 7-1, Sedley (1973), 46. 
The construction may be the sort of flJlal clause where the consequence is unintended or accidental, 
"only to fmd that you did not make plain ... or notice and reflect upon ... ", cf. Phld. Rh. 1 PHerc. 
1427 fro 1.6-8 (Longo, 3) iv' o~'tox; " lCa/AoVJ.LEW<; y£VT('tal.] ~6)v l'tuq:i{)..j6)v aq(al.plP'J.L6c;. 
Sedley (1973),61, who also indentifies an attitude similar to that in Ep. Hdt. 37-38. 
In the words of Ep. Hdt. 'to: \)1to'tE'taYJ.l.EVa, i.e. all the "baggage" which comes with the word. 
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Like the Founder of the School, Philodemus is conscious of the risk ofa3uxA'I1via 2S which is 

why he devotes space to the relation between the ovoJla "'tEXV'l1" and the npUYJla. 

Philodemus feels that in order to clarify what an art is and what qualifies its products as the 

products of an art ('tel nota) we must first understand what the word 'tEXV'Il means in ordinary 

Greek, not what one philosopher or another takes it to mean. In performing this exercise, 

Philodemus can be viewed as obeying the fundamental procedural system that Epicurus 

established.26 If ordinary language is to be used as an instrument of philosophical expression, 

the philosopher must see the distinguishing characteristic which marks one class of thing 

from another, thereby making 'tel nOla evident, and not alter it by applying a term to 

something which does not have the same distinguishing characteristic: 

£n£[t 
Kat 'to AEy6JlEv6Jl no1.), [6p9ro~ 
'tat~ ai)'tat~ ai.pEo~[cJt] 't[ro]Jl <pm- 5 
vi.O[v] Ka'tel nlv 31.a[a]aKaAiav 
XPT,oa1."C6 "Ct~ av, d~EP 'tau"Ca 

1JJl1Jl i3AEn91. £K 'to[u a]\>'tou r Y 1E 
!~!0'J ~i]5'11. JlT) nOAu nap'I1A[Aa-
lJlEVa~~] <p00£0\ n£pt[nj£00l.27 10 

For, as I have said, a person would be correct to make the same choices or vocabulary in the exposition 
of philosophy, provided that we could count on his seeing that these are classes resulting from the same 
distinguishing characteristic, in order that we should avoid the pitfalls of major qualitative changes. 

Although the fragments of Epicurus which I have used are derived from a different context, 

and are probably concerned with how the Epicurean philosopher is to expound the facts about 

the universe, I believe they do shed light onPhilodemus' approach to the problem of whether 

rhetoric is an art. Philodemus has already mentioned the fact that whether people regard 

rhetoric as an art or not depends largely on what they construe an art to be. This prescriptive 

approach will, Philodemus suggests, get us no closer to an appreciation of whether rhetoric is 

25 

26 

27 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XVIII.31-35 (Longo, 81). 
cr. on Epicurus, Asmis (1984), 34 and n. 37. 
De nat. 28, PHerc. 1479 fro 13 col. IV sup. 3-10, Sedley (1973), 47. 
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an art or not A closer examination of the kinds of activities which are designated "arts" in 

ordinary usage will provide a st~ing-point, as will, later. scrutiny of the kinds of activities 

which are covered by the term "rhetoric". Philodemus has already revealed that he is aware 

that the term "art" is applied to activities which are obviously not arts in a precise sense, but 

are so designated by some sort of metaphorical transference of the qualities of art. 

Philodemus too is trying to establish 'to uno'tE'tayJ.L£VOv 'tiP cp90YYQ>. For Philodemus, 'to 

npro'tov £vv611~a, which will provide clarity, is supplied by the usage of ordinary language: 

VOE\-
'to. t 'tOt V'uv Kal A£YE'tat 
't]Exv11 napa 'tolIe;] "E~~11-
~![v £~tC; 11 ata~E]o1{c;] anD 5 
nap[ al't11pTt O']em[ e; 'ttv]rov 
KotVroV Kat [O']'to1{XEtro] [vTI-
arov, a ata nAetov[m]v at-
11KEt 'troY £nt ~p]o[u~, Ka-
'taAa~~avouO'a ['t]t Kat 10 
0' ]uv'teA.oooa 'tOtou'tov. 
oiov 6~oiroe; 'troY ~" 
~a96v'trov ~vtOt], £0''t11-
Ko'tme; Kat ~e@ai]coc; [OU-
a]t O''toxaO''t1{Kroc;J. 15 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XXXVIII.2-1S (Longo, 123) 

Well then, among the Greeks, art is conceived and spoken of as a faculty or disposition derived from 
observation of certain common and basic elements which pervade the majority of specific cases, a 
faculty which apprehends something and achieves the kind of result which some of those who have not 
learned it achieve, and it does this firmly and securely [and not] by conjecture. 

The strategy which Philodemus adopts in order to clarify the meaning of the term 'art' 

appears to be sanctioned by Epicurus himself if we consult another passage from De natura,28 

aAAa yap tao><; OUK EUKatpoV 
£0'1:[ t 'tau]'t[ a] np~V'ta 5111-
KuvE1{V' K]a.t ~aA 0pe0)c; [YE, 00 
M11'tpbaroPE' naw yap ot~ai 
O'E nOAAa (Xv lX£t~ npO£[vlEY
Kaa9at eX £9EmpEle; l£Aoimc; [n]OO[e; 
t1{va); £ya£!;a~£vouc; Kat 2E[av-
1:[0.] ~aAAOV 1\ to voou51EVOV 
Ka'ta 'tae; A£!;EtC;. OUK l!;m 'troy 

28 De nat. 28, PHerc. 1479 fro 13 col IV info 1 - col. V sup. 12, Sedley (1973), 48. 
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i9toj.1EVmv U;emv fu,tOOV 
xpmj.1EVmV oi>8£ p.u<X'tt9h
'tmv 6wj.1<X't<X £nt 'troj.1· cp<xv£
p]&v. 
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But perhaps you'd say this isn't the right time to prolong the discussion by bringing these up. Quite so, 
Metrodorus, because I'm sure you could bring up lots of cases of words you've seen certain people 
taking in some ridiculous sense or other, in fact in any sense rather than their acwallinguistic meaning, 
whereas our own usage does not go beyond ordinary language, nor do we change names with regard to . 
things which are evident.29 

From what Philodemus says next it is. clear that his description cited above is intended as the 

most basic designation of the word 'tEXVI1: at this point he is not concerned with questions 

such as whether an art is something which is beneficial or not, or to what extent practice plays 

a role.30 All he is concerned with at present to give the basic significance of the term which is 

valid for every art: 

acp£1.0-
900 yap £nt 'to[u n<x]pov-
'to]<;. el't£ oujJ.[cpt]pov 'e{1}t' oi> o[Uj.1]CPEpOV 'to' 
y]tvoj.1£vov nCA:v't]mc;. 
a]cp£1.o9m 8£ Ka[t d KOtVO-
't£pov K<Xl. i8u:o't~ov 20 
'tEXVfI Uy£'t<Xt [K<Xt n<x-
p]a 'tpt~il<; 1teXV'tCOS [K<Xt 
n<xvoAw<; 'to 'totou'tov. 
<XU'tO yap, 0 neXOTlt 'tilt K<X-
9' 6v8"no't£ 'tp61tov [vD 25 
npo[ 0 JayoP£OOIlEVTll 'tE-
XVTlt 1tpoo£o'tt, 'tou'to £K-
9£tv<xt ~£~9UA."Il£9<x 
K<Xt 8" 1tPO£VTlVEYj.1£9<x. 

Rh.2 PHerc. 1674 col. XXXVIH.1S-29 (Longo, 123) 

Let us leave aside for the time being the question whether that which results is advantageous or not 
advantageous in every case. Let us also leave aside [whether] it is called art in a more [general sense] 
or a more specific one, or derived entirely from practice or in general of this sort. For we have intended 
to set out that which is a property of every art which is so-called in any sense at all. 

29 Here I use Sedley's (1998), lOS translation. 
30 Col. XXXVm.lS-23 (Longo, 123). 
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In other words, although the n:oA u'tpon:ot £9l.oJ.lol. of ordinary language may apply the teon 

'art' to any number of activities. Philodemus believes it is possible to identify the underlying 

characteristic which is shared by all arts, no matter how the term is applied (1Ca9' ovMln:O't£ 

'tpon:ov). At the same time Philodemus is aware that a term can be used in a more general 

(1CotVO'tEPOV) or more limited (UhO'tEPOV) sense.31 Thus, Philodemus does not deny the 

ambiguity of language but seeks to salvage something stable from it which is essential if the 

philosopher is to be able to proceed at all. 

According to Philodemus' understanding, art normally signifies some faculty or ability which 

a person acquires through observation (n:apa'tTtP1101.e;) of phenomena and processes which are 

shared by the majority of specific instances. In other words, it is any activity which is 

founded on the detection of certain patterns, certain shared features amidst the great variety of 

actions. This recognition gives the agent a sort of faculty or disposition or ability - a more 

neutral term than 'knowledge' - which is capable of grasping what needs to be done and then 

performing it.32 

One notes that the significance of the word is suitably broad. It could be applied to a large 

number of human activities. Of particular interest is the emphasis on the empirical source of 

this faculty. The noun n:apa'tTtP1101.C; itself first appears only in the first century B.C., 

although the verb n:apa'tl1peo> is of course frequent earlier. Its application in a text of 

Dionysius ofHalicarnassus perhaps gives some support to the way Philodemus uses it here: 

31 

32 

i1 yap W1JX1l 'tou O:vayl. yvro01COVCoc; un:o 'tile; CS1JVEX0Uc; n:apa't1lPilcsEmc; 't1lv 
OJ.lOl.o'tl1'ta 'tou xapa1C'ti\Poe; £q>eA1Cual.. 

De imit. fr.31.1 

Cf. Crassus' question whether rhetoric qualifies as an art according to opinio vulgaris even if it fails to 
qualify on the definitio subtilis of philosophers Cic. De or. 1.109. 
See Isnardi Parente (1977), 20 on the centrality of empiricism to the formation of all knowledge in 
Epicureanism. 
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Here, in a somewhat different context, we see the notion of repetition in the observation and 

the consequent discernment of likeness (0J.101.6t"C;). 

The ternis E~1.C; and Sux8£cn.c; are familiar enough from other definitions and descriptions of 

arts33 and, within the context of Philodemus' passage, they are terms reproduced from the 

standard Greek description of the word tEXVIl. However, both are also terms commonly used 

by the Epicureans and I am tempted to ask whether it is possible to identify anything 

particularly Epicurean about the understanding of these terms. For the Epicureans, the soul 

was a material entity and thus any Sux8£0'1.C; within it should also be a material configuration, 

a psychosomatic constitution. The subject of the Epicurean understanding of Sux8£0'1.C; has 

been well discussed by GriHi34 who cites a text from Diogenes Laertius (10.117): 

tov a1ta~ y£v6J.1£vOV O'o<pov J.1 "Kf:t1. titv EvaVt1.av AaJ.1~V£1. v Sux8£0'1. v J.1 "St 
1tAOt't't£1. v EK6v'ta. 

The disposition of the sage, once achieved, cannot be altered or transformed into its opposite. 

By analogy, we should expect something similar of the disposition of the artist or technician. 

Here too, the soul of th~ artist is materially distinct, in certain respects, from the soul of a 

person who is either artless or does not possess the same art. Unlike the sage, however, we 

might expect an artist to lose something of his technical disposition if he allowed his art to 

lapse. Such an artist might wen "forget" how to perform his art competently, although 

empirical observation would indicate that even artists who have not practised their art for 

some time remember an astonishing amount of it. It might even be possible to include within 

this understanding a distinction between exact sciences or conjectural sciences, or at least 

33 

34 

cr. the Hippocratic Praecepta 9.54.2 (Littr6, Loeb vol. 1 p. 314 chap. 2) l;tv l1v lhl i,l1"CptlCi)v 
7tpocayopeuolu::v. In connection with rhetoric too: once the theore.tical precepts have been grasped, 
Quintilian prescribes a thorough course of reading, writing, and speaking so that the orator might attain 
firma quaedam facilitas. quae apud Graecos l;u; nominatur, Inst. 10.1.1. 
A. Grilli (1992) = (1983). 
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those sciences which depend a great deal on practice and those which do not. This is perfectly 

coherent if we assume that the Epicureans believed in a hierarchy of dispositions: the 

Epicurean sage's disposition is at the top and is immutable;3S that of the technician is less 

secure in as much as it is inferior. 

Philodemus' phrasing, £~\.e; 11 Suxgecne;, implies that he regards the tenns either as synonyms 

or perhaps that £~1e; denotes a less "internalised" state which depends rather on a kind of 

habituation.36 One point seems certain: Philodemus does not understand the term in the Stoic 

sense, where £~1,e; is responsible for holding bodies together. "Art". therefore, is a disposition 

which a person acquires by deliberate and consci6us exposure to a select set of phenomena. 

As such, Philodemus finds that the tenn as understood by the ordinary speaker of Greek 

involves notions and cognitive operations which are perfectly acceptable to an Epicurean 

philosopher. This, of course, is rather convenient, and probably quite contrived. 

The relative clause oiov O/l01c:oe; 'tIDV /l11 /lu96V'tc:ov l[vtOl] (lines 12-13) is somewhat 

problematic. Longo's examination of the text has ruled out Sudhaus' [ouSeic;J. If Philodemus 

was cautiously unwilling to rule out the possibility that no one who has not learned the art can 

perform it competently, one would have expected something like oA1:Y01, instead of €V10l..37 

Perhaps Philodemus is attempting to give as general a description as possible, where €V\.Ol 

(almost like 't\. vee;) is in fact less specific than 01.,1 YOl, An additional problem is encountered 

in lines 13-15, 

3' 

37 

In that he has attained perfection in his atomic structure and consequently is in a state of iloUXla, Grilli 
(1992),49. 
Cf. Grilli (1992),51, " ... per Epicuro 1a ~u; e l'''abito'' che si forma attraverso la O''Iyvi1&ta, l'abitudine. 
Grilli (1992), 52 gOe8on to assert that the term !;l~ is often used by Philodemus in the non-technical 
sense of "habit", but he does not give examples. 
The reading l{VtOt] also causes Barnes discomfort (1986, 18 n. 32). 
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K6troc; Kat ~£@at]roc; [ou-
8]£ O'tOXaO't1.[KroC;]. 
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The two categories of artistic activity signified by £0''t11K6troc; Kat Jh:l~t]roc; and 

O'tOXaO''t1.[KroC;J are clearly legible and familiar enough. However, the presence of the 

supplemented conjunction [000]£ almost seems to contradict the previous relative clause 

where it was stated that some of those who have not learned the art can achieve the result, 

and, even more seriously, it would commit Philodemus to denying that all conjectural arts are 

arts, which would not really cohere with what he says later. Since only the :final E of the 

missing conjunction is in fact legible it is possible that the supplement is incorrect.38 Personal 

examination of the papyrus was, as might be expected, inconclusive, although traces to the 

left of the epsilon do not appear to be compatible with a delta, but are with a tau or gamma. 

This permits the supplement [d]tE,39 and one could cite in support the phrasing from a 

previous passage in the papyrus: 

'lIi 'lI...... ..."... I ay 't O'l.>V 11t 'troY 1Caytrov 
~1C]tO''t11llrov. av 'tE 'troy 
O'toxaO''tt KroV. 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XXX.17-19 (Longo, 107) 

But the sequence Kat ... El'tE ... raises problems. I suggest [Kat y]£, "exactly, and securely, 

and even conjecturally". The combination Kat yE is characteristic of post-Classical Greek,40 

and might be appropriate within a . list which ends with an item which might not have been 

expected or to which some people might wish to object. One can compare a text from Plato 

where there is a similar usage although the conjunction and particle are separated from each 

other in accordance with Classical practice:41 

38 

39 

40 

41 

ti apt91l11't1KTt Kat AOY10''t1KTt Kat YErollE'tP1KTt Kat 1CE't'tE'I.>'t1Kf) Y£ Kat aAAa1 
1CoAAat 'tExva1. 

Sadly, Barnes' attractive [i1 Kat] (1986). 6 is ruled out by the presence of E. 
Gaines (pers. comm.) has intimated that this is the restoration he favours. 
Cf. Denniston (1954),157, Kflhner.-Gerth n (1955),176, Blass-Debrunner (1961).226 sect. 439 (2). 
Grg. 450d 6-8. See Dodds (1959). 197. who understands the combination Kai. ... 'YE as signifying the 
addition of an unexpected item to the enumeration, "yes, and the art of playing draughts", 
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Philodemus has avoided giving a definition, and this is hardly surprising in the light of the 

reputed Epicurean distaste for such an exercise.42 This eschewal is in marked contrast with 

other philosophical schools, and in particular the Stoics, from whom a considerable number 

of definitions of "art" or "science" survive. 

In his commentary on Plato's Gorgias Olympiodorus lists three definitions of art and 

attributes each to a separate Stoic scholarch:43 

2) 6 Xpucn,nnoe; npoo9£1.e; 'to "jl£'ta <pav'taotrov" £in£v Otl "'tExvl1 to'ttv £~te; ooep 
npotouoa jl£'ta <p<lvtaotrov". 

3) Zf)vrov SE <Pl10tv Ott "tExvl1 tOtl ooo'tl1jla h: KataA.f)'I'£rov 
oU'Y'Y£'Yujl vaOjlEvrov44 npoe; 'tt 't£A.Oe; £\'>XP110'tOV 'troY tv tep j3icp" 

The definitions vary in their particulars. Cleanthes calls art a £~te;, and in so doing he seems 

to be using ordinary language; the most important aspect of art is method (ooep). Chrysippus 

includes an explicit cognitive aspect to the definition: for him, art is a £~te; which proceeds by 

method (aSep) in connection with impressions (jlua <p<lv'taotmv). Zeno replaces the term 

£~te; with oUO''tl1jla. a system which is derived from co-exercised apprehensions for a certain 

useful end of the things in life. Only Zeno's definition mentions the notion of utility as a 

distinguishing feature of an art.4S 

42 

43 

44 

45 

As Asmis points out (1984), 39, this is not stated by Epicurus explicitly in any of his extant writings 
but is often implied and is attributed to him by Cicero and others. She cites two late testimonies to this 
effect. 
Olymp. in Plat. Gorg. 12.1 p. 69 = Hillser vo12 p. 420 fr.392. 
von Amim, Mansfeld, Halser: -~tvov cod., Westerink. 
Zeno's definition is echoed by Sextus Empiricus, xcwu ... uXVIl O'wnw.a £O''ttv £IC ICU'taATJVE:CI)V 
O''\)'Y'Y£'Y,\)~vuO'~£VCI)V ICUi. EXt. 't£Mx; euXPTJO''tov 'tq> pi.cp MJ.l.i5<xvov ,",V av«q:lOpCtv (Math. 2.10). 
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It will be useful to compare Philodemus' description of the meaning of the ordinary Greek 

word 'tEXV'yt and the Stoic definitions listed above. Has Philodemus come up with a 

_ formulation which simply restates the Stoic defintions? On first examination there appear to 

be a number of similarities between Philodemu$' description and the Stoic definitions, 

especiaUy those of Cleanthes and Chrysippus. Like them, Philodemus regards 'tEXVTl as a 

e;1.C;;, that is, as a sort of mental state, but as I have explained above, Philodemus probably 

understands this state in Epicurean terms.46 Method is an essential aspect in Cleanthes and 

Chrysippus (6Scp), and is implied by Zeno b: Ka'taAf)VEo)v O'UYYEYUJ1YaO'J1EVo)V np6C;; t1. 

'tEAOC;;. Philodemus does not use the terms 6S6c;; or J1£90SoC;; here, but again method is implied 

by the adverbs £O'tl1K6't0)C;;. ~El3aiO)C;;, and 0''toxaO''t1.Kroc;;.47 If my suggested supplement ([Kai 

Y]£) is accepted in lines 14-15 of the column. then Philodemus discerns a more embracing 

view of "methodology" within the general term 'tEXVl1. Other similarities, though apparent, 

are misleading. The way in which such a e;tc; is acquired is not explained by Cleanthes or 

Chrysippus. The latter's addition J1E'teX tpav'taO'l.I)v does not seem to account for the 

acquisition of the e;1.C;; but describes the operation of the tExvl1 once it has already been 

acquired. Zeno does seem to offer an explanation which· resembles Philodemus': his £K 

Ka'taAf)VEo)V O'UYYEYUJ.LYaO'J1£vO)v rep6c;; 't1. 'tti..oc;; looks very much like Philodemus' phrase 

Kah;aAaJ.L~avouO'a ['t]t Kat I [O']uV'tEAouO'a,411 but we must beware of this coincidence. 

Philodemus has based the acquisition of 'tEXVTl on an explicit empirical foundation (areD I 

'troy £ret J1t[p]o[uc;;J)49 and the participle KataAa~avoUO'a constitutes the second phase 

47 

48 

49 

Barnes (1986), 7 fmds that the Stoic defmition as framed by Sextus Empiricus (Math. 2.10, quoted in 
the note above) is really concerned with a branch of knowledge (aw'C'I'1J.I4), while Philodemus is 
actually describing the mental state or disposition of the UXV1.1C&;; yet he admits that the term 'tEXV11 
has both uses in Greek and that Sextus' and Philodemus' approaches are complimentary. 
Rh. 2 PRere. 1674 col. XXXVIII.13·IS (Longo, 123). 
Rh. 2 PRere. 1674 col. XXXVIII.9·11 (Longo. 123). 
Rh. 2 PRere. 1674 col. XXXVII1.5-9 (Longo, 123). 
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which is itself preliminary to achieving the· goal which has been set (OUV't£Aoooa). 

Furthermore, Philodemus elects to ignore considerations as to whether the goal is always 

beneficial,50 whereas in Zeno's definition this is quite explicit (n;p6<; 'tl 't£AOC; £UXPll0 'tOV 

To summarise. Although Philodemus' appears to resemble the Stoic definitions closely. there 

are sufficient differences between his description of the normal meaning of the word 't£XVTI 

and the Stoic definition for us to conclude that Philodemus is aware of the Stoic definitions 

but is offering a description which confronts them with a different emphasis - the empirical 

basis of 't£XVll. The resemblance is due perhaps to the fact that Philodemus is forced to 

contend with a rather different debate on the issue of't£XVTI from that of the Founders of the 

School. 

It will also now be appropriate to reconsider briefly the isolated definition of art preserved by 

the Dionysius Thrax scholiast: 

oi J!f:V 'En;lKoup£tol oU'tcoc; Op1.toV'tal 'titv 't£XVTlv' 'tEXVTI £o'tt J.I.£9000C; 
£v£pyo-uoa 'ttp ~1.cp 'to cruJ!C'p£pov. '£v£pyo-uoa' olov £pyatoJ!£VTI. 

It is of course impossible, on the evidence available, to determine whether this is an accurate 

report of a definition formulated by "Epicureans" at some time or place. It might simply 

represent a convenient "definition" given, perhaps even without much reflection, by earlier 

Epicureans who were not afflicted by the polemics which were waged in a later period. 

However, it could also be said that it resembles a rather simplistic formulation of the Stoic 

definition, with its insistence on method and a beneficial goal. It certainly eschews any 

mention of the empirical basis of 't£XVTI. an aspect which, as we have seen, is of central 

importance in Philodemus' explanation of the term. I should therefore prefer to leave this 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XXXVIII.15-18 (Longo, 123). 
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reported definition aside as being of little, or at least questionable, consequence in the 

analysis of Philodemus' view of art. 5 
I 

Once Philodemus has established what is meant by the term 'tEXVTJ in Greek he is free to 

expatiate with more precision on his understanding of its significance for the art of rhetoric. 

Philodemus chooses to begin with a consideration of method in activities designated as 

'tEXV<Xt by Greeks. In this case, method seems to be linked with the art's ability to achieve its 

goal. The term 'tEXVl1 is thus applied to activities which can be divided into two basic 

categories: the exact arts and the conjectural artS.52 The categories are identified by their 

requisite qualities: 

Exact Arts 

1tp6a[ e P'ttv 't[ 0 
~t(l 'ttvO<; 1t(XP<X't'l1P11-
0']£00<; O''tOtXeioov 't[t]vrov 
~t1'llK6v'toov '~ux' 1tM:t6voov 
'troY lC<X'tOt JiEpoC; lC<X't<X
A<XJi~Vetv flC<XC:J'tOV 
lC<xt 311JiWupyeiv 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 colI. XXXVIII.35-XXXIX.6 (Longo. 123. 125) 

(to the exact arts) belongs the characteristic of grasping any object (of the art) and achieving it by 
observing certain basic elements which extend across a greater proportion of individual instances 

Conj ectural Arts 

'to'l)'t' e; avcl"(Kl1C; 
ta[t]ov 1tPOOEO''tLV 'to lC01.
vrov 'tt voov lC<X'tOXi)v 
~XE]tv ~t<X'tEtv6V'toov 

10 

51 Blank (1995), 178 astutely speaks of "the defmition attributed to the Epicureans" (my italics), and is 
surely correct to point out that 'by explicitly omitting the question of an art's utility Philodemus is 
indicating that he is conscious that this is generally assumed to be a defming attribute (p. 179). 

52 't00<; i:a't1llC'Utat.<; 1£ I 't£ lCat 1ta1tOt<;, like grammar, music, painting, and sculpture (Rh. 2 PHerc. 
1674 col. XXXVIII.30-35 (Longo, 123), and 'tate; / OUX txoUaate; 'to ta't1l"lCOc; aAJ.i.t 'to 
a'toxaa'tt/lCov, no examples given at this stage. 
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E1.C; 'tel Ka'tel J!EpOC;. ote; 
Oi>aE~ro1tO't>. EelV oi'>-
'too 'tUXrlt]. "(E"{OVEV E"{KU- 15 
P110tC;, KaV J!1l au); 1tav-
'toe; C.h::OAoU9fi<t> 'to 'tEAOe; 
'tole; 'tfie; E7ttO'tTtJ! 11e; 1t[ a-
pa"{"{EAJ!aOt Kal 1toTtJ!a-
OtV, alel 'to J!11a' ElVal 'tou 20 
xav'too? 't1lv o'toxaon-
K.P1y J.;lE90aov, aAAel 'tou 
Kat]Cx 'to XAEtO'tOV ft 'tou 
J!]aA.[A]<{ v 1 'troy a'tExVOOv. 
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Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XXXIX.9-24 (Longo, 125) 

(to conjectural arts) belongs, necessarily. the characteristic of having a grasp of certain common 
elements which extend to specific cases, which have not yet been encountered, if it happens thus, even 
if the goal does not follow on every occasion upon the instructions and products of the science. This is 
due to the fact that the conjectural method is not of the kind which is effective on every occasion, but 
rather of the kind which is effective for the most part or on more occasions than those who have no art. 

Philodemus has identified the characteristic (Xp60EO'tlV XXXVIII.35. 'to tatoV XPOOEOtlV 

XXXIX. 1 0) which separates the two kinds of'tEXV'Il. It is noticeable that Philodemus spends 

more time in describing conjectural art than he does in describing its exact counterpart. I 

suggest that this is to be explained by the fact that the conjectural arts were the main source of 

dispute in discussions of the technicity of activities. It must, however, be emphasised that 

Philodemus ascribes a portion of method to conjectural arts too. It is difficult to ascertain 

what significance, if any, the difference in phrasing has for the method of the respective arts. 

The distinctions may be quite subtle. In the case of exact arts certain elements (O'tolXE1:a) are 

derived from observation (xapa'tTtP11O'lC;); these elements extend over (aulKov'ta aux) the 

majority (xAElova) of particular cases; this cognitive "equipment" allows the practitioner to 

"grasp" (KataAaJ!~aVElV) any object and achieve it (al1J!lOUp"{Elv). In conjectural arts, on the 

other hand, common elements are termed KOt va and they extend into (atatEl voV'ta de;) 

particular cases (note the word majority, 1tA£1.ova, is omitted); these are somehow 

"possessed" (KatOX1lv £XElV) by the practitioner. 
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One could speculate as to whether the difference in tenns (O''tolxtia vs. KOtva, napa't1lP11O'lC; 

vs. Ka't0XTtV £XEtv, lilllKoV'ta lila vs. lila'tEivov'ta Eie;) reflects a difference in the nature and 

acquisition of the two types ofart.53 But what emerges clearly is the fact that exact arts have a 

more complete grasp of elements which apply to particular cases (hence nA.Eiova). The match 

between theory and practice is more exact, the attainment of goal more frequent and 

predictable. At the same time, the similarities in phrasing leave no doubt that conjectural arts 

also have some degree of method, but one that is inferior to the exact arts, and this is reflected 

in a lower frequency of achievement of the goal of the art. 

It is unfortunate that the text which fonows the passages I have discussed above becomes 

more difficult and that there is a particularly lacunose section in the centre of the next 

column. Longo offers the following text: 

oJi~v. KaV 'tu1xaVl1<t> 'tte; 25 
't[ouJ 'tEAOUe; En\ 'ttvooV ft 
JiP), JiEV't01 1E ano 'tile; li1-
a9]£O'Eooe; 'tile; 'trov KOtUV]]-
\{ro]v Kat 0''t01XE1ro[liJ4>v 
EV't]E[UK}t1Kile; En1. '9:TtV an- 30 
EP1 ]aO'i~v napaA~ a;Ja1 
'troY] KCl'ta JiEPoc;. [ql]avE{1.'I1 
Ji£]v lx,{ 0 1 'tEX\{'I1e; ou 'tE'tEU-
xt(v]at, 'tOY i)' ££xov}ta 'tft[v 
arUX]9ECl'tVa1F£O 'tE]x\{'I1C;. 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 coIl. XXXIX.2S-XL.2 (Longo, 125, 127) 

For example, even if someone achieves the goal in some cases or [not], yet errs in the passage from the 
disposition which possesses the common and basic elements to the [actual production] of the particular 
cases, [he would appear] not to have achieved (it) from art but that the man who bas the disposition 
from art. 

As it stands, the text is frustratingly difficult to construe. The relative olov (line 25) 

presumably serves to introduce an example or illustration which il; intended to clarify the 

53 For example, O''totX£iu might imply basic principles which are ontologica1ly more dependable than 
things which are merely shared; 1tapot~t~ might be more systematic than a "grasp" (ICU'taXTt); 
atiJICov'tu aux might imply an actual extension throughout the particular case, while alU't£lVOV'tU de; 
might imply a tendency to extend into them, but not completely. 
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preVIOUS statement. Philodemus appears to be reiterating the importance of the relation 

between theory and practice in art. But there are syntactic problems. The extent of the protasis 

and its relation to the apodosis are not clear: the first verb, which definitely belongs to the 

protasis (KaV 't'UYXCxVl1<t>. line 25), is in the expected subjunctive, but the flow of the 

protasis is interrupted by a clause which is introduced by the particle 'combination J.1EV'tOt Y£ 

(line 27) and furnished with the verb 1I:apaAA[~t (line 31) in the optative. If we assume 

that this clause is an additional part of the protasis the shift in mood is very odd. In addition, 

it is most unusual for a clause to begin with the particles J.1Ev'tOt y£.54 

Longo's text is most probably a faithful reproduction of what the scribe actually wrote, but 

the scribe may have made mistakes. With some minor adjustments, the passage will be more 

comprehensible. De Lacy suggested that some of the emendations in Sudhaus' Supplementum 

could give the required sense: the text should have read olov, KaV 't'UYXCxV11t 'ttt; 'toi) 'tEAO'Ut; 

£1I:t 'ttvOOV, J.111 J.1EV'tOt Y£ 0.11:0 'tilt; ~1.aaEO'£OOC; ... napaAAa;l1t .. " "For example, if a 

person attains the end in some cases, but does not proceed from a disposition conversant with 

things common and basic to the working out of particulars, he would not appear to owe his 

success to art. "S5 

Philodemus continues:56 

KcX[V] t7tt 'ttvro[v o.~o['t'UY
XcX[V'Illt 'trov Ka['t<X J.1]£P[0C;· 'to 
nav oi> ~ft q(aJL£v] 'tE-

But apparently not impossible. Although Cauderlier (1981), 184 objects strongly to this oddity in 
Longo Auricchio's text, in Blomqvist's discussion of this particle combination there are two cases 
where it occupies the beginning of the sentence or clause, LXX Ps. 38.7 and PAmh. 135.11 (1969),28. 
However, later in the same work (p. 129), Blomqvist remarks that ,uV'W1.'Y1! appears as the first word of 
a sentence only in the Septuagint passage and that the parallels adduced from papyrus texts are 
doubtful. Whether a full analysis of all works transmitted through the Byzantine ttadition would yield 
further examples is uncertain. Yet even Josephus, for whom a search on the TLG produced 75 instances 
of ,uV'tOl le, never positions the particles at the beginning ofa sentence or clause. 
De Lacy (1980), 104-105. 
Adopting some ofBames suggestions (1986), 12 and 21 n. 57, see note to translation in chapter 2. 
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XV11V' KaAouJ.1[Ev yap. 8 [e
XEt 'tou'tolIv]] 1ta[yl]ox;. 
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Rh. 2 PHere. 1674 col. XL.3-7 (Longo, 127) 

And if he sometimes [fails] in particular cases, we most certainly deny that it is an art at all. For we 
term (an art) that which possesses this fumly. 

This passage must be understood in connection with the sentence which immediately 

precedes it, or else we are in danger of accepting a contradiction m Philodemus' argument. 

The sentence does not deny the existence of conjectural arts, otherwise Philodemus' careful 

distinction of the two categories of art and their respective "methods" outlined above will 

have been absurd. It concerns the failures of a person who does not have the benefit of an 

artistic disposition at all. Such a person, Philodemus has argued, cannot be considered an 

artist simply on the basis of occasional success from the fact that his success does not result 

\ 

from a grasp of common elements. When such a person fails to achieve his goal on a specific 

Qccasion the absence of art is at once obvious. In this context the adverb 1tayiox; serves to 

emphasise the distinction between the artistic appreciation of common elements and the 

absence of such an appreciation. 

It would appear then that Philodemus acknowledges three kinds of activity: 1) exact arts, 2) 

conjectural arts, 3) "hit and miss" activities. These last are distinguished from the other two 

in that they lack method. and hence cannot properly be termed "art". Philodemus offers a 

variety of suitable terms for such activities instead: 

'tare; ~r £1tJl,'tuxiae; Kat a1t[o
'tu[xiae; £},I.[1t]£tpiav J!EV 
Ka[l1tapa't[ TWTlC:)'t v Kat (1-
GKTlGtV] Kat [1t]av 'to 't[o]tou
'to 1tpOpayopEuoJ!EV, 't£
xVf'I]v S' oooaJ!Wc; 

Rh. 2 Ph ere. 1674 col. XL.24-29 (Longo, 127) 
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As for "hit-and-miss" activities, we term them "skill" or "observation" or "practice"," and all that sort 
oftbing, but on no account "art" ... 

The four lines that follow do not provide an intelligible text but, from the point where the 

argument becomes legible again, Philodemus seems to reinforce his point with a specific 

example. It is not clear what kind of performer Philodemus has in mind, but he cites the 

example of someone who has observed (napa'tE'tilpr)'ICEv col. XLL1-2) how he should stand, 

move, and gesture in accompaniment to the discourse.58 The description· might be appropriate 

to an actor, or, more likely given the context, to aspects of oratorical delivery (hypocrisis. 

actio). Such a performer, Philodemus argues, 

1tapa't~'tJil- 5 
Pl1'!C£ 'twa ~6vov, '!Cat 
~6voC; 'to'?P'Yov 7I{OltEt '!Cat 
<>uxnav't6c;' ~£[a]oacov 
<>£ '!Cat O''tOtXEtOO<>l1 [twa 
1tapa[<>]oO'w <>ta 1tA(Et6- 10 
vrov <>t[il'!Coupav, ooO'[nEp 
'Ypa~~at1.O'tilc;, ooO'nEp ~o[ u
O't'!Coc;ou'!C £X£1.. 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XLL5-13 (Longo, 129) 

he has observed only certain details, and alone accomplishes the task and on every occasion. But he 
does not Possess method and a certain transmission of elementary (precepts) which pervades the 
majority of cases, as the grammarian and musician do. 

The passage is illuminating as. it exemplifies the criteria Philodemus uses to distinguish arts 

from other practices. Even frequency of success (<>ux navt6c;) is not in itself sufficient to 

qualify a practice as an art. To qualify as an artist a practitioner must possess method and the 

57 

S8 

59 

The term cX01O'lGtc; is an editorial supplement but quite likely given its occurrence in Rh. 2 PHerc. 1672 
col. XXXIV.28 in connection with political oratory. 
This is Longo's interpretation, who translates not o{u]ventv£uetv as "in Quale direzione accompagnare 
il discorso con gestiO! (p. 129). Cicero both acknowledges the importance of the contribution of actio 
(which includes vultus and molUs corporis) to the omtor's success and bewails its neglect in theoretical 
training (De or. 1.18, 3.213, Part. or. 25). In his discussion of gesture within delivery Quintilian 
prescribes that gesture et ipse voci consentit et animo cum ea simul paret (Inst. 11.3.(5); although 
Quintilian offers some guidelines on this subject he implies that it is difficult to give definite rules, 
multum ex iis, quae praecepimus, mutuari necesse est ab iis, qui dicunt apud tribunalia (/nsl. 
11.3.134): context will dictate the best strategies and there are too many imPonderables to permit rigid 
prescription. 
Longo accents the word -ci. va but I prefer to take it as the neuter plural of the indefinite pronoun. 
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common elements which extend through the majority of cases,60 and this system of method 

must be transferrable through instruction (1tap~oatc;). In other words, Philodemus seems to 

imply that an art is something which can be taught and it can only be taught if it has method. 

By contrast, the performer of gestures is the only person who is able to achieve his goal 

(J.L6voe; toupyov 1tOtE!): he is unable to communicate his knowledge to another because he in 

fact has no method to impart. Grammar and music emerge as examples of exact arts,61 

whereas the acrobat, the sword-dancer, and a host of other dexterous practitioners belong to 

the same category as the performer of gestures.62 But once again, Philodemus repeats that he 

is not claiming that the latter are not termed artists by Greek-speakers catachrestically 

(lCa'taXPl1attlcroe;, col. XLI.33-34), simply that they are not really artists in the proper sense 

of the Greek word (lCupiroe;, col. XL1.31-32, XLII.9). 

Philodemus has established the meaning of his terms and can now proceed with the argument 

without the risk of ambiguity. The catachrestic applications of the term d:XV'Il are easily 

recognisable and can be discounted. But his investigation into the meaning of the term in 

Greek has revealed a possible source of complication in that the same term can be used in 

both a stronger sense (to denote an exact art) and a weaker sense (to denote a conjectural art). 

At this stage of the argument, Philodemus elects to use the term 't£XV'Il for practical purposes 

as denoting only exact arts, to distinguish unequivocally those practices which are done with 

art from those that have no art at aU: 

61 

62 

q>E-o
yo\{t]Ee; yap cX1taaav ou 1tpa-
YJ.L~'tt]1cTty aJ.Lq>t~"'tl1- 35 
at v [J.L]EtaA,l1v6J.LEGa 'tae;' 

The phrase recalls the distinctive characteristic of exact art described earlier in the section, '1[0] I 8ux 
'ttv~ 1tCtpa't'l'lP1VtCJ]£co<; CJ't01.X£1.f.OV 'l[t]vii)v I [81.'I1lK6V'tf.OV 'aux' 1tM1.6vc.ov I 'trov lCCt'ta. ~ 
lCCt'tOOACtJ.i.P«V£tv llCCtCJ'tOV, Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 colt XXXVllI.35-XXXIX.5 (Longo, 123, 125). 
Blank (1995), 181 notes that these, together with painting and sculpture, serve as Philodemus' models 
of exact arts (see his nn. 9-11 to p. 181 for textual references). 
Rh. 2 PH ere. 1674 col. XLI.13-27 (Longo, 129). 
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6v9I:Jl]a0"i[a~, Kat "Cau"Cae; 
&e; vuv cpaJlEV d[v:p'~ "CE-

. xvae;, "Co "COlOU"C' ~XE1. v 
dSoe; epOUJlEV 4>fc;] TJ 
'YpaJlJla"CtKtl Kat r 1tA 1aO"-
"C1.Kit, "Cau"Cae; S', &e; ou ["CE- 5 
xvae;,"Cae;[eo"~Ep~Jl~vae; 
"Cou "COlOU"COU, 1tapa"C~p[ ~-
"CtKOV S· [EJxEtV dSoC;, oltov 
lxpJ';iroe; e~~p1.8Jl~O"a-
1;1~8]a, 1tapOt1tA ito"lOV [KOtt 10 
cpG[O]vi}O"C?JlEV au"Catc;. 
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Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 colI. XLII.33-XLill.ll (Longo, 131, 133) 

For in avoiding all hair-splitting which is not relevant we shall alter the labels, and we shall say that 
those activities which we term arts now have the sort of form which grammar and sculpture do, while 
those which we now say are not arts, are those which are deprived of this sort of form, but have an 
empirical form, like the one we enumerated earlier, and accordingly we shall refuse to acknowledge 
them (as arts). 

Philodemus offers a simplified distinction for the moment between a ["CEXVl1COV] dSoc; and a 

1tapOt"C~p11"CtKOV dSoe.; of activity. The distinction explicitly ignores the conjectural category 

of art as this will only needlessly complicate the point Philodemus is trying to make, which is 

that sophistic rhetoric is an art, whereas political and forensic rhetoric are not: 

[d-
S~ <St> "COtOtu"Ca KOtt "Cae; p[~
"CoptKac; evaPJl6"C"Co[v-
"CEe;, "CtlV [Jl]£v O"O<ptO""Ct1C[tlV 
"CEX~V lxj1tocpatv6Jl[E- 15 
8Ot, ["C]t1v st 1tOAt"CtKtlV [ou 
"CEXV~V. [a]v st O"UVOtv[Ot'Y-
KarO']1jt] ["Ctc;] TJJlcXe; 1tPo[cp]£P'£EO'-
8at 1ae; 6[vp.JlOtO'ia[c;1 "Ctlv 
JlEV, 00[e; eK"CE8EnKOtJlEV, [iSt- 20 
cOJlOt"Ct K£[XOtp]6tX80tt, CP[it-
O'oJl£v, "Ctlv S' OU CPitO'OJl£v. 
KOtt 1t[po]<; "COtu"COt "Coue; lxv[,tt
AE'Yoy'tOtC; lx[1tOt]v'tcXv lx[;t-
cOO'OJlEV, KOtt <cOO'>~EP KOt"C£[ 0'''C11- 25 
O'aJl£8a. 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XLill.11-26 (Longo, 133) 

By connecting these types of forms and the rhetorical arts, we declare that sophistic is an art and that 
political rhetoric is not an art. And if someone forces us to apply the labels, we shall say that the one, 
as we have laid out, is marked with an identifying characteristic, while the other is not. And we shall 
think we are quite justified in replying to those who argue against these things, just as we decided. 
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The passage recalls an earlier one where Philodemus censured definitions which were too 

rigid and founded on mistaken assumptions.63 In the earlier passage, Philodemus' opponents 

were mistaken not only in constructing a definition of 't£XVTJ (instead of grounding their 

understanding in ordinary language) but also in their failure to perceive that rhetoric is not a 

single indistinguishable entity but a term which is used as a sort of short-hand for two very 

different activities: sophistic and political/forensic. This last point is emphasised by 

Philodemus' use of the plural adjective 'tae; PTl'topucae; instead of the singular. The 

distinction between sophistic rhetoric and political/forensic rhetoric reflects a difference in 

£i50e;. The two things denoted by the term rhetoric are actually two different creatures. 

Philodemus asserts this strongly and with characteristic irony when, in the last sentence of 

PHerc. 1674 he says, 

lCaU 
XEtpa/..C; uMo5EtlClviuJ.l.EvJ 
£au'trov LlCatJ [5ti6tt 't£Xlvl1v 
't1lV ooq:nol'ttlC1lvJ lCaAo['U- 5 
J.I.£vl1V Lpl1'tOPllC1lvJ [Uyo-
J.l.EV oiJLXl. 'tile; Pl1'tOpl.kf(e;J 
J:l.L£Jpole;. ou yap Eo'tl v 'tilc;J 

Pl1'tOpllCij,.e; J.I.£pOe; 'to naJ-
VTJyQPllCOV lCalu L 'toJ ~oAlEtJ 10 
'ttlCOV lCal. L'to 5llCavj1.lC61 vj. 
OV 'tponov Lau'toc; OiE't..k;t1. 

lCa'ta 't1lV L&naoav ypaJ-
q>rL vJ, 4><;JlnJelpj [oui5e 'touJ [lCU-

L voc;J, J.l.dpoc; 't¢ 9aAa't'tl.OVJ 15 

L~&l.OV lCal. 'to XEpoatovJ 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. LVIII.2-16 (Longo. 163) 

And we show our own handiwork and the reason why we say so-called sophistic rhetoric is an art and 
not a branch of rhetoric. For the panegyric, the political, and the forensic are not branches of rhetoric in 
the way he himself supposes in his entire treatise, just as the marine animal and the land (animal) are 
not species of dog ... 

Panegyric is synonymous with sophistic. Philodemus rejects the view of the majority of 

rhetoricians and philosophers that sophistic is simply one species of the genus rhetoric (a 

63 Rh. 1 PHerc. 1427 fro 1.2.:4. 
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classification articulated most coherently by Aristotle in the Rhetoric),64 but an entirely 

different activity. which shares nothing but the term 'rhetoric' with the others. The analogy 

chosen is quite apposite: political/forensic rhetoric and panegyric are not simply different 

animals, they do not even share the same environment.6S In making this assertion, Philodemus 

is also reversing the implicit assumptions of the traditional hierarchy of the rhetorical species. 

Most rhetoricians and philosophers regarded the political and forensic branches as somehow 

superior to the panegyric because the former were perceived as concerned with serious and 

important matters ('ta Jl£YlG'ta) while panegyric was sometimes in danger of being relegated 

to entertainment and display. This appraisal of rhetorical discourse also gives a privileged 

position to the utility of the activity: political and forensic oratory are more clearly useful 

than epideictic. Certainly this was the view which was dominant in the seond and first 

centuries B.c., and especially at Rome. Philodemus chooses to concentrate on what he 

perceives as the technical credibility of an three activities and argues that political and 

forensic oratory are wanting in this respect. Only sophistic rhetoric displays the ia1.coJla 

which qualifies an activity as an art, that is Jl£[9]o8[ov I at Kal O''tolX£lroa11 ['twa I 

This strategy may explain why Philodemus elects to ignore questions of utility when 

describing the meaning of the word 't£XVTI in Greek. despite the fact that utility was invariably 

an important consideration in the identification of arts. Yet Philodemus does not omit 

65 

1.3 1358a 36 - 1359a 29, though Aristotle employs the term £1tWe:ucn1C6v where Philodemus uses 
O"oq)tCJ'tl ri}. While Aristotle speaks of daTI or ytV1'\ of rhetoric and speeches, Philodemus seems to use 
the term ~po<; in an equivalent sense and e:t8oc; to denote more separate entities. See Calboli
Montefusco (1979), 260-61 for further examples and the view that it was a term employed by the 
Stoics. 
Perhaps Philodemus also means that there are several creatures which are termed 1C:'OOlV in Greek, but 
one is the canine creature with which we are familiar on dry land, and the others are species of fish or 
sharks,cf. Hesych. s.v. 1COOlV (Laue) 1Ca\ 'to i>Mx1C'tO\)V ~lOOv ... 1Cat 'to 9aMXc:JO"tov ~lOOv, and LSJ 
S.v. IV. 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XLI.8-ll (Longo, 129). 
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comment on the question of utility altogether. As we shall see in the next chapter, Philodemus 

seeks to demonstrate that the supposed • utility , of political and forensic rhetoric is nullified 

by its actual technical failure. Political and forensic rhetoric claim to possess a method for 

achieving conviction or persuasion in an audience. Philodemus shows that this is impossible. 

Philodemus has demonstrated to his satisfaction the grounds on which he thinks that sophistic 

rhetoric is an art and should be distinguished from political and forensic rhetoric. He now 

proceeds to the section of his argument which aims to demonstrate that this conclusion is 

justified in terms of the writings of the Founders of the School (a topic which I shall address 

in the next chapter): 

[aAAa] vuv t1l:' [t
KElv[o] ~a5t~rojJ.EV. on 
'tEXV11v oUX TJjJ.E1C; AE"{O
jJ.EV 'tllV 0'0q>10''t1K1lV, 01. 
5£ 'tllV at[p ]£O'lV K'ttO'av'tEC; 
TJjJ.oov av'tlq>rovOUO't v, 
Kal. 'tllV 1I:OA1'tlKllV iO''to
piav 'tl va Kal.1I:apa't1l
P11O't v O'uv11O'11J.1EV11V 
OUX TJJ.1E1c;. 

30 

35 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XLIII.26-35 (Longo, 133) 

[But] now let us proceed to the claim that it is not we who say that sophistic is an art, but that the 
Founders of our School stated it in the course of their polemics, and that political rhetoric is a certain 
research and practised observation, not we. 
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CHAPTER 5: TEXTUAL AUTHORITY 

Once Philodemus has dispensed with the arguments for and against the proposition that 

sophistic rhetoric is an art he is free to illustrate his thesis by citation from the works of the 

Founders of the School. These quotations and references fonn an essential service in that they 

validate the thesis in a way that no amount of argumentation can. As the most unimpeachable 

authority, Epicurus' evidence is led first. This is followed by citations from Hennarchus and 

Metrodorus. 1 It is difficult to ascertain whether there is any significance in this order vis-it-vis 

the relative authority of the last two or the suitability of their testimonies for Philodemus' 

purpose. By far the simplest explanation would be that Philodemus follows the same order for 

the citations as the source from which he is working (see below).2 

Philodemus announces the new section unequivocally: 

[CxAAa] vuv be' [t
leElv[o] ~a5t~roj.lEV, O'tl 
'tEXV11V oUX Ttj.lE1C; AErO
j.lEV 'tTtv OO<plO'ttleTtV, oi 
5£ 'tTtV a1[p]EolV le'ttOav'tEC; 30 
Ttj.l&v CxV'tlcpmVOUOlV. 
leat 'tTtv nOAl'tlleTtV teno-
ptav 'tlVa leat napa'tit-
P1101 v a'\)v"ale11j.lEv"V 
OUX Ttj.lEtC;. CxAAa leCx~Et - 35 
vo napa8itaoJllIEvJ.la(l], 0-
no'\) leat ~h' mv tcpa[ivo]v-
'to r Z hlvrov[t] 'tau'ta 5taaa-
cpEla8~r 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 colI. XLID.26-XLIV.2 (Longo, 133, 135) 

[But] now let us proceed to the claim that it is not we who say that sophistic is an art, but that the 
Founders of our School stated it in the course of their polemics, and that political rhetoric is a certain 
research and practised observation, not we. But I shan also set out where and how these things are 
made clear by Zeno. 

Polyaenus' testimony is omitted since Philodemus has stated that the work De rhetorica ascribed to 
him is in fact spurious (Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. xxm.7-11, Longo, 93). 

2 Or the order could simply be alphabetical! 
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The new section is marked by a diple beneath line 26 (recorded by 0 and N, Longo, 132). The 

statement recalls the close of book I, and is characterised by an emphatic style (OUX ~tc; 

lines 28 and 35). Philodemus is anxious to proclaim that his position on this issue is 

thoroughly orthodox and that he is merely repeating the stance of the Founders. ·Philodemus 

promises to set down where these views are to be found (071:0'\» amidst the works of the 

Founders and reproduce or summarise the wording in which their views were articulated Oh' 

roy). Philodemus assumes that the position which the Founders took on this issue will be self-

evident and unequivocal (e<paivov'to). As such, they should silence aU argument since they 

will constitute incontrovertible support for Philodemus' own thesis. It is interesting that 

Philodemus acknowledges his debt to Zeno at this point in words which suggest that it is the 

scholarch who was responsible for this research. We are however, presented with something 

of a problem. How much of Philodemus' argument i's derived directly from Zeno and how 

much is his own contribution? As Philodemus proceeds it emerges that Zeno did not actually 

compose a treatise on the subject but rather a compilation of excerpts. One may speculate as 

to his reasons for doing so. It is possible that the compilation was intended as a teaching-tool 

for the systematic study of the subject of rhetoric within the school.3 Such a compilation 

would simultaneously serve as a proof of Zeno's commitment to Epicurean orthodoxy in the 

face of opposition to his views on epideictic rhetoric. 

Epicurus (PHerc.1674 col. XLIV.1-19) 

Appropriately, Philodemus begins with the works of Epicurus and, not surprisingly, 

Epicurus' On Rhetoric. the most obvious place to search for an answer. Here, if anywhere, the 

3 For the history and use of compilations which served an ethical or didactic purpose in antiquity, 
including those which treat a chosen subject, see Barns (1950) and (1951). But Zeno's compilation is 
rather different from those discussed by Barns because it is far more focused in subject and source and 
more limited in circulation; it was almost certainly not intended as a literary form.. Nor (hardly 
surprisingly, given the context) does it display a preference for ttV't1.A.oyl(lt1. which Barns (1951),3 sees 
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reader might expect a clear exposition of the stance which Philodemus champions. Yet his 

initial references are disappointingly vague. He simply asserts that throughout that work 

(~hat£/A£[t] AEYroV) Epicurus used terms and phrases like ta 81.8acYlcauta tmv pfltopucmv, 

tae; h: tmv 81.8aO"1cauirov £i>J.l.Opcpiae;. npaYJ,latetav ai>tmv, tae; napa8oo£tc; teal. 

napaYY£Aiae; n£pi t£ A6yo1.> teal. evB1.>J,lflJ!O:trov teal. tmv aAArov (PHere. 1674 col. 

XLIV.5-17). No further exegesis or argument on the occurrence, context, or meaning of these 

terms in Epicures' work is forthcoming. Instead, Philodemus assumes that their implications 

are self evident (ti (lV A£/YOt [ttle;; col. XLIV.18-19) i.e. they demonstrate that Epicurus 

acknowledged that rhetoric is an art by the simple fact that Epicures did not question whether 

terms like 81.8aateaA£la. npaYJ,lat£la, napa8oo£1.e;. napayy£Ala1. are appropriate in 

describing rhetoric's artistic status or challenge the identification of the art's subject matter as 

£i>J,lopcpiat, A6yoe;. and evS1.>J,l"J,lata.4 According to Philodemus, then, Epicurus recognised 

that the rhetoricians do have teachable precepts (which can be transmitted in systematic form) 

and that these precepts concern both the aesthetic (£i>J,lOpcplat) and argumentative (A6yoc;. 

tvS1.>J,l"J,lata) aspects of discourse. Philodemus, naturally, does not make any mention of 

persuasion as one of rhetoric's concerns, nor does he cite a forensic or deliberative 

application for this science. It is difficult for us to judge whether Philodemus is being faithful 

to Epicures' work or whether he has deliberately omitted any reference to a practical or civic 

application of rhetoric. However. if his argument was to have any efficacy at all we have to 

assume that Epicurus either did not make any such connection or explicitly denied one. 

Hermarchus (PHeTe. 1674 coli. XLIV.19-XLIX.19) 

At this point, Philodemus passes abruptly from Epicurus to another authority, Hermarchus. 

as an important ingredient in the tradition of literary gnomologia. For a discussion of Epicurean 
compendia and eklogai. see Angeli (1986). 

4 Von Amim (1898), 7S remarks that the citations do not really prove Philodemus' thesis. 
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Initially he claims that Hermarchus supports Epicures (ti}v autTiv] I EX£{t] YVWJ.l.l1v, col. 

XLIV.22-23), although the connection between the citations becomes less clear as 

Philodemus proceeds. The citation from Hermarchus comes from a letter addressed to an 

otherwise unknown Theopheides which is dated to the archonship of Menecles.s The passage 

has drawn some attention because it also preserves a testimony to the Megarian Alexinus. 

who is the target of Hermarchus' comments here.6 Hermarchus' attack on Alexinus is not 

unexpected since Epicures and Metrodorus are both known to have written works against the 

Megarians.7 In a work attested only here, n£pi. eXycoyile;. Alexinus charged the rhetorical 

sophists with conducting useless researches (1tOAAeX ~l1tOOOtv eXXPTtO'tCOe;, XLIV.27-28), 

which included: 

- work on style (to 1t£Pl 't1lV A.£~tv au'trov 1tpaYJ.l.flt£1>J.I.a) 

- work on memory (to 1tEpt 't1lv [J.l.JvTtJ.l.l1v) 

- close reading of Homer and Euripides (tv ote; t1tt~l1'tOOOt 1C'tA.) 

PHerc. 1674 col. XLIV.28-XLV.3 (Longo, 135, 137) 

The title of the work suggests that Alexinus approached the activities of the rhetoricians with 

a view to assessing their contribution to education, and hence we are faced with the familiar 

tussle between philosophy and rhetoric.8 But the fact that the rhetors indulge in many useless 

things does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that all their efforts are pointless. Alexinus 

5 And therefore to be dated 267/66 B.C., Dorandi (1980), 160-161. The whole citation is included in 
Longo Auricchio (1988) as Hermarchus fro 36, with detailed commentary pp. 151-157. 

6 A portion of the passage is included in Daring's collection of testimonies to the Megarians (1972) as fro 
88 (vol. 2 pp. 25-26), but his work predates Longo Auricchlo's publications of 1975 and 1977 and so is 
based on Sudhaus' inferior edition. 

7 Diog. bert. 10.27 includes a fipOc; -ro'\x; M£yapuco\)c; among Epicurus' works and a npOc; 'to'\x; 
SlaMlC'tuco\)c; among those of Metrodorus (10.24), and the Megarlans were the target of Epicurus' 
defence of the senses in De nQt. 28 (esp. fro 8 col. II and fro 13 col. VII inf.). Spinelli (1986), 34 
cautiously ascribes certain fragments of the Herculaneum collection to Metrodorus' work; Spinelli's 
thesis is challenged by Tepedino Guerra (1992). For relations between Megarlans and early Epicureans 
see Gigante (1981), 93-98. 

8 So too Daring (1972). 118. 
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saw some common ground between rhetoric and philosophy when rhetoric is concerned with 

the construction of arguments on subjects of the highest importance: 

1tEpt XPT)-
aiJ.l.cov [YE] 1tAeia'tcov 
~~co9£[v] E1t1.XEtpO~l]V 
AOyOU<; [1tOu::]taSat 't010U- 15 
-cou<;. c(iou<;] EY]1cp.[t]vat 'trov 
<p ]1.AOo[ o<pco]v Ea-ci v. 

PHerc. 1674 col. XLV. 12-17 (Longo, 137) 

they undertake in a superficial manner to compose the kind of arguments on a great many useful things 
which it is possible to regard as the province of philosophers. 

The crucial terms here are £~C09EV and 'tOtou'tou<; ... oio,\><;. In some aspects, Alexinus seems 

to claim, rhetoric resembles philosophy in what it attempts to do with subjects which are of 

the most use to humans. but its attempts are superficial or mvolous.9 The rhetoricians' failure 

is apparently ascribed to a lack of science. They rely entirely on conjecture as shown in the 

next lines, despite the lacuna at the end: 

[Kat 
yap Ei. J:1[it K]CX'C' E1tta"C[iI-
J:1[T)V 1tEpai]yoV'ta1. 't[a 1ta
p[a] ~au['tm]v. aAAa Ka'teX 
'tl va eiKo'toAoyiav Kat 
o['to]xaaJ.l.Ov OYEl'.[.]HY[ 

col. XL V.17-22 (Longo. 137) 

[And] if they don't [deduce] their own conclusions in accordance with science, but in accordance with 
probability and conjecture ... 

If von Amim's supplement [1tEpai]voV'ta1. is correct, Alexinus could be thinking particularly 

of argumentation (as already suggested by E1t1.XE1.P0"Oa[1.]v AOyO'\><; [1t01.E]taSa1. 'tOl.Ou'toUC;. 

9 Cf. Doring (1972), 120, Her erkannte aber an, dass man bei ihnen eine gewisse nutzlicheFertigkeit im 
Argumentieren erlemen konne, freilich nur auf einen vergleichsweise niedrigen Niveau". DOring finds 
Alexinus' judgement of the rhetors "erstawilich wohlwollend". 
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ofiouc;] £Y]1Cp[ijVCU 'tOOV [fP]tAoo[6<poo]v £CJ'ttV in Jines 14-17 above).10 The rigour of the 

philosopher's argumentation distinguishes him from the rhetor, although the subject-matter of 

the argument may be shared. 

Naturally both Alexinus' and Hermarchus' remarks are out of context and we cannot be 

certain of the full significance of certain terms and phrases. Philodemus does not appear to 

have read Alexinus' nepl <1YOOY11C; himself but is relying on Hermarchus' summary of some 

of its points. I I Of course, we may even doubt whether Philodemus has Hermarchus' letter to 

Theopheides before him. It is more likely that he is relying on Zeno's notes (see col. 

XLIII.35-XLIV.2, Longo, 133, 135). When Alexinus denigrates certain rhetorical studies as 

useless (aXP1lCJ'tooc;) does he imply that others are useful, and further, is 'usefulness' one of 

his criteria for determining whether a practice is an art or not, or is the designation confined 

in this context to its educational function? Presumably Alexinus considers them useless 

because they have nothing to do with rhetoric's goal: effective argumentation and 

persuasion.12 

10 Compare Hermarchus' rejoinder later on, 'to at ait Ilit I [lCu't1 e[mcJ'!:iw'I1V upa\;fvea9cxi] '![tva); 'CiOv 
P'I1'tolltp]t1CO.lv ).01(Ov, coIl. XLVID.31-XLIX.1. It may be, though. that I overtranslate 7t£p<xlvoV'tU1. and 
that it means simply "fmish, complete". 

11 The rarity of the teon £ilCotoi.oyiu (not found elsewhere in Epicurean texts according to Longo 
Auriccmo (1988), 155) and the fact that it is replaced with another teon later on (col. XLIX.1-2) 
combine to suggest that Herma.rchus reproduced it from Alexinus' treatise. 

12 DOring (1972), 120 concludes his commentary on this fragment of Alexinus by stressing that we do not 
know the motivation behind the Megarian's stance on rhetoric and its relation to logic here. I suspect 
that the issue is confused by the way tenns were understood by Alexinus and Philodemus. Philodemus 
describes Alexinus as [lC]a't1f'f0POi'l[V)'toc; 'CiOv P:fI/'tOpl.lCOlV [cso]q,..CS'tOlV (col. XLIV.25-26). The 
formulation is quite specific - not simply ~v - and if Alexinus has been reported accurately he 
probably meant those teachers who specialise in training people how to speak, the characters familiar 
from Plato's dialogues. For Philodemus, csocptCSt1.1d! is equivalent to epideictic, and he seeks to 
distinguish it from political or forensic rhetoric. Alexinus had no such agenda. 
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When Philodemus turns to Hennarchus' response to Alexinus, it soon becomes apparent that 

Hennarchus takes issue with the Megarian's understanding of XPTt01JlOV.13 Hennarchus first 

assumes that Alexinus uses the tenn in a crude material way: 

'to 
1tEpt XP1101.JlQ)v ~laiJ:
y]EoSai. q>110lV, Ei JlEV 'tau-
'to]v ~Et A~ElV 'tOOl 1tE- 30 
pi 'tOlOU'tQ)V £~ mv y1.-
VEtal 'to KEP~~ £11:' apyu-
P[iQ)l] A[6]yo[~ O'tPEq>ElV ~u
VaJlEV01~ 1tav-cooa(a}-
1tOO~, 1tClO'a ~. £{~uoia £C?{'tl, 
ShE JlavlK:[o]v 'tEA.E£i-
Q)~. 

PHerc. 1674 colI. XLV.27-XLVI.3 (Longo, 137, 139) 

if, Hermarchus says, one must interpret the argument concerning useful things a~ equivalent to that 
which concerns the kind of things from which fmancial profit originates for those able to tum out 
speeches in any sense and is complete power, then regard it as completely insane. 

Presumably, Hennarchus was able to make this charge because Alexinus did not specify what 

he meant by 'ta XPTtOlJla. According to Hennarchus the rhetor's view of'ta XPTtOlJla, even 

'ta 1tAElO''ta XPTtO'lJla, is influenced largely by the financial rewards which derive from 

knowledge or expertise, not by the practitioner's psychological wen-being. Things are only 

important or useful inasmuch as they bring some pecuniary advantage. Hennarchus' 

continuation of his point is unfortunately interrupted by a substantial lacuna, but when the 

text becomes legible again seventeen lines later it emerges that he is seeking to correct 

assumptions on the rewards rhetoric confers: 

1tapaxco[pOOJlE]v 
yap 'titv aO'uvi(9Elav au-
'ti1~ <O'>q>aAAEl v 'to1.x; q>p[ 0 Nt - 30 
Jlou~ Kat £1tlE1KEl~ £Jl 
1tpaYJlaO'lV Ei~ OnA]o~ ~~-
~i.~OUO'l Kat ~~i:[yxJou[~ 
Kat oUKoq>6:V'ta~ Kat lS[p-
Ko[U~ Kat Jlap't[upi]a~ 

13 This concentration on the use of terms recalls Metrodorus' attacks on opponents ",ho are probably to 
be identified as Megarians recorded in Epicurus' De nat. 28 fro 13 col. IV info 1.2 and 1.11 and 
Epicurus' own De ambiguitate (ibid. fro 13 col. V inf.); see Gigante (1981), 94-95. 
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lCPEt'ttOV cXP1UPWV no-
AU lClat Xcopio[v 81.lCa]a1:tlvI4 5 
XAEu]CxaaV1:a [lC]at 1:0Ue; 
lCMp(lm'ta'to[ue;] ~a1. JlE-
11.[ a'to ~ cp6Jioue; [1:ilt] 'tile; 
vuxile; £;£t [cpu16v]'ta 't£-
Aime;. ft 'tOU1:0Ue; fxov- 10 
'ta VtlCClV 'tae; aUJlnaaae; 
8i1C[ae;] 
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PHerc. 1674 colI. XLVI.28-XLVll.12 (Longo, 139, 141) 

For let us pass over the fact that rhetoric tends not to trip up intelligent and reasonable men in affairs 
which involve crowds, cross-examinations, informers, oaths, and false testimonies. For it is better to 
lose a lot of money, or a piece of land, [scorning] a juror while avoiding totally with the faculty of the 
soul the most important and greatest fears, than to have these fears and win all court cases ... 

Hermarchus' main point is clear. How can an art like rhetoric be deemed "useful" to its 

practitioner when it is the source of so much worry and preoccupation? Financial loss is 

preferable to loss of equanimity. But the passage is not without difficulty. The verb 

napaxro[pooJl£]v (col. XL VI.28) might suggest that Hermarchus is making a concession. and 

this, I suppose, is why Longo translated the verb "concediamo". But the object of the 

concession, 'ttlv cXauvT(9Etav au]'tile;, is difficult. Longo assumes that au't'ile; refers to 

rhetoric, and that would be the most natural interpretation. But what then are we to make of 

cXauv"'9Eta?15 It would appear that Hennarchus' opponent had, or could have. argued that 

rhetoric does not normally work on intelligent people. It is to avoid this difficulty that Longo 

translates the word "arroganza". but cXauv1l9£1.a surely denotes that which does not normally 

happen. My own examination of the papyrus vindicated Sudhaus' conjecture <a>cpai..A.E1.V;16 

Hermarchus would be stating that rhetoric does not normally fool intelligent and reasonable 

14 

15 

16 

Using Longo's (1988) version of this text, p.75. 
Longo (1988), 155 notes that this is apparently the only incidence of the word in the Herculaneum 
texts. 
Accepted by Longo. The letters ~AAAEIN are very clear, though N's ''1' AAAEIN is understandable 
since the upper hemisphere of the ~ is extremely faint and only clear under higher magnification. 
Enhanced magnification yielded two sigmas in front of the phi, i.e. I.I.~AAAEIN although the fIrSt two 
letters of the line TH were less easy to discern. The scn'be was thus not guilty of haplography. The 
apographs seem to provide testimony for c:Jcpclll..ew, since 0 has TII.I.~AAAEIN and n TI{l::~AAAEIN 
(the left half of the kappa resembles the left half of an eta and the right half of the kappa resembles a 
sigma). 
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men (tOUe; <pP[oMi]jloue; tecd. £XtEtteEle;). It remains unclear whether these men are foHowers 

of Epicurus or simply the more intellectually-gifted portion of any population. The particle 

'Yap (col. XLVn.3) indicates a continuation of the line of reasoning. The Epicurean is 

invulnerable to the onslaught of his opponent's rhetoric simply because he does not enter the 

rhetorical game in the first place. The worry of winning court cases outweighs the discomfort 

of losing money in a suit. If this interpretation of the flow of Hermarchus' argument is 

correct, we shaH have to review the translation of xapaxooprojlEV (XL VI.28). It cannot be a 

concession to Alexinus' position (or an argument implied by such a position). It must rather 

be a point which has escaped Alexinus' attention, introduced now with the figure of 

praeteritio: an additional consideration but not as important as the main one, axoAi[a]at 

['YPP tePEt'ttOV apyuptOV ... 

Hermarchus' comments are marred by a further lacuna. but at line 25 of column XL VII the 

text resumes: 

~pa1'Yjla't{a}EU{y}jla 

'to 'trov] P.11't6poov £xat
VE'tElV, tv ote; lh8aateou-
01. aUjl~01)A.£U£\ v 8111;l[ 0-

aioole;. 
PHerc. 1674 col. XLVII.2S-29 (Longo, 141) 

... to praise the business of [the] Theton in as much as they teach one how to dehberate in public. 

The syntax of this sentence is not entirely clear because of the lacunae which precede and 

follow it, but it evidently marks a consideration of another aspect of rhetoric. The previous 

passage, discussed above, dealt with forensic rhetoric. Hermarchus apparently now considers 

whether and in what sense rhetoric could be conceived of as useful in a deliberative context.17 

t 7 Bearing in mind that 'to (JuJ.LCpepov lCcxt PA~V was the goal of dehberative rhetoric in Aristotle (Rh. 
1.3 1358 b21-22), a view challenged in Cicero De or. 2.334 and Quintilian Inst. 3.8.1-3. 
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The beginning of the next column contains Hennarchus' assessment of this view: 

a~t-
ov £1tt[9a'\)Jl]a~El v 'tou~ 
prtl'to[Pt]K[ou~ m~ XPfloi
J.1[w~ 1tOAt]'tE,\)OJlEVO,\)~ 
ou Ka't' aU['to] 'to KatvOV 
eO'tflKEv 6 A610~ au'tou. 
Ka[t lap] JlalE1.pO~ Kat 
Ka1t11Ao,\)~ XPTtotJl6v 
't[t 1t]pa't~HY TtJllv [u]1to-
A[aJl]3aV01.JlEv av, aAAa 

5 

10 

PHerc. 1674 col. XLVIII.1-l0 (Longo, 143) 

... worthy to admire the rhetoricians for being useful citizens, his argument does not constitute novelty 
in itself. For we could interpret cooks and shopkeepers as doing something useful for us, but ... 

Once again, Hennarchus seems to be suggesting another way in which one might understand 

Alexinus' vague claims about the useful subjects treated by rhetors (1tEpt Xpfllo1.Jlwv [lE] 

1tAE1.0'tWV, XLV. 12-13). In this case, rhetors might be viewed as making a useful contribution 

to the functioning of the polis (XPflO1.J.1[~ 1tOAt]'tE,\)OJlEVO~). This, Hennarchus observes, is 

hardly an innovation, and it could be argued that any number of demeaning occupations serve 

a similarly useful function. I 8 By placing rhetoric in the company of these humble 

occupations, Hennarchus belittles, somewhat facetiously, its contribution, since. no Greek 

philosopher would regard cooks and shopkeepers as contributing to the most useful things, 

and he would certainly not advise pupils to undertake any such profession for the sake of the 

utility it affords the state. For the same reason, no philosopher would advise a pupil to study 

rhetoric. 

Unfortunately, the passage quoted above is followed by another lacuna, making interpretation 

ofthe nearest legible text difficult: 

18 Compare PH ere. 1674 XLI.13-27 and XLI.3S-XLn.3 where Philodemus employs a similar strategy to 
argue that although Greeks call some humble activities "arts" it does not mean that they are fully 
deserving of the term. 
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PHerc. 1674001. XLVIII. 18-23 (Longo, 143) 

... it is a false argument in the case of the art of building and bronze-working, (to say) that these 
[obtain] little revenue but acquire it quite easily. 

I take the subject of [v£]US£'tat to be not Alexinus but a logos or argument which he either 

used or might have used. Hennarchus finds it invalid. Presumably the relevance of building 

and bronze-working here is to be found in some sort of comparison with rhetoric. Some 

clarification is offered by the next lines. The words Kal. 'Yap which immediately follow 

suggest that Hennarchus is now illustrating his point with an example (as he had in line 7 of 

the same column): 

Kal. 'Yap a'YPot1(o[e; 
av9pm7t[oe; Kal 'Yp]alllla
tm[v O]Am[e; av£1t]tat[fJ
Il]mv <?u P11'top1.K[fUc; 1l6-
vov £1l1t£tpiae; £~m Ka-
9£a't11KOOe;. iKavOe; E~£U
P£lv 'ta SfJJJ.[o]te; aUIlCP£
povta Kal. St£PIl11v£la
~at [aacp]&e;. 

25 

30 

PHerc. 1674 col. XLVIII.23-31 

For even an uneducated man who is completely [unacquainted] with writing, let alone devoid of 
rhetorical experience, is able to fmd out what is advantageous for the people and to express it clearly. 

Longo's supplements are fairly secure since the notion expressed here is found elsewhere in 

Philodemus. 19 Rhetoric differs from arts such as building or bronze-working in that it is 

19 Longo (1988), 155, PHerc. 1573 fro VIII.l ff. Sudh. II, 71. Longo (1988), 157 regards a short passage 
from PHerc. 1672 col. XXXV.20-25 (= Hermarchus fro 37) as confmnation that the sentiments are 
those of Hermarchus. The notion is something of a tapas in attacks on rhetoric and its claims to 
technical status. Cf. Sext. Emp. Math. 2.16 who cites the example of Demades, once a boatman, who 
became a fme orator without rhetorical training, although Sextus does not go so far as to claim that he 
was illiterate too. The case of Demades is cited by Philodemus himself in fragments from On Rhetoric 
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possible for someone without even the preliminary foundations of formal education (and of 

course most rhetoricians would have regarded ypa~~a'tucil as a prerequisite for rhetorical 

studies) to enjoy success in it: to find the subject matter (t~EUPElv 'ttl. Sil~otC; GU~'Ptpov'ta) 

and communicate it clearly (SlEp~11VEt<J9al Ga'POO<;).20 In one breath, Hermarchus has 

exploded the rhetors' claims that to speak effectively one must be taught inventio and the 

virtues of style. No one could walk off the street and enjoy the same success in building or 

bronze-working. Hermarchus' remarks raise some interesting possibilites but we can only 

conjecture as to their import. How are we to understand the phrase tl;EupElv 'ttl. Sil~otC; 

GU~'P£pov'ta? Presumably the liypoucoC; can discover 'ttl. SilJ.101C; GU~'Ptpov'ta by observation 

and by canvassing the opinions of the majority. This need not imply that 'ttl. S"J.10l<; 

GU~'PEpov'ta are particularly elevated or arcane, and it certainly does not imply that their 

identification requires scientific expertise. The use of 'ttl. GU~'Ptpov'ta in place of its virtual 

synonym 'ttl. xp"G1.~a is probably deliberate, since the term is frequently associated with the 

goal of rhetoric, at least in political contexts. Even if this is not the case here, Hermarchus 

need hardly be viewed as committed to agreeing that the things thus discovered really are to 

the people's advantage. It will be sufficient if the people believe that they are. 

Hermarchus then moves on to criticise another implication of Alexinus' reasoning:21 

'to st s" ~" 
lea't'] £[n:lG'ti)]~11v nepai-
vEGeai] 't[lVa); 'twv 1'11'to
p]tleWV ')..6ymv LCA')..' E~n:Ed
pial leal G'toxaG~Wl [n:wic;J 

preserved in PHerc. 409 fro VIII.3 (Sudh. n, 97) and possibly 425 fro VIII.11 (Sudh. II. 103) as well as 
in PHerc. 1506 col. V.IO-13 (Sudh. II, 37); see Longo Auriccmo (1984), 462-463 and nn. 68-11. 
Champions of rhetoric, on the other hand, argued that rhetoric must have predated writing. since the 
very establishment of civic communities presupposes a "science" of speaking; cf. Cic. Inv. rhet. 1.3 ac 
mihi qUidem hoc nee tacita videtur nee inops dicendi saptentia peTjieere potuisse ... etc. 

20 Sext. Emp. Math. 2.57-58 declares that the efforts of the rhetoricians actually impede clear and concise 
speech, b::KA£1.0vtat fi'lc; O'cxcpo~ a~a Ka1. O"\)vt6~o'\) 'trov 1tPCX'Y~6t't(j)v £P~l1VetCXC;; on 'to ~cpipov 
as the goal of rhetoric, see ibid. 79 and 85. 

21 A paragraphos beneath line 31 of column XLVIII seems to mark that this is a new point. 
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PHerc. 1674 col. XLVIll.31-XLIX.9 (Longo, 143, 145) 

And moreover, [how] should one interpret the fact that some rhetorical speeches are accomplished not 
in accordance with [science] but with experience and conjecture? For, naturally. one should not think 
that by this expression is meant that the speeches do not contain dialectical syllogisms. 

Hermarchus has thus moved beyond questions of subject matter to consideration of Alexinus' 

views on the very nature of the rhetors' discourse. Hermarchus is trying to understand what 

Alexinus means by jl" Ka't' £[1tlCJ'tfUJll1v ... aA')..: £jl1tElpia122 Kat CJ'toXaCJjlrot and surmises 

that he cannot mean those speeches which do not contain CJUAAOY1CJjlOUc; 81aA£K't1.KOUe;. that 

is conclusions which follow strict logical rules.23 Hermarchus' interpretation is reached by an 

ironic attempt to preserve some measure of coherence for Alexinus' statements: 

ou yap 'ttvEe; 'to\)[ 'to 
1tE1t6v9aCJtv aA~' O:[1tav- 10 

'tEe;. Xoopte; 'to\) Jl[118' au-
'tOOt CJuvaptCJKEtv 'to\)'t[ 0 

Aiav. [EU]30UA1..81 youv 
£YKa[AEi] 1tOU Ka'tacppo-
vouv( 'tt] 'trov jl" CJUAAO - 15 
Y1CJjlOUS £X6V'toov A6yCI)v' 
jlav9aL v ltv yO:p {'tou'toov} 
Kat aVEU 'to[U'too]v ~jliie; 
'to: 1tpaYjla'teX LCPl1CJJtv. 

PHerc. 1674 col. XLIX.9-19 (Longo, 145) 

for this (sc. the absence of dialectical syllogisms) is the case not only with some, but with all speeches, 
despite the fact that (Alexinus) is not too willing to concede this. In any case, (Alexinus) accuses 
Eubulides on one occasion of dismissing speeches which don't contain syllogisms; for he says that we 
understand the facts without these. 

22 As Longo Auricchio points out (1988), 156, either Hermarchus or Philodemus replaced Alexinus' 
£i'ICo'toA.oyta with the more familiar £JLutpta. She also suggests another possibility: that £JLutpia, 
recovered fromPHerc. 1672 since there is a lacuna inPHerc. 1674, represents the later draft. 

23 See DOring (1972), 119 n. 1. 
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If Longo's supplement 't[tva]c; in col. XL VIII.33 is right, Hermarchus has possibly 

misrepresented Alexinus' assertion.24 Yet this is the very word upon which Herrnarchus 

pounces in his efforts to correct an erroneous assertion. All rhetorical speeches lack the sort 

of rigorous logic expected of philosophical discourse by. the Megarians. Hennarchus 

insinuates that Alexinus is guilty of some dishonesty or at least a certain reluctance to face the 

facts. Hermarchus reminds us that Alexinus disagreed with Eubulides2s on the role of 

syllogisms in speeches: they are not necessary for understanding things or facts. The term 'ta 

'ltp<XYlla'ta would be an appropriate concern for a great deal of practical rhetoric - deliberative 

and especially forensic.26 Alexinus, then, would be closer to Aristotle in observing that 

different types of discourse require different degrees of argumentative and logical rigour. If 

Alexinus asserted elsewhere that syllogisms were not necessary in rhetorical speeches then, 

reasons Herrnarchus, it would be nonsensical that he demand them in rhetorical speeches 

here. But, as I observed above, for Alexinus to be liable to a charge of inconsistency he will 

have had to have claimed that only some speeches are executed without £1t1.0'tTtllll. 

Philodemus admits at the end of this section that he realises that the citations really pertain to 

a somewhat different debate: 

24 

25 

26 

'lta-
pe9£lle9a Be Kat 'tae; £-
L'ltJt 'ltacn. A.£;e~e;. d 'tOOt 
yevitoei.alt] CPlAoV Kat 'tai>
'tae; EXetV. OUK (xYVOOUV-

20 

There is no trace of this formulation in the preserved quotation of Alexinus; guided by Hermarchus' 
reprise, von Amim offered a different text from Sudhaus for col. XLV. 19-20, '1:(tve;l1 otU1:rov. Sudhaus 
later printed XOtV'tEC:j otU1:rov. Longo, who examined the papyrus, vindicated Sudhaus' original text, '1:(a 
xot}/p[a] eotq1:ro]v. Von Amim's text is the more attractive but seems ruled out by the presence of rho 
at the beginning of line 20. It is just conceivable, though unlUcely, that some suggestion of 
Hermarchus' 1:tvEC:j has been lost in the lacuna oflines 22-23. 
The word xo'\) col. XLIX.14 implies that Alexinus criticised Eubulides in a different work. Dtiring 
notes (1972), 120 that Alexinus is therefore less strict than the older Megarians (as well as Diadorus 
and Prolon) in this regard. 
Cf. Sext. Emp. Math. 2.65 for view that rhetoric is superfluous in situations where the facts are self
evident (1:0 £Votpyc»c; UA:119tc;). 
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25 

PHerc. 1674 col. XLIX 19 27 
We have presented the citao'o . th. . . - (Longo, 145) 

th ns m elf entirety . " ~ware at they will appear to have been writt md case It smts someone to have them, but 
Issue. en own concerning anothe b' we are well r su ~ect and not the present 

ennarc us as eVIdence at all. One is tempted to ask why Philodemus used this passage of H h . 

That he does might suggest that he was simply working mechanically through a list of 

oun ers an consequently citations drawn up by Zeno where rhetoric is mentioned by the F d d 

, a er ow mtractable and felt the need to interpret everything he had in front of him no m tt h . 

marginal the material for his argument. 27 Even if this were the case, it would at least indicate 

that Philodemus was not simply repeating Zeno' s exegesis, but rather offering his own. Zeno 

might then have excerpted the passages but not always (if ever) have provided them with 

commentary, and Philademus is filling in the gaps. Thus we might have some evidence that 

philademus was engaged in independent and creative thought, and was not only repeating 

lecture notes as some have charged.
28 

But I think there are good reasons for his decision to use them anyway. First, the very things 

about rhetoric which Alexinus despises are precisely those which Philodemus values most 

highly and attributes to Epicurus' understanding of rhetoric as an art. Philodemus has only 

suggested this point: his citations from Epicurus' De rhetonca made no explicit mention of 

27 

28 

See Mejer (1978), 18 :'-the fact that excerpts are, by definition, out of context and often used for a 

different purpose from the original. f .1. ' 41.&t _any of PbilodemUS' works were 

104 
. tt ng proponent 0 we view Ul" ........ 

Sedley (198911.), 1S a s 0 tb' b la.r believes that Philodem
uS 

followed leno very 

derivative, but even Gigante, a more sympa ct1C sc 0 , 

closely (1998), 86. 

- ----------....----- ---

-- ------------
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Philodemus' assertion seems to emerge from within the wide-ranging polemic in which 

Metrodorus was engaged. The adverb taXa (line 3) is particularly hard to define: it could 

denote an air of uncertainty, exposing Philodemus to a charge of special pleading, or it could 

simply be an ironical touch. 

Before proceeding to quote directly from Metrodorus' treatise, Philodemus paraphrases the 

context where Metrodorus evidently thought it necessary to tum to rhetoric for illustration of 

some point: 

. [K]a1 aAAot(~ tOtOu'tou~ 
Ei1t\..eiv J J!El v J £[ v 1I:]11:(10e1 
1I:ep[1. t]&v 1I:A"'8[e1] XPftat-

J!ro[v] It.lKa\{ro~. 'tP1v 5e 
epa!..auJJ!aLxouJ['titJxvftv i1 15 
li[AAOU] 0'tol..u5..,1I:01't1' au'trov 

ou ~~~6JV't[a~ oui5' &jA,ro[g. e-
1I:1[a'tp.'ta~ [5e] ov'ta~ Ka
ta[voetv (X]v €Kac:;s['tO-
t' Tiv [to]l>~ 'to[1]oU['tO]u~ cl{vO}:>ro- 20 
1I:ou~. 'tou]va[v]tiov [5e] [Ka-
L 'tJaL Y 1 oei] 1I:ap[ a]a[ e1K]vuwv 

Lejpa!..auJJ!axLoJv Ka1 aAAouc; 
LOJ'i>K oAtyou[C;l 'troY 50K[ou]v-
L 'tJrov 'tu~ 'to1au'tac; exetl vJ 25 
A6ywv 1I:OAt.'t1Krov i1 pft-
'tOP1Krov 'ttxvac; oU8[[o:rLtvJ. 
roy cp[a]alV exelV 'tUC; 'tt-
xvalc; auV'tJ£tAoi) ]v'tac;. 

PHerc. 1674 col. L.11-29 (Longo, 147) 

... and other [such] men who speak competently among the people on subjects which are useful to the 
people, but have not learned Th.rasymachus· art, or anyone else's for that matter, at all, but by simply 
being observers (of what men in politics do) it would be possible for them to understand how such men 
(work) on every occasion. But he thinks [the opposite] by demonstrating that Th.rasymachus and a 
considerable number of those others who think they possess such arts of political and rhetorical 
speeches, actually achieve none of the things they claim their arts possess. 

Despite the lacuna which precedes this passage I assume that Philodemus is paraphrasing 

Metrodorus. The description of people who have not studied in the schools but are still 

competent orators and the rejection of rhetoric's claims to expertise in political participation 
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are familiar from earlier sections of Philodemus' treatise and apparently uncontroversial. In 

stating that the arts of the rhetoricians do not achieve what they are advertised as being able to 

achieve Metrodorus would seem to be unequivocally denying that rhetoric can persuade. The 

next section proceeds to describe what the rhetorical schools do in fact achieve: 

L,touJ-
't' E~1t[£lpov 'ti]9£'tat, ro~ 
aAAou ~EV ['to] A6yov EX£t[V 
Ka~ (X{'t]'t[a 1t]OO~ eXv Kat 
L£K 'tt v..!wv yltJvOl 'to KaAAt-
al't"j Pl1'top[£ia], aAAou 5£ ''to KaAro~' 
Lp11l-copi£ujetv. Kat [~]t[KP]OV 
1tpo~6:[ ~], ro~ ~ap't[ U ]pet 't[ 0 
~115tv[a] 1tc!>1tO't£ y£[vtp-
eat 1tOl1'tt,V £v 'tooo[u}tOt~ 
11 Pfrcopa iKavov ft1t6 1££ 
'troY 't£xvOAoy~C9v 

30 

5 

PRere. 1674 ColI. L.29-LI.6 (Longo, 147. 149) 

This evidence is presented, in that it is one thing to possess method and the means by which and from 
which fme speech occurs, and another to be a fme orator. And going on a little further, he explains that 
the fact that no one ever became a great poet or a competent orator just from technical manuals bears 
witness (that) ... 

Once again, a lacuna impedes reconstruction of the entire argument, but enough survives to 

show that Metrodorus30 sought to distinguish between a 'science' or 'art' of speaking where 

the discourse becomes KaAAto'tl1 if certain procedures are followed, and the actual practice of 

speaking well in public. This involves more than a discrepancy between theory and practice. 

Speaking in the schools and speaking in public are in fact two different things. The two fonns 

of discourse are described with similar terminology but are at the same time subtly 

distinguished. The tenn KaAA1.o'tl1 Pfl'tOfl£ta (col. L lines 33-34) must be deliberate. The 

word Pl1'top£ia is only found in one other place in Philodemus' On Rhetorie31 and is used by 

30 I assume again, of course, that Philodemus is continuing to paraphrase and has not inserted an 
inferential comment of his own at this point. The lack of connectives or particles at the beginning of 
this sentence suggest that the paraphrase continues. 

31 PHerc. 1506 col. XXXII. IS Sudh. n, 231. 
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Isocrates and Aristotle in the sense of 'set speech';32 in her commentary on this passage, 

Longo Auricchio is probably right to suspect a hint of irony in its application here}3 The 

artificial and aesthetically charged nature of this phrase contrasts quite starkly with the more 

prosaic to KaAme; Pl1tOP£U£lV (ColI. L.34-LI.l), where the practical flavour of the task is 

enhanced by adverb and -£00 verb. The schools may have rules which render a speech 

aesthetically beautiful but they win not simultaneously make the speech effective in pUblic. 

The rhetors have failed to see that the two environments demand very different forms of 

discourse: on the technical side, the discourse is viewed as artefact, without regard for author 

or performance context; on the practical side, the orator himself and the specific context of 

his performance must play an important role. 

The passage quoted also indicates that Metrodorus referred to rhetoric in order to illustrate a 

point he wished to make on poetry, and this would appear to have been on the subject of the 

usefulness of technical manuals for the poet. Such precepts are incapable of producing great 

poets just as they cannot produce competent orators. 

Kal ~£ta ,.1..1- 15 
KPOV' "[6 1tPl<?t£~£lJ.LEVOC; 
AE'Y£lV [tv] iSXAan Kial 1t011-
tile; eival &r}p£U£[l a-
m) trov t1ta'Y'Y£A~a}tcov. 
'to tq:l£l;f)e; 'tou aKOAOU - 20 
Sou 'tole; 'tOl ' 
'YEAJ.LaOlV, ova 
oiav etKOV' a1to~Ab:[fIlt 
Kal a[u}t6c; 'to ep'Yov [ou]v-
t]£Amv 'tfic; 'tou'tc(uJ 't[t- 25 
Xv[l1C; q:laiv]£'tal. J.L"~OU 't1 
a[u't]Ovataq:l£uy£Ti!t at' OO[v 
(Xv ~£A't£1.COY 'YtV01'to Pl1-

'tco]p 111t011't"c;." 
PH ere. 1674 col. LI.15-29 (Longo, 149 and (1985). 33) 

32 Cf. references to !SOC. and Arist. in LSJ S.v. In Isoc. C. sopko 21 it signifies "skill in oratory", cr. 
Pendrick (1998), 12. 

33 Longo (1985), 43. 
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And a little [later], "He who has decided to speak [in] public or be Ii poet, starts with the precepts and 
then, after that which coheres with such precepts, goes in search of someone whom he regards as Ii 

kind of model and is then seen to himself to achieve the man's art so that he does not miss out on any 
means by which he might become a better orator or poet." 

Philodemus, or his source, has managed to select passages which emphasise the difference 

between the aesthetically-pleasing rhetoric which is taught by precept in the schools and the 

thoroughly practical rhetoric which is required and practised in the 'real' world. Whether 

Metrodorus intended the inference which is drawn or not, Philodemus quotes him in support 

of the view that 

1) school (i.e. sophistic) rhetoric and civic rhetoric are two very different things with 

very different purposes and are not to be confused; 

2) sophistic rhetoric can be taught and reduced to artisti~ precept; 

3) civic rhetoric is a matter of experience, imitation, and practice. 

We are, of course, constrained by what Philodemus (or Zeno) selects from Metrodorus' work, 

but even if we are to judge from his own excerpts, his interpretation of the Founder's remarks 

appears a little laboured. A cynic might say that Philodemus has manipulated the evidence to 

prove more than it justifies. Point (3) is undoubtedly a legitimate inference and surely a view 

shared by Metrodorus and other early Epicureans. It is also supported by quotations 

Philodemus will make later on. But points (1) and (2) are less uncontroversial. Certainly, 

Metrodorus argues that what goes on in schools has little to do with being an effective orator 

in public, but does he also identify school rhetoric as something positive or valuable in its 

own right,34 especially since he gives no hint that the schoolmasters themselves recognise the 

34 A great deal depends on the what tone to give the phrase il:a).).iO''t1l Prrmp£ia, which is fine if taken 
literally but may also conceal a sneer. 
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independent value of what they do or appreciate that their teachings are irrelevant to civic 

participation? How seriously are we to take Metrodorus' observation that if certain 

procedures are followed KaUio'tl1 Pl1'topeia is produced? At face value, it appears that 

Metrodorus accepts that school rhetoric does proceed systematically to produce a 

detenninable result - though not, I repeat, all the results claimed, for example, persuasion in 

court and assembly. But if we examine how rhetoric is used in this context as an illustration 

of the inadequacy of technical manuals for poets it would appear that the 'scientific' aspect of 

school rhetoric is of negligible importance to Metrodorus'argument.His point must be, 

surely, that if each relies simply on technical manuals, the school orator will fail to make the 

grade in the real world, just as the poet will fail to achieve greatness. 

Philodemus concludes his examination ofMetrodorus' texts with the following statement: 

a J.LEV [ouv 
EXOJ.LEV EK 'ti1~ 1tpayjJ.[a
't£1.a}; 1tapageo9a1. 'to[1.aJ\)
"C' EO'tl v EK1t£<peuyo'ta 
Kal "Cilv Ka'taXPl1o't1.K1lv 
U1t<lKOUOtv Kai 't[ilv) ms 
1tEpi "Coov Oo<p1.0't1.K&i.. vJ 
1tapaYy£A~<l'tmv ovtO~ 
't01) A61 yolu], at 8il 'texva1. 
Kal aul.. 'taJi 6lJ.LJrov'OJ.Lme; Ae
yov'ta1.. Ka9<l1tEp Eioua1. 
1tCXe; 0 J.LUa ouveo£m<; 1ro.t 
'to'O't01.e; J.Lev, ote; 1tap£ge
J.L£9a,1tpOO'£OXl1K~.~cxA
AOV] 8'0 'tae; c:roVOA.<Xe; ypa<pae; 
'toov av8poov aV£1.ATt<p~. 

30 

5 

10 
PH ere. 1674 coll. LI.29-Lll.10 (Longo. 149. 151) 

So, what we are able to present from (Metrodorus') treatise are the sort of things which elude both 
misinterpretation and the assumption that the argument is concerned with the precepts of sophistic 
rhetoric, arts, of course, which themselves are called by the same name, just as everyone who has paid 
intelligent attention to what we have quoted will realise, and even more so the man who has grasped 
the complete writings of the Founders of the School. 

Philodemus' remarks constitute a helpful guide to the requirements for reading the texts of 

the Founders. The biggest problem for a correct reading of the text is KataXP11O''t1.Ki1 
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urcaKoUo"l;. The tenn suggests a sort of 'mishearing' or 'misreading'. a misinterpretation 

based on a careless misunderstanding or deliberate misconstruing of certain key words in the 

text.35 In this case, Philodemus identifies the source quite explicitly: it involves the inclusion 

of sophistic rhetoric within Metrodorus' dismissal of civic rhetoric, when, Philodemus 

believes, it is not the target. The imaginary culprit has failed to observe the distinction 

because the arts of sophistic, forensic, and political rhetoric are commonly designated by the 

same word, PTl'tOPlK1l. Reading the texts of the Founders correctly requires concentration and 

intelligence, but the reader will also derive benefit from a complete assimilation of the entire 

corpus. The breadth of one's reading provides a guide to interpretation of individual passages 

and enables one to avoid misinterpretations which might arise if one lacks comprehension of 

the main doctrines. 

This last comment effects a bridge to Philodemus' next task, the refutation of other 

contemporary Epicureans who deny that the Founders believed that any part of rhetoric is an 

art. Philodemus begins with a careful account of the emergence of the dispute. 

E\{l]cn 5£ 'trov \{uv tJv 'tij~ 
ip .K>50n lha'tp$9[v}t<!>v 'Ypa
<pOOOtv tv ['tfjl Kro]t rcaAtv 
Kat tv 't[fjl 'P6Son] O"xoAa-
O"av'tcov ai>'trov Urc£p 'tou 15 
1l1l £tval 'tTtv PTl'tOP1K1lV 
'ttXVTlV. tv f:'lCa'ttpcn 'trov 
rc6l£cov C?:P't'E'i~ 'tlVO:C; 
ij'ICov'tac; 'AEhiv.h,eev At-
'YE1V, We; 5laqiovcoc; iO"'tav- 20 
'ta{l] rcpo; 't01.>C; av5pa$. 5[. 
50'ICoullEvol uc; 'toJ tltJ-
XVTlv ai>'t[[o]f1l'v [IlD tvurcapXEtv. 

PHerc. 1674 col. LII.11-23 (Longo, 151 and Blank) 

Now some of those who presently live in Rhodes write that while on [Cos] and again on [Rhodes] 
people lectured on the subject that rhetoric is not an art, in each of the cities certain people who have 

35 Capasso (1981), 392 n. 81 is surely right to think that the 1c:cx'tcxxp'I1O'nldt u1ta1c:o'OO\~ condemns the 
opponent's misinterpretation of the whole ofMetrodorus' work, but I suggest that the misinterpretation 
of the whole derives from an error in construing key terms like PTI'toP\1dt. 
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recently come from Athens say that they are in conflict with the founders of the School who taught that 
it is an art. 

The Epicurean communities at Cos and Rhodes were confronted by the news that their 

attitude towards rhetoric conflicted with the orthodoxy which emanated from Athens. It 

would be interesting to know Philodemus' source for this information and the date of the 

event. His wording suggests that he is relying on a written source, emanating apparently from 

the Epicurean community on Rhodes. The "authors" are first designated by the plural (iVtol . 

. . ypa<pou(nv col. Ln.ll-13) but later there emerges a single (unnamed) author ofa treatise 

<PTloi col. LIII.15-17). The fact that Philodemus seems to have quite detailed knowledge of 

the contents of this treatise indicates either that it constitutes the source for his awareness of 

the disagreement or that he has a full synopsis of it in a letter from the Rhodian community. 

From what Philodemus reports it would appear that the Rhodian's aim was to demonstrate 

that an rhetoric was to be rejected as an art on the basis of the writings of the Founders. In 

effect, the Rhodian was offering a reading of Epicurean works counter to that of Zeno. The 

phrase 1tOUCtAroC; ... Cxvao'tp£<p6J.l£voC; (col. LII.l5-16) implies a work of some subtlety and 

complexity, interpreted here as sophistry. The Rhodian claimed that his arguments were 

based on a substantial survey of various Epicurean works ('toi>1:rov Lt1tay jlytAu'tal 

1tol"oao8at 'tflv I ouvayroy"v col. LID.23-25). Philodemus proclaims that both he and 

other Epicureans will meet the challenge more fully at a future date, but that for the present 

treatment he will be satisfied with the refutation of the main points in the Rhodian's thesis. 

Unhappily, the points which were listed from colI. LIV.10 to LVI.9 are interrupted by 

damage to the papyrus in the lower half of column LV and the first lines of column LVI, but 

we can recover some of his principal assertions: 
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1) The early Epicureans declared that an forms of rhetoric are non-technical 

E KnOde; 
'tOtVUV, ~h' mv () A.6')'0e; a'i>
'tOOt 7tPOeA.£UO£'tal K£
cpaA.airov.6 't9 ~p]oK£[iJ!£-
vov [a7t]ol)£lKyi:Uc.o]v 80-
K£lV au't&tJ - - CP11cnv - - 'toU[e; 
7t£pt 'tOY 'E7tti~oulpiovJ 
Kat LM11'tp168ropov] J.l11't£ 
'to 7tOA.t'ttKOV J.l11't£ 'to 
8tKaV1KOV J.l11't£ 'to 7ta
vr1YUP1KOV J.lErpo]c; 'tile; 
P11'tOPt K11e; ev[ 't£:Jxvoy 
a7tOA.£t7t£1 v 

10 

15 

20 
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PHerc. 1674 col. LIV.lO-22 (Longo, 155) 

So then, setting out the headings by which his argument will proceed, it proves (he says) his opinion 
that Epicurus and Metrodorus and their followers do not allow either the political or the judicial or the 
panegyric branch of rhetoric to be technical . 

According to the Rhodian's reading of the works of the Founders, not one of the branches of 

rhetoric qualifies as an art. Philodemus agrees that political and forensic rhetoric are not arts 

but believes that the Founders assert explicitly that epideictic rhetoric is an art. 

2) Political and forensic rhetoric are skills which require practice 

'to 
J.lEV [7tOA.t}tUC{Ov] Kat 8[1.
KaVlKOV ~£U't11e; Kat. 
'tptj311e; cpaOK£l v 7tpoo8£10 - 25 
Oat Kat 'ttvOe; £~7t£tpt[KO!n-
K11<; iO'toptae; 

PHerc. 1674 col. LIV.22-27 (Longo, 155) 

(se. the F otmders) state that the political and judicial branches require exercise and practice and a 
certain empirical research 

According to the Rhodian the Founders asserted that political and forensic rhetoric are skills 

which are based on observation and practice in action. They are, therefore, not even 

conjectural arts. 

,,' 
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3) Epideictic rhetoric is also a skill which requires practice but it does not require 
observation, rather familiarity with a certain way of expressing things 

'to Se 1ta
VTl1UPUCOV Ell IlEAE-
'tTlt Kat. 'tpt~flt A£1Etv KEtO-
eat 1f~l oui 119Eiat 'tt voc;J 30 
<ppO:OEm<; XO>plC; 1tpa1J.:l~-
'tt Kfic; to'topiac;. 
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PHerc. 1674 col. LIV.27-32 (Longo, 155) 

and (the Founders say that) the panegyric branch lies in practice and familiarity with a certain type of 
expression without need of practical research. 

It is quite clear that the Rhodian was at pains to show that epideictic rhetoric was to be 

included within the view of rhetoric in general. He explicitly distinguishes epideictic from 

the other two branches and in so doing notes that it is a somewhat different species. But 

although it is distinguished by the fact that it does not rely on observation for its success it is 

nonetheless a skill not a science. Instead of conceding that epideictic rhetoric has a scientific 

basis, the Rhodian allows it something less rigorous: an easy familiarity - probably acquired 

through constant practice and exercise within the rhetor's classroom - with a certain way of 

speaking. To a certain extent, the Rhodian is aware that this "type of expression" is 

conventional or at least an appropriate register for the discursive form of epideictic. 

4) the Founders deny the existence of an art of persuading crowds altogether 

Ka'ta 'toi>C; avSpac; ot> Su
ya[o]9a1. oUO''tfiva1. 'tEXVTlV 
K]a~o:.htalJ; 0XA(J)V J 11:E1.0-
't1.KllV 

PHerc. 1674 colI. LIV.34-LV.2 (Longo, 155, 157) 

according to the Founders of the School an art which persuades crowds simply cannot exist 

Once agam, there is nothing particularly controversial about this proposition as far as 

Philodemus is concerned. In his review of arguments in favour of rhetoric's technical status, 

Philodemus explicitly stated that the political branch of rhetoric was not an art and that the 
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Founders said that it was not.36 He will, however, object to the suggestion that epideictic, or 

sophistic, rhetoric be necessarily rejected along with forensic and political. 

5) Despite practice, practitioners of forensic and political rhetoric very often fail in their 
enterprises or are outdone by speakers without the same skin 

aptcnc£1 v at Kat 
L tJT)v L1tPO£1Je1)llt~ rdv Il£-

LAJtiTdv Kalt tP1JiT)vJ Kat ell-
1t£1.piay [Ilili t£ aJux 1tav- 5 
ioe; 1t£i9£lvJ J:lTtt£ 1tA.£0-
vaqovi to>e;J, Kat a10t1 
to]U[C;] Loi> PJrL tOpdKOU[C;] AO
'YouC;] L (JUIlJitJi'l1Kjev LeJvio-
t£ 1t£i9£lV] J:lcl.AAOV trov 10 
P'I1tOP1.Krov 

PHere. 1674 col. LV.2-11 (Longo, 157) 

the aforementioned exercise, practice, and experience is not sufficient to persuade on every occasion 
nor in the majority of cases, and because it happens that speeches which are not rhetorical are 
sometimes more persuasive than rhetorical ones 

6) Epideictic rhetoric is even less effective (1) 

Ka.t ll£tc:X 
t[OUt]rov [Ev] tot~ 90pUJio1.C; 
ij:'t'to]v oi [1tia.vJ'I1'Yu[p]tKOi 

PH ere. 1674 coL LV.ll-13 (Longo, 157) 

and because among these, the panegyrical speeches of the sophists (are) less [successful (1)] when 
delivered among crowds ... 

The lacunose condition of the column from this point onwards impedes interpretation. In fact 

line 12 is largely reconstructed from Sudhaus' supplements. However, the Rhodian appears to 

argue that epideictic rhetoric has even less success in the hurly-burly of real life. 

7) The Founders were aware that there were such things as arts and therefore used the tenn 
"expert", but that does not imply that they also recognised rhetoric's ability to attain its goal 
(?) 

36 1:% 7tOA1't1.K% Q[i)'t~ loWTlCi 1:txVTlCi. AEYOJ.l{tV1\l; I 1:£ 7t[p~ 'trov av5p6)y [OUK Et/va{\] PHerc. 1674 
col. XXVI.29-32 (Longo, 99). 
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nLalpayi 'Y JeJJ..,.uxJ. 'Yl VcOmcEtv 
altJ x/..altl 'tExL vasJ ~lVac; X:Cl
'tapLEJ}A.hyteva[ <;J 'tOUC; 
nlElpiU ['tiov 'En:li]1co[uipoJv 20 
x:at S1[a 'toN'to n:poo[[oIJa[['YoJ]-
'YOPEUEtv Lau'tou~ [£ival 
tEXv'i''tClC; x:at L'tau'tac;J 
AEKAIAOn .. p::AE[.P:: ou 
ouvx:a'tatiaEaeal S' 0- 25 
'tl [x:Jat 'to[u t]f:AoUC; ['tu'YXP-
Vo[UOl x:]a't0:[ ... 
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PHerc. 1674 col. LV. 16-27 (Longo, 157, and Blank) 

... not even indeed a precept. but that Epicurus and his followers recognised that certain arts too have 
been laid down and because of this they tenned them experts and these [arts (1)] ... 37 ... that they did 
not agree that they achieve the goal too ... 

The text has been improved by Blank but remains difficult. It would appear that the Rhodian 

is trying to account for the Founders' terminology. He asserts that the Founders recognised 

that arts did exist and therefore used the term 'experts' (tEXvt'tCll) but it is unclear to whom 

they applied this title. It may be that the Rhodianis claiming that the Founders sometimes 

used the tenns 'art' and 'expert' loosely when referring to rhetoric (or any other art for that 

matter) and its practitioners, but that they did not thereby mean that any of these arts actually 

achieved their goals. 

8) Even if one were to concede for argument's sake that someone was able to persuade a mass 
audience, it would be the cause of bad things. not good 

x:~v EX1\l 
'tlC; x:aa' U1t69E01[v Sl-
a 1taV'toc; 1tE19o[u]aav 5 
'tOUC; 1toUoi><; l)UVClJ.l{ 1 v 
oux: a'YaEKOv aAAa x:aLx:mvJ 
JlE'YeXAoov ai'ttClV £i\,{al 
'taU'tTlv. 

PHerc. 1674 col. LVI.3-9 (Longo, 159, and Blank) 

even if someone, for the sake of argument, bas an ability to persuade the people on every occasion, this 
is a cause not of good things but great evils. 

37 Adopting Blank's text for lines 21-23. 
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Philodemus would no doubt agree with the core of this argument, but since, in his view, it 

only affects the civic branches of rhetoric and not epideictic it is irrelevant to his defence of 

the latter. 

Philodemus feels that he has already refuted the Rhodian' s interpretation by means of the 

passages from the Founders' works which he cited earlier. But he is prepared to support the 

citations with argument to demonstrate that the Rhodian· is wrong in thinking epideictic or 

sophistic rhetoric to be a branch of the larger science of rhetoric. For Philodemus, sophistic is 

a separate science in its own right: 

LKa~J 
xetpale; uM08£tKlviu~£vJ 
eautoov LKaU [Sti6t1. ttd"l1V 
tTJV OOcptol'ttKtlVJ KaAo[u- ~ 5 
~£Vl1V Lpl1toPtKtlvJ [AEYO-
~ev oiJLX1. tile; Pl1tOPtJKT(c;J 
I:lLtjpole;. ou yap eon v tilc;J 
Pl1tOpt KT( e; ~tpoe; to 7ta -J 
vl1yuLptKOV Kalt] L toJ ,!=oAled- 10 

ttKOV Kat Lto StKav.hK61vJ, 
OV tp67tov Lautoe; otetJ<ttt 
Ka'ta tTJV La7taoav 'YpaJ-
cpivJ 

PHerc. 1674 col. LVrn.2-14 (Longo, 163) 

And we show our own hanaiwork and the reason why we say so-called sophistic rhetoric is an art and 
not a branch of rhetoric. For the panegyric, the political, and the forensic are not branches of rhetoric in 
the way he himself supposes in his entire treatise . 

Although Philodemus agrees that Epicurus and the Founders did make some of the core 

assertions which the Rhodian claims,38 he is strongly critical of the invalid inference drawn 

from them, i.e. that the Founders did not consider sophistic rhetoric an art. I shall focus here 

on the use he makes of the Founders' writings once again in order to refute his opponent. 

38 These seem to be summarised in PHerc. 1672 col. IX.7-33 (Longo, 167, 169). 
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Philodemus takes issue with the Rhodian's interpretation of a passage from a treatise of 

Epicurus. Philodemus implies that the work, which was quite extensive (£7tOOv [AoyovD I 

0XE50v 't[p]10X1.AtroV, "nearly three thousand lines"),39 treated a variety of other topics,40 aU 

of which the opponent has deliberately ignored in order to select only that portion (perhaps an 

insignificant one) which suits his own agenda, 41 

KOti 'taAAOt nEPltEMN[ 5 
e, Ei 51.OKEi'tOtt, 7tOtpEV'tEe; 
Ka{i] 7ta{pOt~E~aJlEVOt 7taV-
'tOt 'to [OAO]V 0XE50v ~u~Aiov 
KOt'tEOX'I1K6't0t, 'to 5t JlEpOe; 
£KEivo Jl6vov TtY'l10aJlE- 10 
v<;n 7tPOC; Otu'toue;, 5t' ou q>'I1ot[ v D 
p'I)"d & lc; a't£XvOt ['tOtD JlEP'l1 
itlva] fA lEy]EoaOtt 'tile; P'I1-
'to[ptKilc;] 

PHerc. 1672 col. X.5-14 (Longo, 171) 

leaving out the other things ... which are discussed in the work, and taking everything which occupied 
nearly the entire book as read, considering for ourselves only that part in which he says certain 
branches of rhetoric are said explicitly to be non-technical ... 

The text in question seems to have come from a work in dialogic form, and one of the 

interlocutors is named as Idomeneus (PHerc. 1672 col. X.28 Longo, 173). It is likely that it 

is taken from the Symposium. 42 Sedley, however, objects that it cannot be from that work for 

two reasons: (i) Philodemus has already stated that rhetoric was not discussed in the 

Symposium and (ii) several sources inform us that all the participants in the dialogue were 

Epicurean philosophers, which £KEivoc; 6 vt~ is evidently not.43 As to the first objection, 

39 PHere. 1672 col. X.18-19 (Longo, 171). 
40 If the work in question is the Symposium, as I shall argue below, these would include the heating 

properties of wine (Plut. Adv. Col. 6 1l0ge-1l10a = ftr. 58-60 Us.), indigestion, fevers, stuttering 
(Ath. 5.187a = fro 57 Us.), and sex (Plut. Quaest. eonv. 3.6.1 653b (= fro 61 Us.). 

41 ironically, Philodemus himself may have been vulnerable to the same charge in his use ofHermarchus' 
letter to Theopheides (pHere. 1674 col. XLIX.19-27 [Longo, 145]) and Metrodorus' De poem. 1 
(pHere. 1674 colI. XLIX.33-L.4 [Longo, 145, 147]). 

42 So Sudhaus I, xxxiv and (1895), 85, Von Amim (1893b). 8, Hubbell (1920), 281, and Arrighetti 
(1973) fro [21.4] and comm. onp. 576. 

43 The description of the opponent in PHere. 1672 col. X.23 (Longo, 171). Sedley (1989a), 114 n. 40, 
citing specifically Athen. 5.17Th and 18Th (= fro 56 Us., p. 115), though Arrighetti (1973),576 simply 
discounts Athenaeus' testimony in the light of the Philodemus passage. It may not be irrelevant to note 
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closer examination of the relevant text reveals that it does not really support Sedley's 

interpretation: 

oi;l~ EV 't6l[t 
E'OJ.111:ooim[t AJtyo~ev ouJ-
B' El vJ 'tOte; n~pt ~t..lmv 01. uJ
B£ LKeJAeV9~ev au'tJoL vJ ) 
vtl.<poJv EJ.1 nleAeXyet ~11J- 25 
'telivJ, aAA' 011:0'0 <paJ.1£v 
Kal1. Bd rov <pCXJ.1ev Bl1Aoua-
eat 'to 'tnv ao<pta't[TJ.ThKnv 
Pl1'toPtK~V 'tEXVnV u-
~a.pxe1. v L1I:apajteeetKa - 30 
J.1EV 

PHerc. 1674 col. LVII.21-31 (Longo, 161) 

we say that it is not in the Symposium nor in the On Ways of Life, nor are we telling them to look for a 
needle in a haystack, but we have already cited where and on what grounds we say that the fact that 
sophistic rhetoric is an art is revealed 

Philodemus is not saying that rhetoric is not treated in the Symposium, he is simply stating 

that one should not look to that work for a clear exposition of the doctrine that sophistic 

rhetoric is an art. In addition it could be argued that Philodemus thought that the Symposium 

did not treat rhetoric in any systematic way, even if at some point in the dialogue the question 

of what a 'sophist' is was raised (PHerc. 1672 col. X.21-27, see below). In any event, if 

certain remarks within that work did prove awkward for Philodemus it is not surprising that 

he attempted to play down its relevance to the issue. As to the second objection, I would 

suggest that since we cannot identify the youth positively there remains the possibility that he 

is portrayed as a prospective pupil or one who though initially sceptical about the value of 

Epicurus' philosophy was eventually won over at some stage in the discussion. As such, he 

might then have been considered an Epicurean to all intents and purposes. It might have been 

dramatically advantageous to include within the dialogue one interlocutor who was not 

initially as closely affiliated to the school as the others, to act as a catalyst to debate and 

that Athenaeus represents a hostile tradition where Epicurus' Symposium is compared unfavourably 
with those of other authors (including Plato) on a number of grounds, including the intellectual 
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exposition.44 I shall therefore continue on the assumption that the texts discussed by 

Philodemus do come from the Symposium. 

Although it is true that Philodemus has denied that the Symposium contains support for the 

view that the Founders' approved of sophistic rhetoric,45 it was precisely this work which 

others had wrongly claimed as a key text in the debate46 and we are entitled to assume that the 

Rhodian examined it only to find, in his own opinion, that he could employ 'a short passage 

from it to actually contradict the doctrine favoured by Zeno and Philodemus. Philodemus is 

thereby obliged to re-examine the passage in order to demonstrate that it does not in fact pose 

a serious threat to his own view of sophistic rhetoric's status. 

The text is located and its subject summarised, 

1C[ at] 8£ naplO't1')O'tv 
£~£YXOJltvo[v 6] 'Enitcoupoe; 
'tQ[v vt]ov [Elf K 1£1:vov' [EK Jl]E[A]Et1')e; P1')tO
P1Kijc;] Jl[la]v 8i>[vaJl]t v r En lay-
y£[AA6Jl£]Y9v t[ou O'o]q)1.O'[tf £U 1- 25 
r £11v titv [njavT)[1upl]1Citv Ka{t 
't11v ~oA[£]ttlKf" tv]" <Kat> [n]ol£l tOY 
'I80Jl£[vta] Jleta 'to "na<p>p1')
O'uStg[9ooJ" Jleta troy "ErX .. 
. . ]Jl£voov" at tOUJl£VOV 
O'uyyvOl[JlJrtv. ,?i vtoe; rov 9pa- 30 
O'uv£t[a]t Ka[t O'NvantOVta tl-
va [AOy01.c;] tOlaUta K~ta AEStv 
"9cx'UJlcxO'toV [8", d au J.1Ev oil-
8£v E~£[lPJ]oU 81a 'titv TtA1.-
KlCXV, fmc; I a[il]tOc; Q;V cp"O'CX1.e;, 35 
't&v KCXta O'£a{u't]Ov anav-
too~ vtoe;, rov ~p£~ui & 1v 
av~prov Kat £f v 186;oov 
:no AU ~[v 'tih pTtltoplKf ill 8uf va 1-

allegiance of the interlocutors. 
44 Pluto Quaest. conv. 3.6.1 653 b fro 61 Us.) wonns us that young men were present (J.I.£1.pa1d.cov 

napav'tcov) in Epicurus' Symposium. 
45 PHerc. 1674 col. LVU.21-22 (Longo, 161). 
46 As Philodemus wonns us, PHerc. coli. Lll.26-28 and LVI.21-24 (Longo, 151, 159). 
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J.1£1. un£pex£1.V." 
PHerc. 1672 coHo X.2I-XI.! (Longo, 171, 173, 175, and Angeli [1981], 63 = 

Idomeneus fro 7) 

And Epicwus depicts that young man, who is claiming that panegyric and political rhetoric are a single 
power of being a sophist derived from rhetorical exercise, in the process of being refuted. And after the 
words "let him speak his mind". he makes Idomeneus with the words" ... " ask for forgiveness if the 
youngster is impertinent, because of his youth, and him add the following words: "It would be strange 
indeed if you were not hindered at all because of your youth, as you yourself would admit, from 
exceeding in rhetorical capacity all those men who, because you are young. are old as far as you are 
concerned and very reputable." 

The passage quoted imitates the register and peculiarities of refined discussion, an aspect 

which further supports the view that this is drawn from the Symposium. The somewhat 

artificial politeness of the phrasing, and the efforts of the speaker to mediate. leads to 

hyperbaton. I suggest that Philodemus contextualises the relevant comment in this way not 

only to assist the reader in locating it within the work from which he is quoting but also to 

highlight the dramatic context in which it is uttered. By reminding the reader that the 

comment is made in order to excuse (or patronise) the youthful interlocutor, it will be more 

difficult to attach serious doctrinal importance to its contents, since it can now be seen as a 

sort of conversational mannerism which is generated by the specific personal dynamic of the 

dialogue. With this in mind, I take the words which immediately follow this passage, 

roc; S' av aU1:ou 
l<pl1aac; 1:[ au]9' r 1i h.n£p it9£A,l1aac; 
"nap'Pl1auxa9[m]" Kal. [.J . ONHI:I . KAOTO' 

PHerc. 1672 col. XI.I-3a (Longo, 175) 

just as you would have said when you meant "Let him speak openly" and ... 

as expressing Philodemus' own interpretation of the meaning of this utterance: a long-winded 

extension of the idea contained in the imperative "Let him speak his mind" . 
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In the next line, the speaker apparently repeats his first statement, but this time in a manner 

which provides Philodemus' opponent with more ammunition,47 

"9auj.1aO''tov 8" <PTJ-
j.11.. d O'U J.l(t]v oootv t~£ipyou 
8ux 'tllv l1Auciav tv 1:111. PTJ1:0- 5 
pu:111. 8uvO:j.1£1. npo~x£tv. [0 
801(£1 1:p1.I311c,; elval [K:p'\ O'[UVTj-

9£ia[ c,; lnoAA11c,;. 't01> 8[t] 9£c.oP11-
O'al1:a npO:lj.1a'1:[a]', cO<; En£l], 8la 
r't1l1v l1A1.Kiav EO''ttv [t~£1.p- 10 
y£0'9al, 0-0 j.1cXAA9V av [8]6~a[ l 
tr ml 0' ]1:i]j.1 TJ ai't1.a £[i]val • if -
n~p ['tPl1l31l Kat O'uvi)9£1.a". 

PRere. 1672 col. XI.3b-13 (Longo, 175) 

"strange indeed, I say, if you were not hindered at aU because of your age, from excelling in rhetorical 
capability [which] seems to be (the result) of practice and much familiarity, but it is possible to be 
prevented from seeing things as they are because of one's age, something for which science would 
rather appear to be responsible than practice and familiarity." 

Once again, the interlocutor's pronouncements are immediately relevant to the young man in 

question. But in this instance an additional point is made. His ability to express himself 

adequately is questioned because he is too young to have gained the experience required to 

put forward his point in a polite and pertinent manner, and at the same time his grasp of 

knowledge ('t01> 8[t] 9£c.oP11O'al 'ta npO:yj.1a'1:[a)', cO<; en£1.]) is also compromised by his youth 

and lack of science. Although the observations on what expression (rhetoric) and knowledge 

(science) require of their practitioners are made as part of an ad hominem strategy against the 

youth they do contain assumptions which might damage Philodemus' entire thesis, if they can 

be shown to represent the original Epicurean position on rhetoric. For on the surface they do 

indeed suggest that the interlocutor proceeds on the assumption that Pl11:op1.Ki] is distinct from 

47 There remains an alternative interpretation: that Philodemus is providing a more precise paraphrase of 
the meaning which underlies the speaker's vague utterance. The cramped and lacunose addition of the 
added line 3a makes the relation of this passage to the preceding one a little unclear, but given the fact 
that Philodemus proceeds to analyse the text of our passage in detail, it is much safer to assume that it 
too is a quotation from the original Epicurean text. 
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'to 9£oopfjoat 'ta 1I:paYJ..La'ta cO; eX£t both on some ontological level and in tenns of 

methodological status (practice for the fonner and knowledge or science for the latter). 

Philodemus' opponents certainly interpreted the remarks in this way,48 

at-
a TE'Il. ... ]<pac:nv EP . [.J Q)acnv 
'tT}v P.l1tfop(]KT,V a:n[l.,ooj<; &- 15 
1I:aoav <X[v, oiJav tX1I:9fPCXi[v1<?!:v-
'tat, 'tP'~[~fjt] 1I:£pt Y1 v£oOcu 
Kat Ouv119d,at Kat ouf at 1 tv 
J..Ltpos 'tau't11[~ O;)'toot f 'V ltAf 00 1; 
'ttXVl1t Kat oaQ)(O<; n .. JAI:I 20 
SB[ .. ]BIN £yataaOK£t'v' 11:1'90-
ataO'tEI.,Af co lv 'ta 1I:Ola 't' fe10-
'tat £m[0'tP1J..Lll1 Kat 'ta 1I:9~a 

i I' ll~fjl Kat OUV119£ia[ II 
PHerc. 1672 col. XI. 13-24 (Longo, 175) 

On account of ... they say ... they say that the whole of rhetoric, of the kind they demonstrate, would 
quite simply result from practice and familiarity. and that not even one branch of it (would result) at all 
from art, and clearly ... to instruct thorough1y,·distinguishing in addition what kind of things will be 
possible from science, and what kind of things from practice and familiarity ... 

For Philodemus' opponent, the argument of the Epicurean in the Symposium illustrates quite 

clearly that all rhetoric must be separated from art, and that no exception is justified in the 

case of epideictic or panegyric. Otherwise, the opponent continues, the Epicurean's argument 

in this passage would be pointless. 

Philodemus' opening salvo is frustratingly difficult to reconstruct because of a number of 

lacunae. However, he seems to begin by studying the erroneous and valid paraphrases of what 

the text actually states: 

48 cr. Arist. Elk. Nie. 1.3 1095a 2-6 for the notion that a young person is not a fit student of politics 
because he has no experience of life and conduct, and it is these which supply the premises and subject 
matter of this branch of philosophy. 
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[dl to 

auCn::pat11tOV a1.[a] to Q[JlE-
99aov £[a]1:[l yi.]vea9c.u 1t[e]pt 
wov, ncf AAWlt JlQ:AAo[V] to 30 
at' Entat1lJl1)e; ate Jle[9]6-
aote; ~~t atOlxetma~a[l]v [lCa-
9oAllCate; avaAaJl~~VO
!levov. 
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PHerc. 1672 col. XI.27-34 (Longo, 177) 

... [if] that which is hard to master because of the absence of method is accessible to a young man, 
then much more that which occurs by means of science inasmuch as it is grasped with methods and 
elementary principles which can be applied universally. 

Activities which lack elementary rules which can be learnt in theory and applied to specific 

cases thereafter are skills which depend on experience. Sciences do not depend on experience 

(or not to the same extent). A young man is someone who has not lived sufficient time to 

acquire experience. Yet, if a young man is able to master a skin it would go without saying 

that he would be able to master a science. 

(2) 
ei aE yE tEXV11 10 

N[ .. ]INEPy[.JI'q. 35 
... J l1 lCa1. JlEpOe; r a lu1:[fle; lCOO-
<poe; liv 6 Aoyoe; Eyivitlo] tcfll
OUtOe; my' lid to Jle[90aOOl 
ytvOJlEVOV ou lCoo~u]E[tal 
n]Eii 1 y£[o]v unapxe1.[v nOA- 40 
~w]t JlQ:AAOV ouat [to JlE90-
a001". 

PH ere. 1672 coHo XI.34-XII.l (Longo, 177, 179) 

If, that is, art ... or even a branch of it, the argument would be senseless, being of the following kind: 
"If that which occurs by means of method is not inaccessible for a young man, (then that which occurs) 
without method (should be) even more accessible." 

This is the reverse of the previous formulation and goes against the axiomatic proposition 

"skills take more experience to master than sciences". Here we have the invalid argument that 

a man with little experience has mastered a science and should be able to master a skin which 

requires experience. 
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Philodemus reminds us that the speaker in the Symposium said Pl1toP1K"Tj and meant by that 

all the categories which the youth claimed to possess. The claim is erroneous, so Epicurus has 

used a metabasis with ironic intent, 

a16n£p OUlC ano
xropiJO'avt'o'c;. 'Yd,oiroC; 6 'Ent
lCoup6C; EO'''t[ 1] tilt J.l£'t~c:XO'£t 
lC£XPl1J.lEVOC; 

PHere. 1672 col. Xn.7-10 (Longo, 179) 

Therefore since he does not retract, Epicurus has made use of the analogy in a humorous fashion. 

The crucial part of the Epicurean text is EV tilt Pl1tOPllCill auvc:XJ.l£t npoeX£tv, [0] aOlCel 

tpt~ilc; £ivat [lC]at o[uvt\!geiaf c; lnoAAilC; (col. X1.6-8) and Philodemus focuses on this. The 

immediate question is whether mention of tp'$iJ and O'uvTj8Eta necessarily disqualifies 

sophistic rhetoric from the category of art. The answer is that it does not, because the 

Founders were aware that some arts do require a considerable amount of practice: 

ou 'Yap aai>va-
tOY oua' agetoi>J.le\{ov] u~o 
troy avaprov E1ttO'tiJJ.lac; 
n[ v)g<;" nOAA ilCi.. tpt[~ilc;. Entaet
O')9cl t I J" at 0' rov11geij a<; 1 

PHere. 1672 col. XII.34-38 (Longo, 181) 

for it is not impossible or excluded by the Founders of the School that certain arts [require] much 
practice and familiarity 

Philodemus has worded his claim very carefully; the litotes ou 'Yap lxai>vatov and oua' 

a9£toi>J.l£vOV may be symptoms of special pleading in the absence of clear evidence to the 

contrary, or they may simply serve to emphasise the point. Be that as it may, Philodemus 

must have felt confident that no citations from the works of the Founders could be brought to 

categorically refute his statement. Nor does Philodemus think that the quotation in question 

makes nonsense of a methodological distinction between sophistic and civic rhetoric (PH ere. 
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1672 colI. XII.40-XIII.4 (Longo, lSI, IS3». If Philodemus is prepared to concede that some 

part of rhetoric is an art, the Rhodian would be completely wrong to assume that PhHodemus 

would construe Epicurus' argument as follows-

~i 'to J.u~96Son 1tEP1.Y1V6~E-
vov '£<:,,~1. 1tEpt vEOV, 1tOAA.&1. ~aA

AOV £O''ta1. 'to ~E96Sro1. Y1V6~EVO {o} v' 
PHerc. 1672 col. XIII.7-S-Sa-Sb (Longo, IS3) 

If that which comes about by method is accessible to a young man, then that which occurs by method 
will be much more accessible 

- which would be pleonastic nonsense. In fact, Philodemus asserts, the argument runs, 

d 'to ~" 
~0'6v>ov Sux ~E96Sou 1tapaYE1.-
v[6~]£vov 

PHerc. 1672 col. XIII.9-11 (Longo, IS3) 

If that which comes about not only by means of method (sc. is accessible to a young man, then that 
which occurs only by method will be much more accessible). 

Philodemus' interpretation of the Epicurean text is now considerably clearer. He assumes that 

all three types of rhetoric (1tOA1.'tuc11, S1.Kav1.K11, and 0'0«1>1.0''t\,1(11) have been termed rhetoric 

for the sake of simplicity, and because the youth thinks he is competent in all three. The civic 

types of rhetoric are skins, not sciences, while the sophistic type is a science but may require 

practice, like any number of other sciences. Within the immediate context of the argument 

represented in the passage, Epicurus found it strategically convenient to emphasise the 

experience aspect of rhetoric but did so ironically. If analysed formally, however, Epicurus 

must mean not that aU rhetoric is derived from experience, because that would be untrue of 

sophistic, but that all rhetoric requires something more than science, i.e. a measure of practice 

in the case of sophistic. 
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Thus Philodemus' first strategy is to defend his interpretation of the passage by showing both 

logical inconsistencies in ·his opponent's position and that his own interpretation might be 

misconstrued as nonsensical as a consequence of his opponent's misunderstanding. 

Having completed his analysis of the logic of the proposition as a whole. Philodemus 

proceeds to focus on semantic and syntactic aspects of the passage. First he addresses the 

problem of the significance of the verb 301(£1: (and 36;at) in the Epicurean text EV tn 

PlltoPU(n 3uval.l£t . . . [0] 301(£1 tpt~ilC; Eivat [1(jai. a[uv1119£iac; n:OAAilc;, tOU lift] 

9£ropilaat ta n:pa'Yl.la't[a], roc; en£t], ... ou I.lClAAOV (Xv M;at En:t[altTtl.lll aitia £[i]val 

(PHere. 1672 col. XI.5-12 [Longo, 175]). 

Uttle sense can be made of PHerc. 1672 col. XIII.lS-18 (Longo, 183), but where the text 

becomes legible again we find ourselves in the midst of an appeal to semantics, 

I.l'tl 9£lva[t] n:poC; 9£&v "a [tpt
~ilc; Ea't[tv] lfat a~ V11le£iac;" 
BA TEN[ .. rrOQ n:poaa'Yf!lv 
t[o] n:P01(£tl.l£VOV n:poa9ti-
vat 3t 't[o "3]c{ 1( \1:" [3taltc.i 'Y ll.lov 

PH ere. 1672 col. XIII. 1 9-23 (Longo, 183) 

. . . not to write, by the gods, "those things which are the result of practice and familiarity" . . . when 
introducing the proposition, but to add the word "seems" (denotes ?) hesitancy ... 

Philodemus detects an air of hesitancy in the fact that Epicurus chose to insert the verb 301(£1: 

instead of the more confident Eati. The succeeding lines are in a terrible state, but from line 

29 it would seem that this argument is amplified. Epicurus' aim was to make a provocative 

statement, and since it is a generalisation it has to be couched in terms of a conjecture. The 

conjectural aspect of the statement explains, for Philodemus, why the verb 301(£1: is repeated, 

[0-0] 
I.lc{ v lo£v EPti. tile; PlltOP1.1(T1c; 
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eXAA,[a] K[a]1 sf 11:t1 'tile; <pPOVTt
o£roe; ~'t1ilP'I10£, KeXKci 'to "80-
Kci" '11:po{9]£ie;' 
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PRere. 1672 col. XIII.35-39 (Longo, 185) 

... he took precautions [not] only in the case of rhetoric but also in the case of the act of thinking, 
adding the word "seems" there too. 

I take the phrase £11:t 'tile; <ppovTto£me; to be a paraphrase of the expression 'to\) 8£ 9£mpiloa1 

'to. 11:p6:Ylla'ta, roe; EX£l in the Epicurean passage quoted earlier (PRere. 1672 col.XI.8-9. 

(Longo, 175». Philodemus draws attention to the fact that Epicurus repeated the verb (86~a1) 

even in a context where the contribution of science cannot be doubted by anyone. In doing so, 

he is attempting to alert the reader, once again, to the rhetorical strategy employed in this 

passage. Epicurus' interlocutor is engaged in a dialectical debate, and is thus at liberty to 

introduce premises which are either generally agreed upon or held by one's opponent. We 

should not therefore expect that every premise advanced by an Epicurean philosopher in the 

course of a dialectical discussion will necessarily be an Epicurean doctrine. or even true.49 At 

least this is how I interpret the next lines, 

'Kat. 'to "OOK£t'" 8£S91l£9a 8'11-
A.a8" Kat £11:t 'to\) nf 01A£[1};[1- 40 
KO\) IlEpou<; 0 [11:~v'taxil1 
K£KpayaOtv. ~ £[o}ttv a-
't£Xvov, Kat 'to 1[ £10't1hcov 
'tile; £1t[1.]x£tpfto{£m}:; O\>K £-
y ~10't~01lt{vo'\)] 11:POO- 5 
aY01 't' uv aU' ~ 01l0AoyO'\)-
IlEVO'\). 

PRere. 1672 colI. xm.39-XIV.7 (Longo, 185, 187) 

And we shall obviously acceptSO the word "seems" in the case of the political branch too which they 
(i.e. the Founders) have declared unequivocally elsewhere to be non-technical, and the persuasiveness 
of the argument would be derived not from disagreement but from consensus. 

49 As Socrates explains in the Meno. la'tt &E tame; 'to &1.auK'ttK«irt£poV lJ.it IJ.OVOV 'tciA..,eii 
ci1tOKpiv£a9a1.. ciAAu Kal &1.' £K£lV(1)V cDV av 1tpooOIL0Aoyn d&evat 6 £p<o'tColLEvoc; 75e 5-7. 

so Puglia (1982), 34 includes the verb &txolJ.a1. within a list of exegetical terminology; its opposite is 
a<pa\ptro "expunge", cf. PHerc. 1672 col. XVII.21. 
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Within dialectic premises have to be generally acceptable (£~ 0IlOAOYO'IJIl£VO'U) if they are to 

have persuasive force. But the premise advanced here as to the status of rhetoric, whatever 

types of rhetoric are meant,Sl does not exclude the possibility that one type is not completely 

without method or art even if the political branch is emphatically declared non-technical by 

the Founders elsewhere. The word 50K£t then reveals that we are faced with a dialectical 

premise which, in Philodemus' view, allows the interpretation that, 

5[tO'}ta~tat ll£Lv 
y]CxP. e:i na[ v] -d pt Pill Kat 0''UV1'j
~£i~t, c:rullq>oo'vO'v 5' £O''t'tV to 5£t-
0'9al nOAA il<; tpt~il<; Kaft] o"ov
'l19£ia<;· to tOtWV "50K£l" trot 
5lO'ta~01l£vool npo0'9£t<; 
£K tot>, KaV to 5tO'ta~61l£ - 5 
vov nap£9il<1.>, 5t50j.1EVO{<;)'! [nap-
aYEt to npOKElj.1£VOV 

PHerc. 1672 coH.XV.38-XVI.7 (Longo, 193, 195) 

there is disagreement as to whether it (is) entirely the result of practice and familiarity but consensus on 
the fact that it requires a lot of practice and familiarity; so, by adding the word "seems" to the matter in 
doubt, he derives the premise from that which is given, even nhe highlights the uncertainty. 

No one would deny that all types of rhetoric require practice, but there would be considerable 

disagreement as to whether they require practice alone. Naturally, for dialectical purposes, 

Epicurus chooses to articulate the premise in a way which is most likely to win acceptance. 

At the same time, the inclusion of the verb 50K£l signifies that at least one type of rhetoric -

sophistic in Philodemus' opinion - is not acquired by practice alone. 

So far Philodemus has sought to defend his views by careful scrutiny of the text as 

transmitted and accepted by both himself and the Rhodian. He now proceeds to examine the 

consequences of not admitting the verb 50K£t within the text, in other words, if the text read 

51 Philodemus claims that his argument is not damaged even if we accept that the verb &01<:£\ applies to 
sophistic rhetoric as well despite the fact that the Founders say it is an art in many other passages 
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K[a.l OUv]110£lac; TtOAA:i1C; (PHere. 1672 col. XVn.24-27 [Longo, 199,201]). Presumably this 

is to anticipate an objection from the opponent based on an editorial or text-critical 

justification. Philodemus asserts that even if eO'tt is read instead of a01C£l Etvat it will still 

not support the Rhodian' s contention. 

Philodemus offers two solutions. The first exploits the ambiguity of the word eO'tt with 

reference to other analogous uses in Greek, 

'tf[t] y[a]p ail['tflt <popph 
O:v] £[t]1taJ.l£v· TtOAA[ fllc; J;l[h 

<ptAo1t[ovi]a[C;] Ef olitl [afI]Aci v 1 [o'tt 
'to <ptAOOO<p£lV leat 1t <ptAoo[O- 35 
<pia, TtoAAflc; [a' alJav £[i>]'tuxt-
ac; 'Ii [~JaotA£[ta1leat ~oAA[fic; 
eO'tt lealeoTt[pJc;! lilac; ~1ol x let-
a] leal TtOAAf[C;] t[o]'tt ouv~£[t-
ac; <ptAta' K[at'tOt oU't]m r 1 r oi>- 40 
a£tC; el£[v]£'to alP01f leO lc; O:v 
0000' i>Tto[AJa~£lv 'liJ.l0:C; & t la 
J.l0Vl1C; CP[t]AOTtOVlac; 'to i tAO 1-
oO<p£lv leai 'titv <ptAooa<p1.aV 
Tt£ptl1.v£OOat leal. 'titv ~a[t- 5 
A£taV ata J.l0vl1C; £i>'tUXtaC; 
leal. 'to:AAa TtapaTtA110troC;. 

PH ere. 1672 coU.XVII.32-XVIII.7 (Longo, 201, 203) 

For by the same line of argument we could say: "it is clear that philosophising and philosophy (is the 
result) of much hard work, kingship (the result) of an excess of good fomme, poverty (the result) of 
bad luck, and friendship (the result) of much familiarity"; [and yet] no one would be so uneducated as 
to assume that we (think) that philosophising and philosophy occur by means of hard work alone, or 
that kingship occurs by means of good fomme alone, and so too for the rest. 

When the verb eO'tt is used with the genitive case to describe the instrument or means by 

which something is accomplished it does not necessarily imply that this is the only 

instrument. In order to render unambiguously that something is accomplished by only one 

instrument one would have to add a clear indication that this were so. And Philodemus points 

out that since Epicurus does not add the adjective J.loVrtc; it must not be supplied in the 

(PH ere. 1672 col. XV.24-29 (Longo, 191, 193). 
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reader's head.52 Epicures' usage is quite acceptable in ordinary educated Greek speech, and 

the latter (as exemplified in the analogies Philodemus listed earlier) is appealed to as offering 

a standard by which we may interpret Epicures' meaning in the most reasonable way, 

'to yap "{€O''ttV'' £1tt 'to'\) 
{E1t1.'tO'O} "8Et'tat" 'ti91l<nv, lS'tav 
ou'troC; oJ.l.EtAroJ.l.EV, 1jL O''OVll-
9Eiat 't6 yE J.l.E'tp1.Co'ta't[o]v 
uno ['tj6)v U;Erov O'TJl.ai
VE'tat· Kat oUX[1] 9a.'tEpov J.l.6-
vov a~t r 0''0 lv6Aci C; 0' mJ.l.ai
VEO'9[at] Pll'tEOV. 

15 

20 

PHerc. 1672 col. XVIII.14-21 (Longo, 203) 

For he writes the word "is" in place of "requires", just as we do when we speak in ordinary 
conversation, where by the standards of common parlance the most normal (meaning) is meant by the 
words; and one should not insist that the other meaning only is all the time meant in general. 

Philodemus favours an interpretation of EO''ti which he claims is the most standard one in this 

context. Ordinary language (OJ.l.ELA.roJ.l.EV, n O''O\f119Ei<;x) is once again summoned to assist in a 

question of semantics. 53 While Philodemus concedes that there remains a possibility that the 

Epicurean sentence could be read in the way the Rhodian would prefer, in ambiguous cases 

such as these ordinary language provides the only valid criterion and it supports Philodemus' 

VIew. 

The second point which Philodemus introduces concerns the antecedent of the whole relative 

clause 0 80KEt . . . 1toAA~. As we noted above, the assertion quoted from the Symposium 

was marked by a high degree of hyperbaton and verges on anacoluthon. Philodemus exploits 

this tendency by claiming that there is a case for questioning which clause forms the 

antecedent to the relative, Pll'toPtxft 8'OVOtJ.l.Et or 'tq> noA i> i>1tEPEXEl v nOtV'trov 'troy 

npEO'~U'tEProv Kat £v86;rov (PHerc. col. XIX.7-13 (Longo, 207». When faced with two 

52 PRere. 1672 col. XVIII.8-14 (Longo, 203). 
53 As it was when Philodemus was trying to establish the meaning of the word 'ttX'IITI. PRere. 1674 col. 

XXXVIII.2-29 (Longo, 123). 
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equally deserving antecedents, it is difficult, if not impossible, to resolve the ambiguity with 

complete confidence (ntXv'tooc; [a)up[~oAo]v ['tt] 1 yivE'tat col. XIX.15-16 (Longo, 207». 

Whether Philodemus' second point is plausible or not, he seems to feel at this stage that he 

has successfully cast enough doubt on the Rhodian's interpretation of the passage to show 

that it cannot be used as a reliable source for Epicurean views on rhetoric of any kind. let 

alone sophistic rhetoric. His earlier pronouncements on the unsuitability of the Symposium as 

a source-text for the issue of the technicity of rhetoric has been vindicated to his satisfaction. 

Consequently, he chooses to move on to a general synopsis of the evidence provided by the 

texts of the Founders to the effect that sophistic rhetoric is not a science which produces 

competence in political addresses (PHere. 1672 col. XXI.I0-15 (Longo, 215». Philodemus 

refers to the same works which he cited earlier, except that he includes two additional 

quotations from Metrodorus' De poematis I, both of which, he claims, state clearly that civic 

rhetoric is not a science but based on experience and observation, 

"no't£pov ouv 'titv P'I1-
'toP1.1citv ~H)vaJ.u v A£y£t[ v] 
'ttC; ~A£noov £nt 'titv 8ttXyvoo-
ow .j o16['to,\»)', 9 npaK't£OV £O'tlV 'trot ~£A- 10 
AOV'tt £u8ai~0\{l] [£l] dvai 't£ 
~a]t Eo£o9at Kat [ou npaK't£Ov. 
Kat 't~U't'l1V fPTJO'tV ar n 10 CP'UO[1.]o-
Aoyia<; napay£iVEoSal. 1) [Klat 
'titv noA£1.'t1.Kllv £J1n£1.piav, 15 
Ka9' ilv £K 'tP~i1c; Kat io'topi-
a<; 'troY nOA£OO<; npay~a'tOOv 
o'\)vop'm't'l1t av 't1.<; ou KCXKmc; 
'tel. nl.."9'£'t o'\)~fP£pov'ta"; 

PH ere. 1672 col. XXII.7-19 (Longo, 217) 

"So does one mean rhetorical capability by looking to the distinction of what must be done [and not 
done] by the man who intends to be and continue to be successful, and says that this (capability) 
derives from the science of nature, or does he mean political experience in accordance with which one 
is likely to observe from practice and research in the affairs of a city that which is advantageous to the 
people?" 

and the second, 
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"'t1. yap [i>-
1tOlCEt'tat; 0 9EmpE1.a 1t[Ot]£t, 
WO'1tEP it 1tEPl 'ta~ aip£O'Et~ 
lCal q)\)ya~ lCal1tEpt 'ta~ 1tOAEt
'ttlCa~ £lC 'tfi~ iO''topia~ 1ta
palCoAou9"O'Et~" ; 
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PHerc. 1672 col. XXII.20-2S (Longo, 217, 219) 

"For what is the foundation? That which observation produces, such as observation concerning what 
one should choose and reject and the political consequences that derive from research?" 

Philodemus has not provided these quotations with .context although he does inform us that 

the second passage comes not long after the first (Kat ~tKPOV 1tpoli«~, col. xxn.20). On the 

face of it, Metrodorus is apparently addressing an ambiguity as to what one means when one 

talks about Pl1'topueat Suva~Et~. All Philodemus seems to be interested in here is the manner 

in which Metrodorus seems to emphasise the empirical and practical aspects of success in 

political life. The phrase 1tOAt'ttKTt £~1tEtpia and the description ofits origin (£K 'tP~% Kat 

iO'1:op1.a; trov 1tOA£m; 1tpa'Y~a1:mv) suggests quite strongly that Metrodorus (and hence the 

Founders) does not consider political activity to be an art. It is practical experience acquired 

through political activity which directs the politician in what he chooses to do and in what he 

avoids doing in each specific case.54 

Philodemus now proceeds to prove his last assertion. that sophistic rhetoric is a discrete art 

with its own subject matter and aims, 

Ka't' ciA,,-
9EtaV it O'O<ptO''ttKTt Pl1'tO- 30 
pueTt 't£XVTt 'ti~ £O''tt v 1tEpi 
1:E 'ta; £1ttSEi~£[1.);, oia; au
'tol1tol.01>vtat, Kal ta; 'trov 
Aoymv S[1.ra'a£O'~u;, oimv au-

'tOl. ypacpouO'iV 'tE r K 10:1 O'XESt- 35 
a~ouO'tv. 

PHerc. 1672 col. xxn.29-36 (Longo, 219) 

54 Or have I conflated two separate parallels which Metrodorus was drawing? The expression aipto'£\~ 
Kat <PU'Ya!.. was a standard way of speaking about moral choice (cf. Indelli & Tsouna-McKirahan 
(1995), 19 who cite PHerc. 1251 col. n.1o...12 and col. XI.IO-II). Of course, moral choice and 
political activity may not be unconnected. 
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sophistic rhetoric is really an art concerning the kind of display pieces which they themselves compose, 
and the arrangement of the kind of speeches which they themselves write and improvise. 

In designating the subject matter of sophistic as display pieces (£n:1.8£1.;£tc;) Philodemus 

removes any of the usual practical application claimed for rhetoric. Its technicity is confined 

to a certain type of prose discourse considered in itself, whether the prose be composed in 

written form or extemporised. The expression 'tae; 'troy A6ycov 8uxgeG£te; recalls the same 

expression in PHerc. 1427 col. 1.24-26 ('tile; 8uxgeG£coe; 'tOU A6yo1.) Y£lVO~£VTle;) and 

provides a terminological connection with the art of poetry. 55 The connection is confirmed 

when, in order to clarify the degree of sophistic rhetoric's technicity, Philodemus likens it to 

the art of poetry, 

q>a~ev 't01. V\>V 
'to ~£90~[t]Kov £Xl?~ v aU'tTtv, 
ou 11:oU> 8e Ka9a~£p] ou8e 't1)v 
11:ot 111:[ t]1citv Kat [ .... 

PHerc. 1672 col. XXI1.36-39 (Longo, 219) 

So then, we say that it has method, but not much, just like the art of poetry and '" 

The comparison with poetry is revealing and it is supported by assertions which Philodemus 

makes elsewhere. Essentially, sophistic rhetoric comprises the field of creative ·prose while 

poetry covers creative discourse in verse. Both activities share a number of discursive 

features, but they are nevertheless distinct. S6 The degree of science enjoyed by sophistic is 

modest by comparison with other sciences, and this too is to be expected given the fact that 

Philodemus has conceded earlier that it may depend on practice and exercise for its 

perfection. 

55 In his criticism of Neoptolemus' poetic terminology Philodemus prefers to replace the Parlan's 
'ltOliJO'E1.<; with 51.(x8£0'£1.<; (De poem. 5 col. XIV.12-14 Mangoni) which he likens to the "web" of a 
poem (Ucp'll ibid. lines 16· 17, cf. Nonnus' gloss poests est textus scriptorum p. 691, 5 L). See Ardizzoni 
(1953), 18·24 and Mangoni (1993), 224-225. 

56 . On the essential prerequisites which both prose writers and poets share (e.g. O''UV'toJl.tU and £vcXpyE1.U), 
see Mangoni (1988), 127-131 and id. (1993),199-201,211-212. 
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It is a great pity that the text breaks down from this point. We cannot say whether Philodemus 

drew further on the works of the Founders in support of his assertions on the technicity and 

subject matter of sophistic rhetoric. The text is sporadically comprehensible again from 

colwnn XXV, but throughout the remainder of the extant text Philodemus seems to have 

shifted to the question of whether the rhetoric taught in the schools has any practical 
I 

application in civic contexts. Metrodorus is cited in col. XXXN.27-32 in a context which 

looks like a reprise of the philosopher's statements in col. XXII.7-19, Hermarchus' name 

appears once, and Epicurus' twice. 57 

It is now time to summarise briefly some of the main features of Philodemus' selection and 

exegesis of the works of the Founders. Quite clearly, Philodemus attributes the groundwork 

for this survey to his teacher Zeno. If Philodemus is concerned to advertise his own 

orthodoxy and the legitimacy of the Campanian chapter of the Epicurean school, this would 

be an expedient acknowledgement of debt. The question is, whether Philodemus has added 

anything of his own to the investigation or has simply regurgitated Zeno's notes. For lack of 

direct evidence to the contrary, we shall have to trust Philodemus when he claims that Zeno 

provided him with the lemmata relevant to the issue of rhetoric's technicity. But Philodemus 

also claims that Zeno did not compose a treatise on the subject. I find it quite likely that all 

Philodemus had to work with was a stark series of lemmata which were not equipped with 

any commentary. Philodemus' exegesis of the texts is therefore his own, although he may 

well have been guided by his memory of what Zeno had communicated orally on the subject. 

This section of On Rhetoric also sheds light on how texts were exploited and read during 

polemics within the school. A thesis, in this instance the technicity of sophistic rhetoric, is put 

57 PHerc. 1672 col. XXV.24 (Longo, 265) (Hermarchus), col. XXlX.l3 (Longo, 239) and col. XXXV.22, 
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forward with textual support drawn from the unimpeachable authority of the writings of the 

Founders. It was obviously important that the writings of Epicurus and the other three 

Ka9Tl/,EJ.L0VEC; were represented. Yet it is interesting to note that the evidence of Polyaenus --

the only member of the "big four" (Epicurus, Metrodorus, Hermarchus, and Polyaenus) not 

included in the textual armoury here -- is discounted because the work nEp1. P"tOPlK~ 

transmitted under his name is declared spurious. 58 A counter-thesis is advanced by a 

representative of the Rhodian chapter, supported in turn by another array of citations from the 

Founders' writings. It is interesting that Philodemus does not choose to refute the counter-

thesis by compiling an additional compendium of lemmata, but decides instead to rely on the 

first compendium for support and to examine a crucial passage from the opponent's 

collection, that from the Symposium. I assume that Philodemus is to be trusted when he says 

that Zeno never offered a reply to this counter-thesis. If that is the case, the entire counter-

attack which occupies a large section of PHerc. 1672 is probably Philodemus' own 

contribution and owes nothing to Zeno directly. Philodemus' strategy is to call into question 

his opponent's reading of the passage. In order to achieve this he utilises a range of discursive 

approaches, literary, dialectical, and philological. It is worth remarking that Philodemus 

departs from his usual practice and gives us rather more of the context for this passage than 

for any of his own citations. By doing this, he is, I believe, implying that a reader should be 

aware of the dialogic nature of the work from which the passage is quoted, and the rhetorical 

interplay which exists between the interlocutors. Such literary sensitivity impedes a more 

literal reading of what is said by the Epicurean interlocutor: the proposition quoted is not a 

(Longo, 265) (Epicwus). 
58 PHerc. 1674 col. XXIII.7-ll (Longo, 93) = fro 43 Tepedino Guerra. Pwlooemus claims that he has 

already shown that the work was spurious (1Ca9axep evecpavioaJ.l.£v, col. XXIII. I 0-11), presumably in 
earlier lost columns of PHerc. 1674 or 1427. For a discussion of the title and authenticity of 
Polyaenus' work on rhetoric, cf. Tepedino Guerra (1991),62-64 and 188. 
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doctrinal absolute but something said to a specific person at a specific point in the dialogue. 

Linked to this is Philodemus' insistence on the dialectical status of the proposition. He makes 

. 
a great deal of the wording of the proposition and the inclusion of the verb B01C£l. Finally, he 

anticipates an objection to the wording of the proposition as transmitted. Even if the text were 

to read £o'tt instead of BOKEl £iVCl1. it would not necessarily be rendered in the way the 

Rhodian wishes. 

On many occasions Philodemus uses terms to describe passages from the works of the 

Founders which declare that such passages provide clear and incontrovertible evidence for the 

thesis which he champions. However, his critique of the Rhodian's reading of one particular 

passage of Epicurus indicates that Philodemus acknowledged that some readers are capable of 

misunderstanding the texts of the Founders, either through negligence or through a deliberate 

effort to support their own, ultimately unfounded, dogmas. The orthodox reader on the other 

hand is assisted in his task by a secure grasp of the doctrines expounded in all the writings of 

the Founders which offer a criterion for deciding the interpretation of any specific passage, no 

matter how problematic. Thus Philodemus assumes that the doctrine which emerges from the 

Founders' writings will be coherent. In the case of an occasional difficult or intractable . 
passage, there exists a body of linguistic and logical apparatus to assist the reader to acquire 

the correct reading. This "apparatus of reading" is employed not only to confirm orthodoxy 

but can also serve to refute alternative readings. 
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CHAPTER 6: PSYCHAGOGIA AND PHILODEMUS' ON RHETORIC 

... utomne 
humanum genus est avidum nimis auricularum 

Lucretius DRN 4.593-94 

In the previous chapters we have seen how Philodemus rejects the technical status of 

activities usually tenned political and forensic rhetoric and yet insists that sophistic rhetoric is 

an art. The exclusion of practical rhetoric presents few difficulties: it is entirely consistent 

with Epicurus' prescriptions for a life free from needless anxieties. Philodemus' defence' of 

sophistic is a little more puzzling. A solution might be found in a fun investigation of 

Philodemus' view of its relationship to other discursive and creative activites, such as poetry 

and music, but such an enterprise is beyond the scope of this study. However, I should like to 

devote this, the final chapter, to a consideration of one aspect ~f discourse which might help 

to explain why political and forensic rhetoric cannot achieve their intended goal -

persuasion -, unlike sophistic rhetoric which has both aesthetic value and practical purpose 

in communication. 1 

One striking term stands out in a quotation Philodemus makes from Epicurus' De rhetorica: 

psychagogia.2 As Philodemus does not comment explicitly on this tenn in his own On 

Rhetoric I intend to discuss how Philodemus would react to the connection between 

psychagogia and rhetoric, and to explore f:he theoretical and physiological foundation for 

Philodemus' view of the effect of sound on an audience. In order to achieve this I shall be 

It might serve to inculcate the kind of discursive principles which produce the only prerequisite 
Epicurus apparently demanded of speech, awp1!Wtcx (Diog. Lam. 10.13). On this aspect of style see 
Milanese (1989). 3440. Longo Auncchio (1990), 177 defines sophistic as an art of literary or 
philosophical prose which helps the Epicurean philosopher to disseminate his doctrines efficiently. 
Gaines (1982), 75-80 uses passages from book 4 of Philodemus' On Rhetoric and book 5 of De 
poematis to reconstruct six qualities of expression. 

2 The term occurs inRh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XI.17-18 (Longo, 65) in the form 'l'VXCXtaryo[Uj.l]elv[o]1.. 
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compelled to review the Epicurean theories of perception and particularly the Epicurean 

understanding of the production and apprehension of sound. Philodemus does not appear to 

connect what he says about rhetoric to any peculiarly Epicurean assumptions about the 

physiology of hearing, but certain texts from his works De poematis and De musical do 

allude to these assumptions and can thus be used to elucidate related aspects ofPhilodemus' 

On Rhetoric. I hope that from such a study a more coherent picture win begin to emerge of 

Philodemus' view of the effect of artistically produced audible phenomena on human beings. 

that is prose, poetry, and music, which in turn win provide a sort of physiological explanation 

of Philo demus' attitude to these disciplines at the macroscopic level. 

The term psychagogia conjures within us an image of the quasi-magical and mysterious 

power of manipulated discourse. It is associated particularly with the sophist Gorgias. At first 

glance its appearance in Hellenistic literary criticism and philosophy may seem somewhat 

quaint, a sort of terminological fossil. Yet even a standard intellectual history of this period 

includes some discussion of the term in the work ofNeoptolemus of Parium and Eratosthenes 

of Cyrene,4 and its survival in subsequent writers attests that, alongside its debased meaning 

"entertainment", it retained something of its former significance: the power to set the soul in 

motion and lead it wherever one wants. I suggest that the earlier notions associated with the 

term psychagogia, 'transportation of the soul. ability to influence the soul' - usually without 

the conscious acquiescence of the audience - are not extinct in the Hellenistic period. 

Philodemus seems to employ the term in both senses, that of 'entertainment' and that of 

3 

4 

This work, even more than De poematis, is recognised for its contribution to our understanding of 
Hellenistic aesthetic theories in general: Rispoli (1983), 101. 
Kennedy (1989), 200-214 and Innes (1989), 21S-219. 
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'transportation' ,5 and this chapter will discuss Philodemus' view of whether such 

transportation is possible. and if it is, what produces it and under what conditions. 

A passage from Quintilian's section on compositio contains assumptions which are pertinent 

to this topic and presents a view of acoustic phenomena which many rhetoricians of the first 

centuries B.C. and A.D. would find plausible: 

ideoque eruditissimo cuique persuasum est. valere eam plurimum non ad 
delectationem modo sed ad motum quoque animorum, primum quia nihil intrare 
potest in adfectus, quod in aure velut quodam vestibulo statim offendit; deinde quod 
natura ducimur ad modos. neque enim aliter eveniret ut iUi quoque organorum soni, 
quamquam verba non exprimunt, in alios tamen atque alios motus ducerent auditorem. 

Inst. 9.4.9-10 

The passage illustrates an important assumption: there exist certain sounds which delight 

human beings and even stir their souls. In order to gain entrance to the soul, the sound must 

first delight the ear. Once it has gained entry, it can actually influence the emotional 

disposition of the audience. This represents a widely-held assumption in antiquity. It goes 

without saying that orators and rhetoricians actually believed that the sound of their speech 

contributed a good deal to its effect on an audience, even if they were not very certain as to 

how this occurred, and a significant portion of the theoretical and prescriptive work of the 

rhetoricians, at least from Gorgias onwards, if not earlier, was devoted to the identification 

and exploitation of the kind of sounds which would assist in persuasion.6 Thinkers who were 

suspicious or hostile to rhetoricians did not question this basic supposition seriously.' 

6 

7 

I accept Wigodsky's point (1995), 65-68 that when Philodemus uses the terms 'I''UX<X'Yco'Y1.<x and 
'I''UX<X'Yco'Y£tv he is echoing the language of his textual source, and that the effect on the soul denoted 
by the terms is rather imprecise; but I suspect that Philodemus was not oblivious to the word's 
etymological meaning. 
Cf. the belief that music could interfere with the win of an audience, Abert (1899),3. 
Plato's discussion of the effects of music and rhythms in Republic 3 is a case in point. 
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The quotation at the very beginning of this chapter illustrates that the Epicurean Lucretius 

was well aware of humanity's desire to hear. Hearing is an important and perfectly natural 

function, and as such, is something which humans take delight in. As materialists, the 

Epicureans were committed to the view that sound is body, 8 and the registering of sound by a 

person is a result of this body striking the organs of hearing. Lucretius puts it succinctly thus: 

principio auditur sonus et vox omnis, in auns 
insinuata suo pepulere ubi corpore sensum. 
corpoream quoque enim vocem constare fatendumst 
et sonitum, quoniam possunt inpellere sensus.9 

4.524-27 

Thus sound is something real, it has an ontological status which is independent of the 

consciousness of the human who registers it. IO But what is the nature of that ontology? The 

Epicurean explanation of the mechanics of aU sensation and the way information from the 

senses is processed remains controversial. The extant relevant passages from Epicurus' 

Epistula ad Herodotum are extremely condensed and the text is disputed in several important 

places, so we require the assistance of Lucretius and the polemical discussions of other 

authors if we are to attempt to reconstruct the Epicurean view. 

Yet the fundamental features are clear enough. The senses somehow register corporeal 

substances (variously termed 'timo1., diimAa, 01K01.) which constitute effluences emitted by 

real objects in the world. The effluences are real because they are themselves bodies, that is 

they actually exist, and, because they are generated from real objects, they preserve some 

correspondence with those objects. Both body and soul seem to be viewed as responsible for 

9 

10 

A view which was not universally held, cf. Sext. Emp. Math. 6.54. 
Cf. Epicurus Ep. Bdt. 52-53; for sound as body (om"ta), ft. 322-23 Us. 
Cf. ft. 321 Us. (= At\t. (plut.) IV 19,2 p. 408D. 
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sense-perception, with the soul taking the lion's share.1I Motion, tenned lCtV1'}O'U;. maintains a 

crucial role. 12 But beyond this, there are many uncertainties. There is still no agreement 

among scholars, for instance, as to what Epicurus meant when he asserted that all sense 

impressions are aA'I1getc;,13 and the mechanics of sensation after the image has made its initial 

impact on the percipient remain problematic. 14 

If we are particularly concerned with investigating Epicurean theories of sound and hearing 

we are inunediately confronted with an obstacle. The extant fragments of Epicurus' views on 

perception tend to focus on the sense of sight with only slight differentiation of the other 

senses. IS The emphasis on sight is not surprising, since it was universally considered the most 

important sense. 16 No doubt, the physics of sight provides the basic model for aU sense 

perception. In Lucretius, sound too is viewed as an incessant and varied phenomenon which 

moves through the air between bodies: 

!! 

!2 

!3 

14 

IS 

16 

Ep. Hdt. 64-65. 
Emphasised in Ep. Hdt. 53 and 65. 
Useful studies of this topic are to be found in Striker (1977) and Taylor (1980). Furley (1993),90-93 
has an intelligent review of the problem and the solutions offered. Everson (1990), 161-183 gives a 
lucid and plausible argument for interpreting aA:rt9Ei~ as 'true' rather than 'real' or 'existent', and 
alludes to Aristotle's practice of talking about perceptions being true (p. 169 n. 13). I believe that.the 
adjective denotes only existent (which would go without saying) but also true. I suspect that Epicurus 
means that sense percetions are 'true' in the same way as witnesses or depositions may be true; 
admittedly perception offers no 'accounf as such, and human witnesses are rational beings, not 
inanimate phenomena, but the senses are perhaps conceived as analogous to witnesses who are 
objective and do not seek to misrepresent what they have seen; in which case Epicurus is exploiting an 
established Greek idiom which would be immediately familiar to everyone. But Annas (1992), 169-
173 raises some thought-provoking questions as to what precisely Epicurus could mean by stating the 
'truth' of sense, and locating error in opinion. See also Asmis (1984), esp. 143-144, and remarks made 
by Furley in his review of her book (1988), 109-111. 
The role of the so-called 'fourth element' of the soul, for instance, continues to elude identification. 
Kerferd (1971), 85-88 gives a considered review of the possible explanations along with an honest 
appraisal of the flaws in each one. 
Consequently. treatments of hearing by modem scholars are understandably oblique or tentative, e.g. 
Long (1986), 22. 
And, if Annas (1994), 164-65 is correct, provides the fundamental paradigm for all Epicurean theory 
of perception and epistemology. Note too that for Aristotle, the soul never thinks without a mental 
image (Dean. 3.7 431a). 
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nee variae cessant voces volitare per auras (4.221) 

But there are some difficulties in extrapolating aU the features of the sense of sight to the 

other senses. It is not easy to see. for example, precisely how the theory of eidola which are 

continuously shed by objects can be applied to sound. Objects are constantly shedding 

streams of atoms wmchare delineations ('tU'lt01.) of themselves, but objects are not always 

shedding streams of atoms that produce sound, or at least not at the macroscopic level.17 A 

living creature, or even an inanimate object. may remain silent unless acted upon so as to 

produce sound or itself initiate a series of physical actions so as to emit a sound. Conversely, 

the differences between sight and hearing also preclude some of the problems which are 

peculiar to the former, such as the problem of the size of an object and the size of the visual 

image. J8 

There is some evidence in what remains ofEpicurus that he ~d acknowledge the existence of 

slight differences between hearing and the other senses, at least sufficiently to give them 

separate treatment. We know that Epicurus wrote a separate books on sight,I9 and Lucretius 

emphasises that each sense has its own separate capacity and power • 

. . . nam seorsum cuique potestas 
divisast, sua vis cuiquest ... (4.489-90) 

So separate are the senses that they are incapable of refuting one another,20 even where they 

may appear to contradict each other. This can be explained by the fact that the senses are not 

17 

18 

19 

20 

See Koenen (1999), 436 "whereas the simulacra can be described as 'automatical emissions', ... the 
clusters of voice constituting atoms appear to be 'non-automatical emissions''', 
Although there is an analogous problem in the fact that loud noises appear faint from a distance, 
discussed in Sext. Emp. Math. 7.208. 
llept 'tou op(iv Diog. Laert. 10.28. 
Lucr. 4.495-96. 
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discriminatory of the same things, i.e. each sense has as its object its own particular kind of 

material flux.21 

But we should begin with the section from the Epistula ad Berodotum which discusses the 

sense of hearing, which I shall quote in run owing to its complexity, 

21 

2S 

26 

27 

aAAa J! tlV Kat. 'to aKOU£t v y1. v£'tat p£uJ!a'toe; (!)£p0J!£VOU a7to 'tOU CPCOVOUV'toc; 11 
TtXOUV'toe; 11 VOq:K)UV'toe; 11 07tCOO5117tO't£ aKoOO'ttKOV 7ta9oc; 7tOtpa0'K£OO~0V'toc;. 'to 
5£ p£uJ!a 'tomo de; oJ!OtoJ!£p£te; OylCOU; 51.aO'7tE1.p£'ta1., aJ!a 'ttva 51.aO'cPl;0V'tae; 
O'uJ!7ta9£1.av 7tpOe; aAA11Aoue; Kat. £v6't1l'ta i51.6'tpo7tov, 51.a't£1.vouO'av 7tgac; 'to 
a7toO''t£Uav Kat. 'ttlV £7ta1.O'9T)O'tv 'ttlV £7t' £K£1.VOU me; 'to. 7tOAAa 7tol.Oooav, d 5£ 
J! 11 Y£, 'to E~w9£v J!6vov Ev51lAOV 7tapaO'K£ua~oooav' aVEU yap avacp£poJ!£VT)e; 
'ttVoe; EK£t9£v O'uJ!7ta9£1.ae; OUK (Xv Y£V01.'to Tt 'to1.au'tll £7ta1.o9'I1O'1.e;. OUK au'tov 
ouv 5£t vOJ!1.~£tv 'tov a£pa U1tO 't11c; 7tP01.£J!£VT)C; cpcovi1c; 1\ Kat. 'trov oJ!O"(£vmv 
O'XllJ!a't1.~£0'9a1. - - 7tOAAtlV yap Ev5£lav l~£l 'tou'to 7taO'xwv U7t' £K£1.VT)<; - - aAA' 
£u9uC; 'ttlv ytvoJ!£Vllv 7tAllYtlV tv TtJ!tV, o'tav cpcovilv acp1.wJ!£v, 'tOlaU'tllV EK9A1.VtY3 

OYKWV 't1. vmy4 p£uJ!a'toe; 1tVEuJ!a'tcb501.><; a7to't£A£O''ttKmv 7tOl£l0'9a1., 11 'to 7ta9oc; 'to 
<lKOUO''tt KOV TtJ!lV 1tapaO'K£ua~£l. 

Ep. Bdt. 52-53 

And what is more, hearing occurs as a result of a flux which is conveyed from that which utters voice 
or produces sound or makes a noise or in any way produces an effect on the hearing. This flux is 
scattered abroad into masses which are homogeneous with the whole and which at the same time 
preserve shared characteristics2S with one another and a unique unityU which extends across to the 
source of the emission; this unity also usnally produces the perception for that thing,27 and if not, 
provides only that which is apparent from outside. For without some correspondence in qualities 
conveyed from that source, such a perception would not occur. So one should not think that the air 

OU yOtp 'trov cx'i>'trov den lCPt'tUCCXl. Diog. Laert. 10.32. On the whole subject of the objects of the 
various senses, and on common sensibles, see Sedley (1989); he discusses in some detail (pp. 126-
130) PHerc. 19/698, a fragmentary text by an unidenitified Epicurean, which in its surviving part 
seems to treatlCplJ.lcx'tcx ("spheres of discrimination", "objects") of the various senses. Unfortunately, 
for my purpose, the extant text focuses on sight and touch. 
The MSS have the feminine singular of the participle here and for 1I:apaalC£~o'OOcxV. agreeing with 
£VO't11'tcx Uho'tpo1l:0v; thus Bailey (1926), 200 ", .. a perfectly concrete 'chain' of particles which 
actually causes the hearing". Usener, however, emended the participles to masculine plural which 
would make them agree with OTlCOUC;. 
Brieger's emendation of the MSS reading £1CA.l.9Ttv or £lCAtl9TIV is accepted by Bailey (1926), 30 and 
many others. Usener suggested lYlCAWtv. 
This is the reading of PIQ adopted by Hicks (1925) Bailey (1926), 30 and Inwood & Gerson (1994), 
10; other MSS (FGJiP2f) have 'ttVCDV &ylcmv. while B (followed by Usener and Bignone) has C>TlCmv 
't1.VOC;, where 'ttvOc; must agree with pei>J.lcx'toc; despite the strange word order. 
Bailey (1926), 31 translates "correspondence of qualities". 
Bailey (1926), 200 translates "a unity consisting in peculiarity of character". 
't'iJv £1I:cxia9Ttatv 'titv tTe' £lC£tVOU: "the object", or Inwood & Gerson (1994), 10 "the perceptual 
experience occasioned by the flow". Bailey (1926), 200 translates "comprehension in the recipient", 
distinguishing £1I:CXla9TtCJlC; from mere lia9qcnc;, the idea being that we not only hear a person speaking 
but also "catch his words", i.e. understand what he is saying; Usener's apparatus (p. 14) informs us that 
B originally had cxta9TtCJtc; and that the prefix £11: - - was added in a later hand. It is interesting that 
Philodemus uses the term £1I:cxta9TtCJtC; for the senses from which hearing is to be distinguished in De 
mus. 4 col. U.8 (Neubecker). After this phrase the MSS have cDc; 'tOt 1tOAAa ("most of the time"), which 
Usener expunged as a gloss, but Bailey (1926),30 and Inwood & Gerson (1994), 10 retain. 
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itself is shaped by the voice which is emitted or even by things of the same type28 (for this will hardly 
be affected by that), but rather whenever we emit sound immediately the impact which occurs within 
us produces such an expulsion which is productive of masses of a certain air-like flux, and it is this 
which produces the acoustic effect for us. 

This passage illustrates the fact that sound too is a flux or stream (pEUJ.1CX) which has a 

"breath-like" character (1CVEUJ.1CX'tOO()EC;). The flux consists of masses or chunks of matter 

(01KOt),29 which are in some way consistent with one another (no matter in which direction 

they fly) and maintain a sort of link with the source of their emission. Sound and hearing thus 

confonn to the general model of perception which Epicurus sketches in Ep. Bdt. 46. 

But there are some important differences. Epicurus chooses to employ the teon 01KOt for the 

matter emitted, not 'tU1COt or Et()COACX, a choice which seems to result from an attempt to 

distinguish the physicality of sound-infonnation from that of sight. Both sound particles and 

sight particles are corporeal and have shape, but sound particles do not create 'pictures' or 

'images' in quite the way sight particles do. It is perhaps significant that Epicurus makes no 

mention of c:pcxv'tCXOtCX or its cognates in this context. 30 Thus, although they maintain a unique 

unity (tv6'tTl'tcx i()l6'tp01COV) with the source of the sound, they cannot be said to preserve the 

OEOtC; (Ep. Bdt. 46) of the object as such. In addition, the 'passage' of sound flux differs from 

that of visual images in that sound is able to negotiate obstructions, which suggests that it 

does not have to travel in straight lines: hence Lucretius' observation, 

28 

29 

conloquium clausis foribus quoque saepe videmus, 
nimirum quia vox per fleJCa foramina rerum 
incolumis transire potest, simulacra renuntant. 

4.598-600 

Presumably EpicW'Us means that even where there is no articulation as such, i.e. in the case of 
inanimate objects which produce noise. 
Unfortunately, EpicW'Us does not give us further detail concerning the constitution of these masses. It 
would seem, however, that they are already quite complex bodies which are themselves reducible to 
particles, hence 6J1otOJ.l.£pe:t~. 
Cf. Lee (1978), 28-30. Although Lucretius does employ the phrase imagine verb; in DRN 4.571, there 
it denotes a mere echo or 'reflection' of a real word produced by collision with something solid. 
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This quality of sound's motion will also explain how it. gains access to the human ear: in 

auris / insinuata (4.524-25) quoted above. 

Lucretius is quite emphatic in his assertion that atoms do not actually in themselves possess 

qualities like colour, temperature, sound, moisture or smell, 

sed ne forte putes solo spoliata colore 
corpora prima manere, etiam secreta teporis 
sunt ac frigoris omnino calidique vaporis, 
et sorutu stenIa et suco ieiuna feruntur, 
nec iaciunt unum proprium de corpore odorem. 

2.842-46 

Thus, the phenomenon of sound is the consequence of an interaction between a particular 

kind of material flux and a sense organ which is specifically suited to the registering of that 

flux. 

So what of the basic qualities that can be ascribed to sound? Lucretius attempts to make a 

crass differentiation between sounds of differing quality (roughness, asperitas, and 

smoothness, levor) and ascribes a physical cause to these qualities, 

asperitas autem vocis fit ab asperitate 
principiorum, et item levor levore creatur. 
nec simili penetrant auris primordia forma, 
cum tuba depresso graviter sub murmure mugit 
et reboat raucum retro cita barbara bombum, 
et tvalidis necti tortist ex Helicorus 
cum liquidam to11unt lugubri voce quereHam. 

4.542-48 

The text is difficult, corrupt, and invites transposition.31 One notes that the quality of 

asperitas which is applied in Latin to sound is traced to the tactile asperitas of the basic 

constituents of sound. One also notes the absence of qualifiers such as quasi and ut which 

31 I have used Smith's edition (1992). 
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would othelWise emphasise the metaphorical aspect of his language here. I suggest that this 

quality is not presented metaphorically or analogically but is to be taken quite literally.32 So 

too the quality levor. The adjective levis is used by rhetoricians to denote speech and 

composition which is the opposite of asper.33 The texture of the sound would seem to be the 

product of the source of the sound: thus a tuba emits a hoarse boom (raucum .. . bombum),34 

while the throat of swans35 produces a limpid lament (liquidam . . . querellam). Lucretius 

employs a subtle blend of figurative and concrete applications in his phrasing. There is the 

distinction between the manners of the emission: the tuba appears to press down on the 

sound-particles in some way (depresso graviter sub murmure), while swans appear to release 

the sound without oppressing it (tollunt). This results in sound materials which are 

characterised by different shapes and which have different motions: the sound of the tuba is 

raucum (i.e. it is rough and causes friction as it moves), while that of swans is liquidam (i.e. 

it moves as easily as water, and is clear). But Lucretius also ascribes secondary or 

interpretative qualities to the sound emitted. The tuba is barbara, the voice of swans lugubri. 

How are we to account for this? Are these qualities inherent in the physical nature of the 

sound, or are they simply the result of the interpretation of a human audience? Or is Lucretius 

taking poetic licence and .should we not understand these terms as applying to Epicurean 

theory? It is possible that the idea of querella is supplied from an accepted fact that the swan 

32 

33 

34 

3S 

Contrast Sextus Empiricus' explanation of the terms ~eta and (:Sap£ia as applied to sound, the result, 
he says, of a transference (J.LE'tacpop1.1CcMEpOV) of these terms from the sense of touch to that of sound 
(Math. 6.40); see Riethmiiller (1975), 188 n. 15 who demonstrates Sextus' debt to Aristotle here. The 
Skeptic then regards all attempts at description of sound as inevitably metaphorical because sound 
cannot be demonstrated to be corporeal (Math. 6.54). The Epicurean view, however, would seem to 
allow a basic and modest application of adjectives derived from the sense of touch for the very reason 
that sound is corporeal and therefore has at least some of the qualities which we associate with solid 
objects. 
E.g. Cic. Orat. 5, De or. 3.43.171, Quint.lnst. 11.3.15,2.5.9. 
Koenen (1999), 449-450 also points out that the cow-like sound is made explicit. 
Assuming that the corrupt et fvalidis neet; tortist in line 545 conceals something like et eonvallibu • 
eyeni intortis, see Smith (1992), 318, and Koenen's (1999), 452-455 review of the problem and 
solutions offered by scholars. 
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is actually lamenting, and the sound of the tuba has. by convention, funereal connotations,36 

but the problem remains. We are faced with a similar problem in 4.584, where Lucretius 

employs the phrase dulcisque querellas. Are these sounds really pleasant and if so, how 

precisely? 

The safest interpretation would be to assume that sound particles which are not rough but 

smooth and·move easily (in a manner analogous to that of liquids) are most likely to cause a 

human agent pleasure. 

This is all very well, but what of sound which is more complex than the cry of an animal or 

the timbre of a particular instrument? What sort of effect does music or spoken language have 

on the percipient? Lucretius depicts the organs of speech as a craftsman;37 like a carpenter, 

they fashion the crude sound which we emit into language, 

hasce igitur penitus voces cum corpore nostro 
exprimimus rectoque foras emittimus ore, 
mobilis articulat verborum daedala lingua 
formaturque labrorum pro parte figural. 

4.549-552 

Once again, the carpenter analogy is not selected fortuitously. Sound is conceived as 

something corporeal which can be given shape, a shape that can be "felt" by the organs of 

hearing. In other words, there is a kind of artifice in even the most basic and unselfconscious 

use of language. 

36 

37 

cr. Prop. 2.13.20 nee tuba sit/ati vana querella mei. 
Cf. 1.7 where the same metaphor, daedala tellus, is used to describe the earth offering flowers to 
Venus. Note again the absence of markers of explicit metaphor, such as quasi or ut. 
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Is there a straight forward physical explanation for the effect of sound. or does the percipient 

employ pro/epseis in evaluating the impressions made by this kind of sound? What sort of 

pro/epseis would a percipient be likely to have for these kinds of sounds? 

The passages I have quoted or referred to in the footnotes either imply. or state explicitly, that 

sound has shape. Does this constitute a sensible quality. and if so, does it provide a 

preliminary foundation fora classification of all sounds into two distinct groups: those which 

are inevitably pleasant and those which are inevitably unpleasant? In other words, does 

Epicureanism view the appreciation of the aesthetic quality of sound as purely arbitrary or 

not? 

I suggest that these details have implications for the way the Epicureans viewed human 

perception and reaction to sound. Because sound is a different sort of phenomenon from that 

which is registered by the eyes, the mouth, or the nose, it should be evaluated on its own 

terms and not confused with the characteristics of the other senses. Sound cannot have colour, 

for example, nor does it contain in itself the attributes of the object that emits it. A bird's call 

does not resemble that particular bird. nor does it smell or taste like it. However, the 

Epicureans would hardly have denied that the percipient has some way of identifying the 

object which produces sound even ,if the percipient is unable to see the object directly. The 

song of certain birds, for instance, can communicate the presence of edible prey to a hunter, 

even if a view of the birds themselves is obscured by foliage. As a result of the sound 

registered by the hunter, an image of a bird which is edible is simultaneously apprehended. 

Precisely how the Epicureans accounted for this "matching up" of sense data remains a 

mystery, but there is an analogy in the use oflanguage, where words are somehow referred to 

prolepseis (which are generally conceived as visual entities) with the result that meaning is 
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derived from sound. So this sort of "natural" identification of sound with object appears 

uncontroversial even if the mechanics are not understood. When, however, a percipient 

claims that a piece of music reminds him of a cat, then, I suspect, an Epicurean would begin 

to disagree. If the music attempted quite successfully to mimic the meow or purr of a cat, 

then, perhaps, the percipient is making a valid claim.38 If. however, the music sounds nothing 

like a real cat, but is perceived to somehow encapsulate a eat's aloofuess or agility or 

inscrutability, the Epicureans would have to object that it does nothing of the sort, but that it 

is purely the opinion of the percipient that it is so. 

These assumptions seem to underlie comments made by Philodemus in book 4 of his De 

musica where it is clear that he rejects the notion that music has mimetic or ethical qualities. 

In refuting, it is thought, Diogenes of Babylon's view39 that different people perceive the same 

piece of music differently, Philodemus asserts that this might be the case with certain other 

senses, but not with hearing, 

39 

x:01 E:n:t J.l.EV ['Y]£ toU
teo[ v] :n:apa t\ vac; :n:p08\aOE
a£\c; Ev8EX£ta\ :n:apaAAat
touaac; aUJ.l.~aiv£\V E:n:a~~~1l
a£\c;. E:n:t 8E trov cXx:orov ou-
8' eanv OAmC; lhacpopa t\c;. cXA-
Aa :n:a.aa\ 'trov 
oJ.l.[oi]rov . 11-
",]£tC; :n:o\Ouvtat x:a' ,,80-
vae; :n:apa:n:Al1atoue; all-
~avoua\V, mat£ x:at tile; EVa[p
IlOVtO'l) x:al tile; xpmllattx:ile; 
~ha<pEpOVta\ [0]U x:ata t'llv 
CiAO'YOV ~:n:a[ia~l1al v cXAAa 
x:ata tae; 86[~ac;], 01. IlEV ma
:n:£p 01. tOUteo[\ :n:]a;pa:n:A1lo[lo]I 

5 

10 

15 

20 

There are references to the 'ability of certain people to imitate the sound made by animals and 
inanimate objects (cf. PI. Resp. 3 397a 3-7, Leg. 2 669c 8-<12, Pluto De aud. poet. 18c, 674 b), but then 
these would hardly have qualified as 'music' in antiquity. 
Diogenes' name survives in three places in this book, colI. vn.24, XXI.19. xxm.28, and no other. 
Delattre (1989), 54 ff. has demonstrated that the whole of book 4 was devoted to the summary and 
refutation of Diogenes own work De musica. Diogenes is probably the target of those fragments of 
book 1 which contain theories which recur in book 4, cf. Rispoli (1983). 91 n. 2 arid Schlfer (1936). 
178-79; Schlif"er went so far as to suggest that all fragments of Kemke's book 1 belong in fact to book 
4, but was not supported by Rispoli in her edition of book 1 (1969). 
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't1lV ~tv] qilf{OKO]v'tEC; dvat 
OEJ.l v1lv Ka[t. YE]vvatav Kat 
&~~:i1v Kat [Ka9]apav, 't1lV [SO 

a}vavSpov [Kat. CPOP'ttK1lV 
Ka[1.] aVEA£U9Epov. ot st 't1lv 
J.l{ev] auo't'l1PCxv Kat 8[E]a1tOn
KT,V, 't1lv st TlJ.lEPOV Kat 1tt9a
vi'{v 1t]pooovOJ.la~oV'tEC;. aJ.l
cp6'tEpOt st a J.ll1SuE[p]at 1tp6o
Ea't[tv] ~1tU9£POV'tEC;. 

208 

25 

30 

De musica 4 PHerc. 1497 col. n.S-3D (Neubecker) 

And in the case of these at least, with certain predispositions it is possible for perceptions to alternate.4O 

but in the case of the senses of hearing, there is no· difference at aU, but rather all (senses of hearing) 
produce the same kind of apprehensions of the same kind of tunes and derive corresponding pleasures 
from them, with the result that people differ in their view of what is enharmonic and chromatic not by 
virtue of perception, which is a non-rational faculty;41 but by virtue of opinions, just as some people, 
who are similar to this man, say that one type of music is solemn, and noble, and simple, and pure, 
while another is umnanly and vulgar, and slavish; while others term the former type of music austere 
and imperious, and the latter gentle and persuasive. Both groups of people are attributing things to the 
music which are not present in either type. 

This text illustrates that for Philodemus the actual apparatus of hearing. that is the organs that 

come into direct and preliminary contact with the sound, is not responsible for the different 

reaction different people often display towards the same piece of music. Thus there is nothing 

intrinsic in the sound itself which is responsible for the different interpretations which human 

beings bring to bear upon it. Such interpretation is not justified by either the sound itself or 

the organs of hearing, for, after all, sensation is aAoyoc;,42 but rather is the result of a more 

conscious, perhaps intellectual, process of evaluation.43 

40 

41 

42 

43 

Presumably, Philodemus is thinking of cases where the circumStances of the observer may interfere 
with his perception, e.g. a sick person may see things differently from a healthy person, cf. the 
commonplace that persons suffering from jaundice (arquatt) see everything as if it were greenish
yellow (lunda), Lucr. 4.332-335. Neubecker (1986), 127 notes that the term 6ux9£al.li is frequently 
employed in Philodemus' On Music 4 in the sense of "constitution" or "condition" of the soul On this 
term - Lucretius' dispositura - and its significance for the soul, Grilli's paper (1983) is informative. 
As to the differentiation of hearing from the other senses. the answer may lie in the fact that Epicurus 
seems to recognise that for the other senses objects do have qualities other than shape: i.e. colour is a 
quality of an object seen, heat of an object touched, and others of objects smelled and tasted (cf. 
Epicurus Ep. Bdt. 49, Lucr. 4.72-89. 90-92, 218-24, and Purley (1993),83-84). 
And hence unable to make those sorts of judgements. 
Diog. Lam. 10.31. Cfalso Dion. Hal. Compo 23 p. 202 Usher ... to al.oyov b:tJ.l.CltpTUpEt tile; IX1C:of1c; 
'It«~, although he does not draw the same conclusions. 
See Rispoli (1991), 92, 94-95. 
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Philodemus' remarks are broadly consistent with what we are told by Epicurus, 

Kat ilv (xv v <pClv'tao1.av bt~A11'ttKroc; 't'ft atavoiQt 11 'tote; aioOT)'t11Piotc; 
£1't£ JlO 't£ 0'UJ$£~11K6'tcov. Jlopq>11 EO'ttv a\)'t11 'tou O't 'YtvOJl£V11 
Ka't« 'to nUKvCOJla 11 E'YKa'taAetJlJla 'tou d&OAO'U' 'to 'I'£uaoe; Kat 'to 
al11Jlap't11Jl vov ev 't4) 1tpOOao;atOJlEVCP a£\ Eon v <e1tt 'tou 1tpOOJlEVOV'toc;> 44 

em.Jlap't'UP119,,0£09a1. n Jl Tt avnJlap't'UP119,,0£09at £'i't' OUK E1ttJlap't'Upo'UJlEVO'U <11 
eXv'ttJlap't'Upo'UJlEVO'U>.4 

Ep. Hdt. 50 

And whatever appearance we receive by focusing with the mind or the organs of sense, be it of shape 
or properties, this is the shape of the solid object, which arises from the sequential repetition or 
remainder of the image. Falsehood and error always lie in an opinion which is added <in the case of 
that which is waiting> to be testified for or againSt, and then is neither testified for <or against>. 

Admittedly, the context of Epicurus' remarks is somewhat different. Epicurus is discussing 

visual sense-impressions, not those of hearing, but falsehood and error are explicitly located 

within a a6~a, opinion, which is reached before sufficient sense data have been registered or 

collected. Epicurus would seem to be talking about basic error in the percipient's 

identification of the actual characteristics of an object - whether the tower is round or 

square, for instance, although he does not specifY this - while Philodemus is alluding to a 

more complex set of misconceptions and errors, where a quality or property is ascribed to a 

phenomenon. But despite these differences. it is a~a which is responsible for the error in 

each case. 

Philodemus denies music any mimetic capacity, it has no ethos properly-speaking, and is thus 

unable to induce the soul to mimic any given ethos.46 This is in marked contrast to Plato and 

Aristotle. Plato, for example, views Ionian and "certain Lydian" harmonia; as JlaAaKai 't£ 

Kat O'UJl1to'ttKa1. (Resp. 3 398e 9-10), and insists that there should exist separate harmoniai 

for different types of human activity which require different emotional dispositions in human 

Usener's supplement. 
Usener's supplement. 
Cf. Rispoli (1974),86. PHib. 13, published by Grenfell-Hunt in 1906. has become a classic example of 
the kind of views which were held on music's ethical properties. 
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beings.47 In contrast to this VIew, all Philodemus seems prepared to attribute to the 

preliminary registering of sound is the ability to distinguish pleasant sound, presumably from 

unpleasant ones. But the interpretations which humans indulge in confuse even this basic 

level of discrimination: what sounds slavish to one audience sounds persuasive to another, 

with the result that it becomes difficult to establish whether the music in question is pleasant 

or unpleasant.48 

But we are justified in asking what kind of sound should be pleasurable, given that pleasure 

plays such an important role in Epicurean philosophy. In Epicurus' Epistula ad Menoeceum 

129-131, for example, we are infonned that pleasure provides the criterion for human 

behaviour as the first and natural good (1tpm'tov clya96v ... Kat OUJ.UPU'tov), although the 

concept of pleasure is itself further refined. But where, precisely, does the pleasure which 

human beings derive from sound fit into all this? In the first edition of his Kolotes und 

Menedemos Cronert opined that the apostate Menedemus had charged that the Epicureans 

were incoherent in their condemnation of poetry because they admitted that q>e6yY01 can 

excite a sensation of pleasure and that Colotes responded by asserting that .96YY0149 only 

pertain to clear communication and not other discourse. so This would suggest that sounds 

which comprise language cause pleasure only if they are of such a kind as to pennit the sense 

of what is being said to be grasped with ease. 

I have spent some time discussing Epicurean theories of sound and hearing because it is 

47 

48 

49 

Resp.3 399a 6-c 1. Aristotle also assumes that different harmonia; have different ethical applications, 
Pol. 8 1340a 40- 1340b 5. 
It is quite possible that Phllodemus credited the organs of hearing only with the capacity to register 
pleasure in response to rhythm. 
The term cp86nOt is also used for "musical sounds", see LSI S.v. who cite Eur. El. 716 and PI. Leg. 7 
812d 1; in Sext. Emp. Math. 6.1 it seems to mean "musical notes". 
Cronert, 6-8, discussed by Mancini (1976),63. 
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important to establish whether the Epicureans admitted that sound by itself could have an 

insidious effect on an audience. While the Epicurean Polyaenus can speak idiomatically of a 

sophist who "blasts the ears of young men" (JlEtpalClmv cXlCOOC; ElC1tA:fl't'tEtv)51 it seems 

unlikely, in the light of the above, that the Epicureans believed that sound alone was capable 

of enchanting an audience. In this they appear to have been something of an exception to the 

general consensus. Aristotle, for example, stated that there was a great similarity between 

certain rhythms and tunes and the human emotions. and regarded it as an established fact that 

we change our emotional disposition (JlE'tai3aAAOJlEV yap 't'i)v ljIUXTtv) when we listen to this 

kind of music. 52 Aristotle's view can be conceived as a distillation ofless precise notions of 

the same kind on the interconnection between music. rhythms, and the human soul which 

pervade Greek educational thinking in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.53 And the power of 

music to enchant was a commonplace that was hard to eradicate. In Philodemus' De musica, 

the Stoic Diogenes of Babylon. for instance, cites with approval a verse of Archilochus to the 

effect that everyone is enchanted by song, 

Even if the Epicureans conceded that people derive some sort of pleasure from certain 

sounds, including music, it did not follow for them that people could be enchanted or induced 

to adopt specific forms of behaviour as a result of this pleasure.55 

51 

52 

53 

Stob. Flor. 11.15,44 p. 192 Wachsmuth = fro 44 Tepedino Guerra. 
Pol. 8 1340a 18-23. 
cr. Pol. 8 1339b 2 ff. and 1342b 32-33 on the influence of music, and the statement tv 8£ 'tote; 
J.L£A£CnV a'i>'totc; ta'n J.L1.J.Lt1J.i.a'tIX 'tiOv i]emv (1340a 38-39) as opposed to sculpture and painting. 
Rispoli (1969), 77 points out the difference: music comprises a 6p.olUIJ.I.IX 'tote; i\8£c:s1. while painting 
and sculpture constitute a1lJ.LCta J.La:u.ov ... 'trov it8COv. 
Kemke p. 20 (= fro 262 Lasserre-Bomwd). More recently Gigante proposed that the telt should read 
K'I1ACO<V>'tIX1. S' lSnc; 1[ . .. cW't]COv c3wtSatc; (1993), 10. Mancini (1976), 62 suggests that mention of 
Archilochus by Colotes in his Dp6<; -roy DMX'tmvoc; A-ua:1.V could also be linked to comment on this 
very verse. 
cr. Rispoli (1969),88. 
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This brief review hardly suffices as an explanation of Epicurean theories of acoustics, but it 

does, I think, have significant bearing on how Philodemus views the claims of musicians, 

poets, and rhetoricians that they can influence people's souls by the manipulation of sound. 

This is because, at the level of sophistication claimed by these technicians, Philodemus 

believes that sound by itself is incapable of having the automatic, insidious effect which so 

many practitioners claimed for it. 

In his discussion of music, Philodemus is able to concentrate on "pure sound", that is sound 

which is. undeniably. completely separate from language, or in his terms, ac:nlJ.LaV'to<;.s6 It is a 

distinction he will continue to emphasise in his discussion of those arts which employ 

language. that is poetry and rhetoric. Language is not just sound, but significant sound. 

Language without sound is impossible, but so is language without significance, that is sense, 

content, thought, that which is, unavoidably, signified. There are, of course, grades of 

significance, from nonsense at one extreme, to clearly articulated thought on the other. 

In his work on poetry, Philodemus comments on the concept of psychagogia on several 

occasions. 57 Philodemus is drawn into remarking on the role of psychagogia because of the 

importance attributed to sound in poetry by several of the opponents he refutes. In outline, 

Philodemus takes issue with a widely held assumption that it is euphony, or the formal 

features of poetry, which generate poetry's emotive power and that the actual semantic 

constituents are of no real consequence. This stance on poetry. attributed by Philodemus to 

57 

Cf. De mus. 4, PHerc. 1497 coll. XXVI.30-31, XXIX.I8, 31 (Neubecker). Plato too distinguishes the 
words (16')'01.) of a song from its musical elements when he views the qualities of the former as 
invariable whether they are set to music or not. But this does not prevent him from assuming that the 
non-linguistic elements of a song (harmonia and rhythm) have significance too, and one that should be 
appropriate to the words used in a song (Reap. 3 398c Il-d 10). 
The references were assembled by Schlchter (1927) who came to the conclusion that Philod.emus 
recognised as real psychagogia that which acts in a rational way and only on those who are tUmished 
with paideia. . 
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"oi KPl.'t'1.KOi", results :from the belief that stylistic manipulation is the only technical 

contribution which the poet as artist makes to the poem, since the resources of language, the 

narratives, and the life-experiences out of which poetry is crafted are shared by all 

humankind. S8 At one extreme we find the notion that even poems whose meaning is obscure 

have the power to stir the audience's souls, 

cXa<x[q>]f1{1.) J.1£[v -ca 
1t[0111J.La-c' £ivat, \jIUXay[ro
YEtV 5' OJ.1roC; 

Philodemus De poem. Tr. C col. III.22-24 (Sbordone) 

. .. (he states that) [the] poems are obscure, but have an effect on the audience' s soul none the less 

But for Philodemus such a view is mistaken. In another fragment from the same treatise 

Philodemus appears to challenge the euphonist doctrine on poetry, 

-cae; \jIUxae; eEAYEW -cmv h:
nat5<Eu>0J.1Evrov leat leaeO
AOU] J.1E't[a AOY0]'U, [ou] napa
Aoyroe; 5EtV \jIuxlayro[Et-
creal. 

De poem. Tr. D fro 19.1-5 (Nardelli) 

... to chann the souls of those who are thoroughly educated and [to be necessary] that psychological 
stirring is accompanied entirely [by reason, not] contrary to it 

Because poetry is constituted from language which entails meaning as well as sound, 

Philodemus argues that both aspects are susceptible to manipUlation and elaboration and 

should be thus both be considered when we try to account for the effect which poetry has on 

an audience, 

KEtVEl 
yap ou -ca cXnoT'l-ca, cXAAa -ca nE
n011J.1Eva, 51.avo"J.1a-ca 5E 
Kai -cau-c' £cr-Ct v 

De poem. Tr. C fro n.3-6 (Sbordone) 

S8 Cf. Philodemus De poem. Tr. C coll. XVI.26-XVII.9 (Nardelli). 
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For it is not that which is unelaborated which stirs but rather that which is elaborated, and thoughts are 
the latter also 

If anything, composition should be subservient to the meaning, 

" O"uvG£-
O"te; ... O[u]K U£ptoc,; 0\>8' £7t<xt-
VOUJ.1£V111CaO' aintlv, u/..-
/..' Ott 1t[popnapiO"'tl1O"l 8ta\{01.
ac,;, atc,; 'llt:ulXaywyouO"t.V 

De poem. Tr. C col. XVn.19-24 (Nardelli) 

composition ... is not something celestial, nor is it praised in itself, but rather because it brings the 
thoughts (to the audience's mind), and it is by thoughts that they stir the soul 

According to Philodemus, then, synthesis, the manipulation of significant words into 

compositions, is something very different from music. ~9 Because of the significance of words, 

it is the rational element in human beings which is compelled to process the finished product, 

otherwise meaning cannot be grasped, and language enforces the attempt to reconstruct 

meaning. Naturally. sound is an important, and inevitable. constituent of all poetry and prose; 

but for Philodemus it is certainly not the only one or the most important one: it is always 

bound to the sense of the words. and the sense takes priority.60 It has been suggested that 

Philodemus failed to grasp that the theory of poetic synthesis is ultimately concerned with 

literary tastes which are a product more of artistic techniques and conventions than natural 

inclinations.61 I prefer to think that Philodemus was aware of this,62 but that various 

champions of synthesis (perhaps the majority of them) believed that one could achieve a kind 

of euphony which would be appreciated spontaneously by an audience. irrespective of its 

conventions and tastes. 

S9 

60 

61 

62 

De poem. 5 col. XXN.18-21 (Mangoni). 
Cf. Sbordone (1983), 179-180. Philodenms seems to understand sense, or thought, content, in the most 
general way, and as far as poetry is concerned, makes no prescriptions as to the nature of the content. 
In one passage he implies that a poem may contain thoughts that are indifferent, non-beneficial, or . 
downright harmful, and still be a very fine poem (De poem. 5 col. XXXII.9-14). 
Porter (1994), 79. 
Cf. his inclusion of the participle £1C1t£1tawe'OOf.lkvol in Tr. D ft. 19.1-2, quoted above. 
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One notes ~hat there is, in Philodemus' discussion of poetry and its psychagogic effect, a 

limitation or circumscription of this effect. It cannot make you do what you do not want to 

do. The stirring of the soul is more an aesthetic process in which the audience consciously 

participates. And to a certain extent, it appears the audience must be cultured enough to enter 

into this process. Its effects are perhaps limited to the enjoyment of aesthetic experience: 

anything the audience takes away with it is the result of rational reflection on the goodness or 

badness of the thoughts expressed. An audience cannot be made to do bad things after, for 

example, watching a play. And if they do bad things after watching it, they are responsible for 

their behaviour, and are doing it for reasons which are unrelated to the actual aesthetic 

experience. It is at this point that we realise that Philodemus' view ofpsychagogia is a sort of 

extension of its meaning as 'entertainment', but in the passages I have cited, he is using it to 

try to describe the physics of the aesthetic process. 

Now all of this has important consequences for rhetoric. Philodemus stresses continuously 

that rhetoric does not 'persuade' in quite the way the rhetoricians claim. This is the 

unavoidable conclusion from his reiteration of the notion that rhetoric is of no use in the very 

contexts where it is expected to give assistance in persuasion: law courts and public 

assemblies. Philodemus asserts that only the epideictic branch of rhetoric, what he terms 

O'o(j)tO''tt KTJ, has any grounds to be considered artlike at all. According to Philodemus, 

Epicurus and his early followers reveal that, 

'tE-
XVllV [dv]at 'ttlv O'o(j)tO''tt
Kilv 't{ ou ).,]6yo,-><; O'uyypacp£\V 
KCd. £1t[ta£]i~£tC;; 1t9~£tO'-
8at, ['tou ae] alKac;; lly£\V 5 
Kal an[~Ttl'Yop£tV OUK d-
vat 'tqxvTtlv 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. XXIV.1-7 (Longo, 95) 
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sophistic is an art of writing speeches and composing display pieces, and is not an art of pleading cases 
and addressing the people63 

So, rhetoric's efficacy is much more circumscribed, and comes across as a sort of prose 

counterpart to poetry. In fact, the differences between poetry and prose are not that easy to 

discern from Philodemus' treatment, since they share a good many characteristics.64 

In a passage from the third book of his On Rhetoric, Philodemus employs a somewhat 

rambling quotation from a lost work of Epicurus, most likely his own De rhetorica,65 where a 

psychological effect of some sort in epideictic speeches appears to be acknowledged, 

63 

64 

6S 

0-
'tav yap aKouC?'mC?'~ v ai>-
imJy ev 'tale; aEU;EO'~ ~at 
L~ale; n:..k?:viyJ9PEO't. [q>i1)JatlvJ [0 

L'J?~tK9'Upoe;J, K~~ 'III:'UiX~Ytp-
L Y119roO'~ aJ~~ ~o] l;tTl ~t~~ 
L~~p.\ C?'v~lX>A[ai]o'U 'HvoS 
L'tov A6Y91v ilJ ~Pt ~i9y 
LC?'VJ:Lq>Ep6yl'tcov, roO'~~p' ~y 
L 't..k?:!S Le~KA1)O'ia1(; ~~\ 'tOte; 
L5d~~~ 't~piote; yEive1~~ -
Ley j.ltJv yap 19U'tOte; U1t~P 
~9V ~ylK~q>aAoV 'too 51\ a.
Y9J:LEyloJv KtVaVVEUOV~Ee; 
Lo~~y L~~~Al1(nr ~ ~tp(ny, 
Lo~~v at atKlai~lmiC?',lv] L'tovJ 
rop 1~9Y <p'9~01ui J:LEVOt 1tP.9C?'J-

Cf. Rh. 2 PHerc. 1672 col. IX.7-22 (Longo, 167, 169). 
This emerges from remarks which Philodemus makes in response to a variety of unascribed views on 
what constitutes excellence in poetry, e.g. certain speeches share with poetry the fact that the audience 
is stirred by plots which contain unexpected denouements (1C01.va[\ 6' den.] leal I nYm'll liryCO'll: •• , De 
poem. 5 col. XXXV .32-33); in poetry. style should be appropriate for the protagonists introduced -
that goes for prose too ([leotvO'II yap leal. 't6l(v] u!;mv A01COV, d l5t J.L1t yE, 't6(vl ia'topucO)v ft 'tOO'll 1E 
B{t1«AOYCOV, col. XXXV.2-6). While Mangoni admits (1988), 129 that Philodemus does not declare 
what he thinks the talO'll of good prose is, she argues that he maintains that poetry and prose are two 
distinct fields (p. 137). 
So Hammerstaedt (1992),67; the parallel passage from Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 coD. X.24-XI.23 (Longo, 
63,65) identifies this work as the source. 
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~l<?'?~~ 19LyJ y<?'?f v 1<?11~J r~~ ly<?J
~~vo~~. ~L v J li~ L 'tat~J 1taV1)-
y\>p.~~~ ~~t ~~U~~~~ 'trov 
oOCPtO't41y oua~y OVO' U1t~p' 
L9P'JxLo,?J cppl<?y~ito"1~~ (<?\> 
y~] L6~q>J~o.1cao~v 6p[oJ9~ 
~[P:JtLYEtVJ> 0V~' \>1tEP 'troy NE
Y<?lI:L~vc.ov, EJi O'O~cptPEt 't[fi]t 
1tOA£t] Lil ~i)J (<?\> yap eo't~v 
U'F~P. 'F9A~~0'Y LKJaftl L~_hf p l"VTlc;J 
6 ~oyoC;, u1tep <!>y C4vI ayKa It-
9v eo't1 v a't't~ Lli"I 'FO'tE 1 
'l!1)cp.toaoOat. eay lie r Kat U l-
1tep 1tOAEI:LO'O ~at LEI ip"v 1 t0c; 
Tl<t> '1" il Kat ~AA9'O 'ttyloC;. i!)I y ~ lv 
1~!~ ~~~A1)[oi]ahi~J ~9,?~E\>
ov~aJ~. 9\> '1tEPt' Ka't~1t[E:JtY9Y19~ 
'n yoS Y~ O~EVOS Leo'ttjy ev 
'tro<t> 1tapoV'tt 6 AOY~), OO'tE 
oCP9lipa £;q>~ Oy'tEC; 1oi) a-
yc.oy~~v aKOOOOOtv ev 1altJc; 
1tal v".h\>PEOt v 
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Rh. 3 PHerc. 1506 colI. L.22-LI.24 = PHerc. 1426 colI. na.7-IVa.l4 (Hammerstaedt, 
26-29) 

Every time they listen (to sophists) in displays and at festivals, says Bpicurus, and when they are stirred 
in their souls because the speech is not about a contract, [or] not about advantageous things, as is the 
case in assemblies and law courts - for since, as one says, they risk life and limb in these when they 
participate in an assembly and fear the oath when they sit in judgement, they take notice of what is 
said, while in the festival and display speeches of the sophists they waste neither a thought for an oath 
(for they have not sworn to j~dge correctly) nor for whether what is being said is to the city's 
advantage or not (for the speech is not advocating war or peace, issues on which they have to vote 
when the debate concerns war or peace or something else they discuss in assemblies - in fact the 
speech is about nothing urgent) - so that they listen at festival speeches in a state where they are 
detached from the debate. 66 

The quotation from Epicurus is out of context and it is difficult to discern the extent and 

precision of Philodemus' citation of the Master. But the information we can draw from it is 

extremely valuable. It would appear that some sort of psychological experience is 

acknowledged but only under certain conditions. This experience is expressly limited to the 

context of epideictic performances (1taVTIyupEtC;. liEl;£tC;), and excludes contexts where there 

are issues of importance (peace or war) or other considerations (such as an oath) which 

The precise wording and extent of the quote from Epicurus remain problematic. 
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determine the manner in which an audience will evaluate a speech.67 Thus, for Epicurus, it 

appears that the context and content of discourse are of primary importance in determining 

the reaction one can expect from an audience. 

In addition, Epicurus implies that context, content, and audience-reception are somehow 

insolubly linked. The audience will only indulge in an aesthetic response where the audience 

itself deems it appropriate. It is also significant that the verb vuXaYCOYECO is employed to 

designate the effect which epideictic speeches have on an audience. We cannot be absolutely 

certain, but it seems most likely that it is a term that Epicurus himself applied in this context, 

and so Philodemus is compelled to use it too. I do not think it is a term that Philodemus 

would have preferred unless his source made it unavoidable. One can compare the attention 

he is forced to give to the term in his refutation of others' views in De poematis. One also 

notes the somewhat cumbersome explanation in col. III8.l7-W8.14 of PHerc. 1426 (On 

Rhetoric 3) which interrupts the flow of the sentence. In a parallel passage where the same 

piece of Epicurus is quoted in book 2 of Philo demus' On Rhetoric,68 this section appears in a 

very abbreviated form and is phrased rather differently. It is tempting to conclude that 

Philodemus has indulged in some special exegesis of his own at this point, in order to 

emphasise what he considers to be Epicurus' intention: that an audience listens to a speech in 

a very different manner, depending on whether they are there for entertainment or for serious 

civic business; in the case of the latter,psychagogia does not occur. 

As the passage continues we receive an impression of what sort of elements in a speech 

Epicurus thought responsible for an audience's psychological transportation, 

61 Whereas in PI. Phdr. 261a 7-9 Socrates asks whether rhetoric is 'l'UXa.YCO"Yia. ~ 6ul MYO)V, ou J.l6vov 
£V 81.lCa.cm'lPlOU; lCa.\. OOOt lilA.ot 8'11J.loo1.0t csuU.oy01.. aAAU lCa.\. £v lliloU;. 
Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 coli. X.30-XI.31 (Longo, 63, 65). 
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Lo'tavJ 5' ou-
10i C; 1 La~ou'!>l('T1,. 1~SJ ~ty 
LAJ£yo~tvot{~ L9\> ~lPioJatx<;l\>-
0']1. y, [n191~p'a LO'.h?Jl(cp~p'ov-
'ta 11 9\> g\)~<etLpov .ha. 
Kal 'to [.J O'UV<;lAOy aA'I1~ij 

11 OUK *~ Tt9i1. \>~' of '0 "ko'! 
5t 'to,! ~xo\> Kal1roy L~J£
p1.65mv Kal 'trov napi-
or m lvJ Kal aLv.htl9t.hmv 
Kal 6~01.Ci ~EA£iJ l1J v 1 . 
'I!\)xaymyr 0 1 uJ ~EV l<?! 'ij-
511 np<;IO'd 5 16K'I1O'~V. £i 
OU'tC!>{l} A<4AJ m l<\>11<Jav, K~ll 
EV EK~AiO'J\a\c; Ka\ 5\Kag
't11pi9!C; E\> [a~aAAa'ti E ~r v l. 
0'0 O'\)Vopli)[V]'tEC;. o'tl r 0'01-
5' (Xv 1)ytglov't<;l. ~i rEV EK 1-
r K l~11gia\ K[al.] ~1.KaO''t{ pil
C!>L!J [Ou]'tm{t) AaAOUV'tOC; 
~KO\)OV 
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Rh. 3 PHerc. 1426 colI. IV1.14-va.2 = PHerc. 1506 colI. LI.24-LIIA (Hammerstae<it, 
28-31) 

and when they listen in this way. they do not pay attention to whether what is said is to their advantage 
or not, or whether it is altogether true or not, but because they experience psychological transportation 
by the sound alone, by the periods, the precisely balanced clausulae. the antitheses, and the 
homoeoteleuta, they come to expect that if they babble in the same way in assemblies and courts they 
will make a good impression, not realising that they would not have endured it if they heard (someone 
else) droning on like this in an assembly or court. 

It is important to bear in mind the context of the passage here. Philodemus is invoking 

Epicurus to account for what happens to gullible students of rhetoric who have been 

persuaded to part with their money in order to learn. from rhetors how to speak convincingly 

in assembly and court. The students are given the impression, for want of experience, that 

what they feel within themselves at the displays'ofthe rhetors in the classroom is conviction. 

Their error lies in mistaking what is a purely aesthetic experience, a response to the sound of 

the discourse, for conviction. But there is no conviction: not only do they pay no attention to. 

the content of what is said, but if they were themselves transferred to a real context where 
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conviction is at issue they would immediately realise that something is terribly wrong. Their 

appreciation of the discourses they attend in class would be very different if those same 

discourses were declaimed in court or assembly. Once again we see the distinction between 

sound and thought which we have already noted in Philodemus' discussions of music and 

poetry. In the context under consideration, Philodemus insists that it is the sound-effects 

alone which produce psychagogia. Do these statements contradict what Philodemus 

maintains in the case of poetry. that it is thoughts that stir us, not pure sounds? 

To answer this question we ,must take into account the polemical aspect of Philodemus' 

assertions both in De poematis and in On Rhetoric. In On Rhetoric Philodemus is attempting 

to explain a passage of Epicurus where the Founder gives some credit to the ability of 

discourse to produce psychagogia in an audience. Since he does not try to argue that the 

passage of Epicurus is spurious, we must conclude that there is no question as to the 

authenticity of the passage, and that Philodemus does not detect a problem of contradiction. 

On the other hand, Philodemus is in all likelihood employing the Epicurean passage in a 

manner which its author could never have foreseen: that is, as a weapon in a polemic which 

has been influenced by developments in the understanding of aesthetics and psychology, and 

more specifically. the euphony theories of Hellenistic poets and rhetoricians. 

Epicurus, then, has established that in epideictic speeches, the audience is not paying 

attention to content, and the context allows them to listen and appreciate the composition in a 

manner that is different from other settings. Therefore if Epicurus says that psychagogia does 

occur, Philodemus seems to conclude that its cause must lie in what is left over when content 

is removed, that is sound. 
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There is no serious of contradiction if we bear in mind that in his De poematis Philodemus 

was trying to minimise the effect of sound in poetry for polemical purposes, while in his On 

Rhetoric, Philodemus is trying to refute those who claim that rhetoric has the power to 

convince and that sound plays an important role in achieving that goal. So poets and rhetors 

are making slightly different claims for the sound component, or synthesis, in their 

disciplines, and Philodemus' approach in his refutation is adjusted accordingly: 

a) the poets claim that it is sound which moves the audience and makes poetry 

distinctive; Philodemus states that this is nonsense, and that it is the thoughts signified 

by the language which play the most important part in achieving this effect 

b) the rhetoricians claim that sound makes a significant contribution to the persuasive 

outcome of a speech. and makes speeches effective; Philodemus rejects this by 

asserting that it is the thought expressed in the speech which an audience attends to 

when deciding what action to take. 

The most important point is that students of rhetoric are at fault: they have mistaken the 

context of epideictic for a universal one; isolated within an environment which is not 

responsible to social and political reality and is able to define its own aesthetic rules, the 

students are programmed to appreciate and take notice of sound precisely because their 

educational setting has attributed undue significance to that aspect of language; they have 

learned to accept certain patterns, manipUlations, and rhythms as aesthetically compelling, 

and, assume that what is aesthetically compelling is inevitably persuasive as well. Therefore 

the psychagogia of sound is a sort of self-fulfilling system, but a closed one: it breaks down 
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once it is transposed to an inappropriate context, and so, to a certain extent, it is superficial 

and synthetic. 

In this chapter I have attempted to argue that the three main branches of acoustic artistic 

production, music, poetry. and rhetoric, should not be considered separately from each other 

when we are studying Philodemus' works. Philodemus' treatment of all three displays an 

underlying doctrine of the effect of sound and language on human beings. It would appear 

that in his discussion of these activities Philodemus has been compelled by his own 

intellectual context to adjust and refine the Epicurean position. At times he is faced with the 

problem of interpreting the writings of the Founders to secure their support and maintain his 

own claims to orthodoxy. In addition, Philodemus' view of psychagogia is another example 

of the Epicurean faith in an individual's freedom of will: it is senseless for a person to fear 

that he or she will be compelled to a particular conviction simply by an orator's skillful 

manipUlation of sounds and words. From this, as from sorcery, prophecy, or astrology, there 

is, in fact, nothing to fear. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Romans desire Greek paideia in order not to be at its mercy, and systematically imitate it; yet the 
very action of imitation keeps provoking them into the uneasy awareness that this paideia is not native, 
so that a complex process of inclusion and exclusion is always under way. I 

A close examination of the surviving portions of the first two books of Philodemus' On 

Rhetoric reveals that it constituted a carefully-structured and systematic treatment of the issue 

of sophistic rhetoric's status within orthodox Epicureanism. Since we do not possess the 

writings of earlier or contemporary Epicureans on the subject, it is difficult to judge whether 

Philodemus is introducing an innovation or is reaffirming a view which was actually held by 

Epicurus and the Founders of the School. However, the subtlety of his arguments and his 

reliance on abstruse terminological distinctions regarding the words 'tEXVTJ and P"n'toJlt'ICi) 

suggest to me that Philodemus' stance was not the most obvious one for an Epicurean to 

adopt. For aU its belligerence, and while acknowledging that portions of it are a reply to an 

attack from the Rhodian Epicureans, Philodemus' assertions have a rather defensive 

appearance. 

Yet, even if we were in a secure position to judge that Philodemus has stretched the evidence 

available from the writings of the Founders to suit his thesis, we would no doubt find it 

difficult to challenge his orthodoxy seriously. If anything, Philodemus is supplementing a 

lacuna within Epicurean doctrine, an absence which has opened under the steady insistence of 

cultural and social change. For, by the time of Philo demus, rhetoric (an art once synonymous 

with notions of civic participation)2 could be conceived as a basic science of discourse, an end 

in itself, divorced, if need be, from practical application in assembly or court. Philodemus 

2 
Feeney (1998), 68. 
cr. the terms 1tOA1.'t1.ldt and ~t1CaV1.1Cit which not only denote the art of speech in civic contexts but also 
connote all aspects of activity in those spheres. 
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seems to intimate that he is aware of this when he suggests that rhetoric forms part of a 

person's basic education. As an art of prose, the medium in which even Epicurean 

philosophers are forced to write, it need be no more objectionable than the art of learning to 

read or write. 

Of course, if Philodemus is not simply reasserting a view explicitly formulated in the works 

of the Founders but is actually making a creative contribution to Epicurean thought, the 

assessment of him as a derivative intellect, which is often made, might have to be re

examined. As I suggested in chapter 5, from the manner in which he comments on the 

citations from the Founders there might be grounds to doubt that his treatise is substantially 

an echo of Zeno' s work. It should not surprise us that Philodemus is anxious to stress the link 

between himself and the Athenian scholarch in a context where orthodoxy is at stake. But 

Philodemus is equally explicit on the point that Zeno did not compose a formal treatise on the 

matter under debate.3 We are therefore left to speculate whether he worked entirely from the 

notes he might have taken during Zeno's lectures or whether he composed his own exegesis 

on a series of Epicurean lemmata which Zeno might have assembled previously. At least the 

discussion of the Symposium citation is likely to represent Philodemus' own efforts, because 

it is to this work that the Rhodian refers on the basis of reports from visitors who have 

returned to the island from Athens. Philodemus, as I understand him. indicates that the 

Symposium was never intended to be part of the textual support for the thesis that sophistic 

rhetoric is an art. It should also be remembered that Philodemus was a literary figure, and it is 

quite possible that he devoted more attention, and took a more original approach, to questions 

of artistic discourse (in prose as well as poetry) than many other Epicureans before him. 

Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 col. Lm.12-13 (Longo, 153). 
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In the first two books of the treatise Philodemus spends less time explaining what sophistic 

rhetoric is than in pointing out what it is not. The error lies not in the art itself, but the 

opinions held about that art by its teachers and their students. The significance of 

Philodemus' point thus concerns not only sophistic rhetoric's true status but also the student's 

perception of that art. Since there is no secure evidence that any Epicurean groups included 

instruction in rhetoric within the curriculum of study, we must suppose that Philodemus 

imagined that his own students had, and would continue to, attend the schools of rhetoricians 

if they wished to acquire skin in sophistic rhetoric. From this angle, Philodemus' whole 

discussion of the issue of sophistic assumes an abstruse appearance, of interest to only the 

most senior members of the Epicurean community, although Philodemus seems to expect that 

his work will enjoy an international circulation.4 The passion and stamina which Philodemus 

displays in his treatment of the subject are fuelled, perhaps, by a desire to justify his own 

inordinate interest in the aesthetic properties of prose and verse. However, if we assume that 

Philodemus' geographical location is at all relevant, and that he composed the work in the 

belief that some of its readers would be Romans, then we might be tempted to search for 

indications of relevance for that audience. I suspect that Philodemus was largely content to 

undermine a discipline which constituted philosophy's greatest educational rival at Rome, 

and to ensure that Romans, who might have travened to Rhodes and encountered the 

'renegade' Epicureans on that island, did not absorb 'unorthodox' views. Perhaps it was even 

hoped that the confidence and erudition of the treatise would induce prospective Roman 

students to associate with Campanian Epicureans and not travel abroad. 

There are no explicit aBusions to a the Roman context in the surviving portions of books 1 

LaAA.\a xpelVcx.N l' IXe1. Al6yO\) 'tJuxetv. I/I(uh xaojliv 'tOte; I(cxlo'1\)'tJ.Uc; l..,I.Aooocpo~l.VJ. Rh. 
2 PHerc. 1674 coll. LVII.33-LVIII.2 (Longo, 161, 163). 
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and 2/) but Romans who tended to associate intellectual activity with otium might have found 

the general tenor of Philodemus' thesis on sophistic rhetoric appealing. In Epicureanism, 

Philodemus offers a school of Greek philosophy which does not threaten to infect the 

institutions and procedures of Roman civic life with foreign innovations. The rejection of 

political and forensic rhetoric may even signify that Epicureanism is politically neutral, and 

that its Campanian proponents are not to be alligned politically with prominent Roman 

figures. 6 If this is indeed the case, Philodemus has proved himself a sensible tactician: he has 

managed to convey the message that Epicureanism offers no threat to Rome's institutional 

fabric, yet insists upon the distastefulness of the active life which political and forensic 

rhetoric are supposed to serve. Epicureanism emerges as a viable alternative, in that it 

construes leisure as a sphere of virtuous activity. In a sense then, though books 1 and 2 of On 

Rhetoric focus on a recondite aspect of Epicurean doctrine, they also serve as a protreptic to 

the life of an Epicurean. Had he been watching, even the Founder would have approved. 

Ii 

Apart from Rh. 2 PHerc. 1674 fro 5.5-10 (Longo, 31); the coupling of Romans and Spartans is 
" probably meant to be flattering. cf. Rawson (1969), 100-104 on Laconism in Roman political thought 

of the second and first centuries B.C. 
Gigante (1984),289-290 bas already argued that Philodemus'De bono rege, written for Fiso, avoided 
both a pro-Caesarian and an anti-Antonim position. 
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